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AESTRACT

COCOA PRICE FOR.IvIÄ,TION AND THE PROSPECTS

OF ITS STABILIZATION

by

Emmanuel Nenyi Kweku Issiw Andah

As worldwide concern has grown over the urgency of

economic development for the developing countries, so has

the attention of researchers and policymakers on price

fluctuations in primary commodities produced by these

countrj-es. Such fluctuations impede the development

process because they affect export earnings and hence

the ability to obtain external resources for development.

The focus on adverse price fl-uctuations has been accentu-

ated by a concurrent persistent downward trend in prices

during much of the post-war period.

In these circumstances attention has turned

towards possibJ-e means of stabilizing the prices of

primary commodities exported by developing countries.

The need for price stabilization is especially
great for raw cocoa beans which are produced only in
developing countries. Price fluctuations have been

particularly severe in the world market for this commodity.

V
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These price fluctuations have serious implications for

those countries deriving the bulk of their export earnings

from cocoa. Since cocoa is consumed mainly in developed

countries and the raw beans cannot be stored in tropical

climates where they are produced., stocks of raw cocoa beans

are held in the consuming countries. Inventory policies

sometimes add a further element of price instability to

that arising from supply variations.

This study was designed to investigate the effects

of an administered pricing scheme on the export earníngs

of cocoa producing countries. One such scheme was developed

from the proposals made at international- cocoa conferences.

An analysis was made of impacts on demand and supply of

alternative levels of a negotiated "remunerative" price.

Provision was made for operation of a buffer stock as one

of several alternative techniques for ensuring the success

of the scheme. Results indicated a substantial potential

for increasing the export earnings from the application of

this remunerative pricing scheme.

The investigation postulated. the setting of a

"remunerative " price which is administered by an Inter-

national- Cocoa Council. Difficulties involved in negoti-

ating such a price are recognized in view of the failure

of the Cocoa Producers' Alliance to maintain high cocoa

prices after 1964, and the causes of this failure which

are id.entified. In this application of remunerative
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price at a negotiated l-evel the theory of consumers' and

producers' surplus is used to measure the social cost of

price fluctuations from this level. Comparisons were

made of social- costs over a five-year period following

initial- fluctuations from the equilibrium price under

controlled and free market conditions. Annual supply and

demand of cocoa beans were determined under both market

conditions.

The results showed that for a five-year period

the aggregate earnings from the control-led market could

be $4,I32 mil-lion while the free market would earn $3,435

mil-Iion. Thus , if an international agreement on cocoa

vvere signed, and put into operation in L913 for five

years, the producers' income could be increased by about

ç697 miltion at a stabil-ized price of $663 per ton.

The supply response to this price level was also

analyzed to determine the aggregate supply of cocoa beans

that must be isolated from the market for that price to be

maintained. The results indicated that a cumulative total

of 573 thousand tons would have to be so isolated over the

five-year period.

An optimal stabilization policy model was developed,

based on the operation by the Cocoa Council of a buffer

stock mechanism Lo intervene in the market by purchasing

or selling raw cocoa beans. This model is capable of

minimizing the social- cost of price fluctuations or the



intervention costs for buffer stock operation.

V]-I]-

In a deter-

ministic market, ignoring stochastic factors, the optimal

policy requíres the buffer stock manager to trade a

quanLity which is proportional to the price deviation

from equilibrium in the preceding period. The proportional

factor is a function of the marginal social cost and the

marginal intervention cost, the latter depending on the

time limit imposed on the buffer stock manager. It is

concluded that the application of this policy will reduce

instability in the international príce of raw cocoa beans

and wiIl minimize social costs of such instability while

also minimizíng intervention costs.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTTON

International Commodity Agreements (ICAS) I in

general, have as one important aim the moderation of

fluctuations in commodity prices. Most ICAS also attempt

to influence export incomes. One reason for the developed

countries' interest in ICAS is that they feel responsible

for instability in the less developed countries (LDCS), on

the theory that fl-uctuations there merely "echo" fluctua-

tions in their own economies r 
2 and at the same time they

are apprehensive about possible feedback effects through

sympathetic fluctuations in LDCS' demand for imports from

developed countries.

The Problem

Before the L948 Havana Conference on international
trade, a unanimous skepticism existed among economists

with respect to international- organization of commodity

1_-fn this study ICAS are defined as fnternational
Commodity Agreements which have both producer and consumer
membership in accordance with the principles of the Havana
Charter.

2_--Alasdair I. MacBean,
Devel-opment (London: George
p. 165.

Export Instability
A1lan and Unwin Ltd.

and Economic
7Tg66) ,
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trade, and international- commodity agreements, because of

two basic arguments against them. One argument deal-s with

economic issues and the other with organizational issues.

The economic argument is that ICAS lead to misallocation

of resources, both between the commodity under the agree-

ment and other commodities and between hiqh and low cost

areas producing the particular commodity. As a result,

production of the comrnodity may be in surplus or deficit

and this misallocation of resources may not occur in the

l-east cost areas. The organization argument is that diffi-

cul-ties to be surmounted. in the negotiations are too great

and that an agreement cannot be implemented for any period

of significant length because of the differences in the

objective functions of the producers and the .orr=rl*"r=.3

The success of the Havana Conference and the subse-

quent interest of the United Nations agencies (Food and

Agriculture Organization, United Nations Conference on

Trade and Developnent) in arranging for interested parties

to meet and negotiate on an international level partially

solved the organization problem. Economic interest in

ICAS after World War II arose because of two basic d.iffi-

culties facing the LDCS: (a) their adverse long-run

?'Alasdair I. MacBean, op. cit., Passim, Chapter L2.
See also P. T. Bauer and F. W. Paish: "The Reduction of
Fluctuations in the Incomes of Primary Producers " , The
Economic Journal- (December l-952), Passim, pp. 751180.



terms of 1-rade and (b) price f luctuations in the primary

commodities they produc".4

Economists such as Nurkse, Prebísch, and Pincus

have supported the idea of an fCA on primary commod.ities

as a means to resolve these two difficulties. Nurkse

reasons that violent price fluctuations make economic

growth and stability impossible in the LDCS,5 and therefore

that the removal of these price fluctuations will- improve

both growth and stability. Prebisch and. Pincus focus on

the long-run adverse terms of trade facing the LDCS and

they propose the use of ICAS to correct this difficutty

by transferring resources from the rich to the deveJ-oping
6countrr-es.

Cocoa is one of the primary commodities produced

LDCS that has been subject to a typically high degree

instability in price. T Prices averaged about 5 cents

4}4acBean, op. cit. , pp. L65-67

by

of

tr
'Ragnar Nurkse, Probl-ems of Capital Formation in

Underdeveloped Countries (l¡ew York: Oxford University
ffip-.-Tl:23.

6paul Prebisch, Towards a New Trade
Development (Geneva: U. N., L964)
Pincus, Trade Aid and Development
L967), pp. 227-4L. OECD, l-953; pp
ICAS as a supplement to financial

, P. gg¡
Policy for

and John
(New York: McGraw-Hi1l-,
. 3I-34, also suggests
aid.

and 51.TMacBean, op. cit. , pp. 42
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a pound in the l930ts, and. about B cents a pound in the

1940's, then jumped to a record average of 57 cenLs a pound

in L954. The highest recorded price in a single day (in

1954) was 72 cents. A futures market in raw cocoa has

existed in New York and has been used by manufacturers to

protect their inventory positions by hedgi.ng. Cocoa is

subject at times to extreme speculation which exacerbates

the price swings. Sometimes the price movements have been

far beyond the range of economic val-ues deriving from the

fundamental supply and demand situation. B Because cocoa

is of great economic significance to a number of producing

countries, all in the process of development, these

countries are gravely concerned with these sharp price

f lucLuations'.

The high prices of 1954 also affected the opera-

tions of cocoa manufacturers adversely. Some of the small

fj.rms, especially in Belgium ano Switzerland, were caught

with short supplies of cocoa and were forced out of

business.9 The Swiss and Belgian governments approached

Bcommodity Year Book Lg72 (New York: Commodity
Research Bureau, Inc., 1972), ed. by Harry Jiler et â1.,
p. 16. See also F. H. Weymar, The Dynamics of the World
Cocoa }{arket (M. T. T. Press, f 968 );T.-lZ.

9t. A. Kofi, "rnternational Cocoa Draft Agreement",
Discussion Paper 7L-4 (Stanford, Food Research Institute,
L97L) , p. 1. See also J. E. Chapman, "The International-
Office of Cocoa and Chocolate " in Cocoa Growers' Bulletin
No. 4 , Feb. Lg65 (London: Cadbury-EroEhe'rs ÏEã; ,-T965;
pp. B-9.
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the Organization for European Economic Co-operation (OEEC),

and the United Nations (Ut:¡ and requested them to l-ook into

the cocoa price crisis. The UN approached the Interim

Coordinating Committee on International Commodity Arrange-

ments (ICCOICA) who, in tutn, recom.mended to the Food and

Agriculture Organization (FAO) to study the cocoa insta-

bitity problem. The UN has ca1led a number of conferences

in an attempt to negotiate an ICA on cocoa since 1963.

If an ICA on cocoa can be designed to eliminate the

violent price fluctuatj-ons, such an fCA will be of great

assistance to LDCS whcse exports are highly concentrated in

cocoa. The nature of assistance that is actually achieved

depends on whether the Nurkse or Prebisch-Pincus reasoning

is accepted. According to Nurkse, both economic growth

and economic stabilit.y would improve from elimination of

price fluctuations alone, whereas Prebisch-Pincus imply

that even if fluctuations are removed the long run terms of

trade may continue to be adverse and this may yet impede

growth. Whichever reasoning is accepted, the reduction of

price fluctuations ín cocoa would appear capable of bringing

important benefits to LDCS.

Since 1956, attempts have been made, without

success, to control- the prices of cocoa and to arrest the

continual downward trend. The Food and Agriculture Organi-

zation, the United Nations Conference on Trade and
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Development (UNCTAD), and the producers and consumers have

been negotiating very actively since 1960, but a binding

agreement is still not in sight owing largely to the

inability of .the producing and the consuming countries to

reach a mutually satisfactory pri.".10

rnternational discussion within UNCTAD of the

possibilities of organizing the world cocoa market goes

back to the first UN Conference on Trade and Development

held in Geneva in the sunìmer of 1964. On this subject,

the Conference recommended in its final act,
the establishment . of an ad hoc working party of
government experts responsible for studying the
proposals and preparing a progranme of action for the
international- organization of commodity trade which
will ensure that the developing countries will at all
times be able to market their export products in
increasing quantities and at remunerative prices, the
'purchasing power' of which shoul-d not decline in
relation to the prices of the essential goods imported
by those countries, devoting their attention d.uring
the first stage to the commodities of greatest
importance, to the international- trade of the developing
countries. rr

The failures of the 1963 , 1964, L96

abrupt suspension of 1968 negotiations for
cocoa were basically due to disagreement on

5, 1966, and the

an ICA for
.L2tne prr-ce.

1081."k^u.., Ricärdo and Rake Alan, "What is Holding
Up a Cocoa Agreement" in African Devel-opment (FAO, Rome,
June L970), pp. L2-L3.

Ilu*ctoo Publication Document ID/B/A.11. B Geneva
Act, 1964.

l2uNcrao publication Document TAD/L67 / (Com) Geneva,
19 December L967.
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Hence the problem confronting the producers and consumers

in their efforts to negotiate an ICA for cocoa is to find

a means for determining raw cocoa prices which wil-l be

acceptable to the objective functions of both parties.

This requires information on projected responses in

production and consumption under different conditions of

demand and supply that may occur over time for rav,7 cocoa

and cocoa products. These prices should have attributes

that enable them to function as equilibrium prices in the

world cocoa market. Even advance knowledge of the market-

clearing or equilibrium price for cocoa in any year may

not resul-t in advance agreement at the negotiations. An

equilibrium price in this traditional- sense can in any

event never be known and may not be acceptable to the

objective functions.

There is a need to define a new concept of equili-

brium príce applicable or related to the negotiation

process. For negotiation purposes, equilibrium price is

to be defined instead as an assumed arbitrary val-ue

(five-year moving average) .

This suggests a need to anal-yze impacts on produc-

tion and consumption to see how they match up to the

objective functíons or to the major changes of them.

Hence the final or equilibrium price is the price resulting

from the interaction of production and consumption.



A buffer stocksmechanism may be necessary as a

tool to forestal-1 further deviation of that price.

The Need for the Study

A study is needed on an ICA for cocoa with refer-

ence to determination of equilibrium price. This type of

study should also provide an insight into the present

organization of the worl-d cocoa market and should explore

and apply the theoretical role of equilibrium pricing and

wel-fare economics in stabilizing this market.

On September I7, L966 the producing countries

expressed oeep disappoirrtment at the failure of the nego-

tiations and reiterated unanimously that efforts should

be made by UNCTAD to draft an agreement which will answer

their needs in conformity with the recommendations of the

first session of UNCTAD. The following needs were

especially mentioned:

(a) Stable and remunerative prices;

(b) Effective buffer-stock machinery for the maintenance
of minimum price;

(c) Prefinancing of the first buffer stock on favourable
terms by international financial institutions or by
the Governments of developed countries;

(d) Effective means of control;
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(e) Adoption of measures for the reduction of barriers
to tfre trade in cocoa and to its consumption. 13

These needs are crucial for successful negotiation.

This study will provide information of relevance to items

(a) , (b) and (d) .

Eicher has indicated the dearth of studies dealing

with international trade, and policy and planning for
I4cocoa.*- Contributing reasons for this l-ack of research

relevant to the present day cocoa problem are the domina-

tion of rural development research in the 1950's by

geographers and anthropologists, and the relative paucity

of agricultural economists in the cocoa producing nations.

Since there are very few professional agricultural
Itr
J-Jeconomists-- engaged in teaching and research in these

countries, IittIe research has therefore been completed

on stabilization pÇlicies for cocoa.

The lack of relevance to the current cocoa problems

of much of the research over the past twenty years is a

l3u*ctoo Publication Document 2Ist session supple-
ment No. 15 (A/63I5/Rev. I) New York, September 1966.

f4Cu.tI K. Eicher, Research on Agricultural Develop-
ment in Five English-Speaking Countries in West Africa
lÑew vortt agriffilopmenr council;--T97¡-), p. 3t.

I5rbid., p. 31. The actual figure quoted for i- 969
by Eicher was fifteen. However the population of agricul-
tural economists is far above this number in the 1970's.
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refl-ection of (a) research being conducted primarily by

itinerant or non-African scholars over the past y"-.= r 
16

(b) anthropologist and geographers being on the "fringe"
of the planning process--either by choice or through

exclusion by economic planners; (c) rural development

disciplines are in their infancy in most of the cocoa

producing countries; and (d) problems of cocoa price

instability have often been incorrectly diagnosed. and. as

a result ' cocoa manufacturing companies havê been considered

to be major obstacles to an ICA on cocoa whereas, in fact,

effective demand constraints, pricing policies and inter-

national trade barriers are much more important as con-

straints on negotiations. 17

Obj ectives

The general objective is to develop a stabil-iza-

tion policy for consideration by both producers and. con-

sumers of cocoa with respect to an efficient organization

of the cocoa market. For this to be achieved it is

necessary to,determine and follow several more specific

objectives to guide the study. These are:

(1) To evaluate the past effect of monopolistic

I6_-.--These nomadic schol-ars have been primarily
oriented to their disciplines rather than to problem
solving.

17c-tl K. Eicherr op. cit., p. 33
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pricing by the Cocoa Producers AIIiance (CPA).

(2) To evaluate the impacts on production and

consunption of stabilizing prices at hypothetical "remunera-

ti-ve" price levels, and the earnings that might accrue to

the producing countries at these different price levels.

(3) To illustrate how an.effective optimal policy

with the use of a buffer stock can be adopted under deter-

ministic conditions to control the market.

Scope of this Study

The focus of this study is centered on the deter-

mination of equilibrium pricing and optimal stabilization

policy for such pricing in organizLng the world cocoa

market. A theory of monopolistic pricing wil_l be used in

evaluating how the CPA would have fared if that pricing

mechanism was adopted.

A remunerative price will be based on assumed

equilibrium price and quantities. Since the demand for

cocoa beans is a derived demand from the demand for manu-

factured cocoa products, consideration is necessary of

elasticity of demand at both retail and wholesale levels

of cocoa to evaluate the effects of d.ifferent price l-eve1s

on consumption and production. Such an evaluation will-

demonstrate the earnings that might accrue to the producing

countries at different price levels



The concept

supply of cocoa will

market where prices

practice equilibrium

consumers' surplus,

detail to illustrate

respect to arrivíng

under deterministic

Limitations

L2

of equilibrium price with demand and

be utilized in analyzing the cocoa

tend to be highty volatil_e. Since in

pricing implies producers' and

this concept will be explored in

a market control mechanisrn with

at an optimal stabil-ization policy

conditions.

This study is designed to provide information in

the value of regulation of the cocoa market, however it

has limitations. These limitations arise from some of

the necessary assumptions that have to do with elasticities

of demand and supply and aII the underlying factors contri-

buting to them. There is considerable evidence pertain-

ing to these factors, nevertheless a choice has to be

made and therefore in this sense thís study must be taken

as one having methodological value. One limitation is

that in this initial study of the issue the deterministic

approach to demand and. supply functions has been taken.

This means that it abstracts from unpredictabl-e shífts in

these functions, particularly for supply. Therefore the

study has relevance mainly to assessing the initial gains

and initial costs with respect to the equitibrium price

i-n ef f ect.
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It wil-l- be a subject of another study to supply

information on expected operating costs with respect to

mechanisms for an equilibrium price.

Organization of the Study

Chapter 2 brief l-y reviews some existing ICAS.

These incl-ude such commodíties as tin, wheat, sugar, and

coffee. Chapter 3 describes the characteristics of the

world cocoa market. technical, com.mercial and economic

characteristics are discussed. Chapter 4 concerns the

operation of the cocoa market and the mechanism of price

forniation. Institutions involved in price formation in

producing and consuming countries are identified and

described. Chapter 5 evaluates the effect of past mono-

polistic pricing by the CPA. Reasons are explored for the

failure of the CPA to achieve its objective of a higher

coioa price in 1963/64. This chapter further considers

what the level-s of export earnings of the producing

countries woul-d have been if the CPA was successful with

its pricing policies during that year. Chapter 6 is

devoted to an application of remunerative pricing. This

chapter is divided into sections. The first deals with

the application of a remunerative price scheme for cocoa:

the second with the implication of raising price to a

hypothetical remunerative l-evel based on an assumed equili-

brium prj-ce and quantity, and the third with the possible
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means of achieving a remunerative price for cocoa. In

Chapter J a deterministic model is utilized to illustrate

how the International Cocoa Council could effectively con-

trol- the cocoa market.

The eighth chapte.r summarizes the study, reports

the conclusions drawn therefrom, and the implications

of the results for cocoa stabilization policy.



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF ICAS ON SOME PRIMARY PRODUCTS

Interest in international- commodity agreements was

aroused as a result of the economic integration of Europe

in general and as a result of a decline in the prices of

the commodity exports of both developed and developing

countries. Both these phenomena give rise mainly to schemes

for price support or market rational-ization rather than for

the moderation of short-term fl-uctuations. Most recent

discussions of ICAS seem to postulate their main role as

that of supporting commodity prices at leveIs higher than
't

such prices woul-d reach in an open world market.- Hence

ICAS with respect to LDC commodities thus became regarded

as a form of economic aid which transfers resources via

higher prices from consumers to prod.ucers.

Most ICAS make price stabilization their direct aim.

Nevertheless, the methods adopted usually also involve some

stabilization of the quantities exported.

Given that ICAS can reduce instability in world

1*.Pr_ncus ,
Affairs,

J . , "What Policy for Commodities? " in
January L964.Foreign

15
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prices, their effect on devel-oping countries depenCs not

only on which commodities are subject to their control but

also on form of agreement and means applied. At present

these commodities are very few: tin, wheat, sugar and

cof fee. It is noteworthy that the International \¡Jheat

Agreement has been terminated, the Sugar Agreement has

been oisrupted by the Castro take over in Cuba, the Tin

Agreement has run out of stocks or funds twice, and the

Coffee Agreement is an untested ventLLre.

Fortunately or unfortunately, despite all the

advocacy of ICAS in UN, only these four commodity agree-

ments have been formed in the post-war era.2 ,h.r. are

probably many reasons why few agreenents have been con-

cluded: some political, some technical.

Most of the agreements during the inter-war period

were national t er they v,/ere international- only in the sense

that several producing nations were j-nvolved. In general

their objective was to raise prices and support the incomes

of producers at the cost of reducing the quantities of the

controlled. commodities which were exported.3

2_-Tea and coffee marketing arrangements are the
only important post-war agreements which involved only
prod.ucers.

3_"For a comprehensive account of agreements in this
perioc. see International Labour Office, Intergovernmental
Commodity Control Agreements, 1943. J. S. Davis, "Experi-
ence Under Intergovernmental Commodity Agreements, 1902-
1945" , JPE, June L946.
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ICAS were most numerous during the period L937-39.

ICA-regulated commodities during this period were comprised

of tin, tea, rubber, sugar, beef, Ìumber, fur seal-s, north

Pacific halibut, whalinE, and narcotic drugs. Al-most none

of these was universal in scope. ICA controls over sugar,

lumber, and whaling were according to Davis especially far

from compl-ete.4 The only ICAS that have effectually

operated for as long as five years were those for tin, tea,

rubber, fur seals, halibut, and drugs.

The inter-war experience with ICAS was scarcely

happy, and this history has influenced the views of consuming

nations about the merits and demerits of ICAS.

During the post-war period new ICAS have been tried.

Elements of each of the main types of ICAS have found a

place in the evolutions of post-war agreements on tin,

sugar, coffee and wheat. After several years of negotia-

tionr ârr attempt has been made to form a quota agreement

for cocoa, but this broke down at the last moment because

of failure to obtain agreement between producing and con-

suming nations on prices.

The International- Tin Agreement (ITA). An ITA

existed before World War II, and a new ICA for tin was

signed in 1953. Years of delay elapsed between the signing

4r. S. Davis, op. cit., p. zLg.
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and the implementation of this new agreement, and it was

not until the l-atter half of 1956 that the buffer stock

came into effect. The fourth S-year ITA signed by seven

major producing countries and 20 consuming nations,

including for the first time the U.S.S.R., went into effect

on July I, L97I.

Producers attempt to justify a relatively high

price by arguing that lower prices would result in closure

of margi-nal mines which still have large deposits of ore.

This may result in early exploitation of richer deposits

and hence leads to possibl-e retrieval costs later.

If the object of the scheme is to maximize producer

incomes, a high-price policy may be rational. The short-

run price elasticity of demand is fairly low, allowing the

possibility of monopoly profits for some time. In the

long-run technical change may be so great a risk to full

utilízation of tin j-n industrially advanced countries

that future profits may be greatly reduced.

In theory, a combination of consuming nations' votes

with low-cost producing countries' votes could lead to lower

prices and Iarger quotas. Unfortunately, even the l-ow-cost

producers may be abl-e to do better under the existing

arrangements than if the scheme broke down or major

producers did not participate.
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In sum, the ITA, at least in intention, fits with

many of the criteria proposed for sound ICAS. It has equal

representation of consuming and producing countries. It is

supposeO to be concerned with moderation of short-term

fluctuations and not with price support. It has a mechanism

for frequent adjustment of the quotas, and these quotas are

supposed to be modified so as to improve productive

efficiency. However, its buffer stock/fund, though larger

than the pre-war stock pile, proved inadequate to meet

fluctuations in 1956 and 1958; and while prices for tin

have been fairly stable during the course of its operation

(except 1965 and l-970), the part played by the agreement

may have been small-. Boris Swerling claims that the

ceiling on tin prices is governed not so much by the price

range specified in the agreement itself as by the terms on

which the U. S. disposes of tin in excess of the present

needs of the strategic stock pite.5 In general MacBean

states that the contribution of the Tin.Agreement toward

stabilizing the export earnings of the Iess developed

countries seems sma11.6 Modest achievement on the

stabilization aspects notwithstanding, it has almost

certainly helped to continue a high price relationship

vis-a-vis other metals, probabJ-y maintained high-cost

producers, and may have danaged the long-term interests

5u. C. Swerling, "Prob1ems of International Commodity
Stabilization", American Economic Review, May 1963, p. 68.

6o. r. MacBean, op. cit., p. 285.
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of tin producing countries by stimulating the hunt for

substitutes.

The International Wheat Agreement (IWA). The IWA

of L949 is perhaps the most j-mportant fCA of the post-war

era. It represented an innovation in technique, since it

neither imposed quotas nor held stocks. Exporters and

importers simply entered into contracts by which they

agreed to buy or sell specified quantities at specified

prices. Unfortunately, these contracts detiberately did

not cover all the trade in wheat, even of the participants.

consequently neither production nor exports were controrled,

and a "free" market whose prices could indicate long-run

tendencies in supply and demand for wheat remaj_ned. As

with all ICAS this agreement took some time to become

operationaf. The fifth International Wheat Conference in

March, 1947, introduced the plan, but 2\ years elapsed

before it commenced operation in August, 1949. Wheat is

exported almost entirely by developed countries: the U. S.,

Canada, Australia and F'rance. Argentina is the only signi-

ficant exporter which might be classified as a developing

country. Flence, the scheme, whether successful- or not,

could have little effect on the exports of developing

nations. The main interest it holds for this study is
that it ill-ustrates the method of the multi-l-ateral
contract agreement.
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Given the market dominance of the major exporting

countries and the nature of government control of marketing

in them, it woul-d not be surprising if a great deal of

price stabitity could be ascribed to them rather than the

Agreement. After 1953, joint action by the Canadian and

American wheat-marketing agencies prevented wheat prices

from ever reaching the 1953 agreement fl-oor ptic".7

Probably on the grounds of too high a price and

disagreement witfr the methods of adjustment, the United

Kingdom, the major importing country, refused to join the

1953 agreement. In a sense the UK was proved correct,

since the price trend afterwards declined and led to an

enormous increase in worl-d wheat stocks held by the

exporting countries despite US surplus disposal on special

concessionary terms. OnIy non-Agreement purchases in

recent years by mainland China and by Russia have done

anything to reduce these stocks by significant amounts.

However worl-d wheat production in L97L rose about nine per

cent to a record 3L4 million tons.

The IWA seems to have had only a slight influence

on any reduction of instabitity in wheat prices and it has

co-existed with serious imbalance between supply and demand

7UN o"*ographic Yearbook, l-958, p. i*2i'. "The
testing of the Agreement floor price has thus far been
avoided, since Canada and the United States have preferred
to accumulate large stocks rather than unl-oad them in the
free market. "
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for a long time. This long-run disequilibrium results from

the internal policies of the national governments of importing

and exporting members. The IWA has not helped to get rid of

these policies. Whether the policies would actually have

been better or worse in the absence of an agreement is very

debatable. What is fairly clear is that the IWA has done

Iittle to solve the problem of wheat surpluses and it is

not surprising that the agreement was allowed to expire

without it beíng renewed. The experiences of the IWA are

not a strong reconìmendation for the extension of the system.

The International Sugar Agreement (ISA). The ISA

of 1953 took the traditional export-quota forrn and allotted

equal voting power to the exporting and the importing

countries, but this bal-ance of opposing interests was more

apparent than real-. The U. S. imported aII her sugar

requirements under preferential terms and thus had littl-e

direct interest in a low free market price. Similarly the

U. K. also obtained most of its imports, under the Common-

wealth Sugar Agreement, at prices generally above those of

the free market. Further, Britain had already entered into

a favourable contract for Cuban sugar at relatively low

prices and held large stocks of sugar in 1953.8 For both

of these major sugar-imporLing countries political and

Be. r. MacBeanr op. cit., p. 2BB.
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economic ties with exporting countries within theír respec-

tive spheres of influence made rel-atively high free-market

prices at l-east acceptable if not actually preferabl-e. On

the other hand, Cuba might have welcomed lower pri-ces if

this woul-d Ìrave enabled her to sel-I the larger volumes of

sugar which she could. easily prodrrce.9 The attitudes of

the U. S. and the U. K. governments illustrate an important

practical- feature of ICAS. This is the tendency for

political considerations to overrule questions of efficiency

and consumer interests.

The Agreement signed in 1953 ran for five years,

and a second agreement was signed in October of 1958. This

came to an end in 1961 because of a failure to reach agree-

ment on quotas for Cuban sugar exports. The Sugar Council

has remained intact and certain minor features of the

agreement have continued.

Though price stabilization was a decLared objective,

of the 1953 ISA, quota provisions adjustable in accordance

with current prices were introduced as a means of enforcing

floor and ceiling prices for free-market sugar. In the

end, the ISA of 1953 did little to correct the distortions

of existing production and trade in sugar.

9Crlb. apparently voted for
and 1ow price during the discussion
Timoshenko and B. C. Swerling, The
University Press, California, :..951)

a relatively high volume
on the ISA. See V. P.

Worldrs Sugar (Stanford
, p. 336.
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The real reasons for instability in the free

market price of sugar as explaj-ned by MacBeanfo Ii" mainly

in the narro\,,/ness of the market and. its residual nature, in
perverse reactions to the protective tariffs of importing

nations, and in the two-price system which faces

producers and encourages dumping on the free market. The

ISA unfortunately made no attempt to deal- with these

political and institutional causes of ínstability and of

surplus capacity in sugar production. Instead it concen-

trated on short-term solutions for the residual free

market. The situation was aggravated by the poctr sugar-beet

crop in Europe. Exporterrs stocks of cane sugar proved

inadequate to meet the increased demand. for free market

sugar and prices rose higher.

Recogniz ing the political difficul-tíes of the sugar

market, it can be inferred that the major troubles of this

market stem from the protectionist attitudes of the govern-

ments of the U. S. and Western Europe. These cause both

structural imbal-ance in sugar production and consumption

and force short-term instability on to the residual- free

market. It is und.erstandable that the agreement should

have l-ittl-e success in this environment. Its performance

emphasizes the difficultíes which ICAS run into when the

attempt is made to transfer them from the drawing board

loo. r MacBean, op. cit., p. 289.
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to the real worl-d. The contribution, if âDy, which the ISA

has made to stability in exports of developing countries

seems negligible.

The International Coffee Agreement 1962 (Export

Quotas). The Coffee Agreement, signed in September, 1962,

after two years of negotiations, began operation in L964.

This is the only ICA which covers most of the market for a

commodity of real significance to the economic well-being

of many developing countries. The main benefits go to

Latin America, especially BrazíI and Columbia as well as

some countries in Africa, especially lvory Coast and Kenya.

The chief concern of the producing nations has been

the enormous surpluses, amounting in 1962 to the equivalent

of about two years world shipments, and the steady decline

in coffee prices from the peaks achieved in 1954-56.

The main stated objectives of the Agreement are:

(f) to achieve a reasonable balance between supply and
demand on a basis which wil-l assure adequate supplies
of coffee to consumers and markets for coffee to
producers at equitable prices, and which wilI bring
about long-term equilibrium between production and
consumption;

(2) to assist in increasing the purchasing power of
coffee exporting countries by keeping prices at-.
equitable leveIs and by increasing consumption. rr

These make it clear that price support, not stabilization

as thus defined, is the objective. If further confirmation

flu* Document, "rnternational- Coffee Agreement",
L962, p. 7 .
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is required, Article 27 gives it:

Irfre members] agree on the desirability of operating
the Agreement in a manner such that the real- income
derived from the export of coffee coul-d be progressively
increased so as to make it consonant with their needs
for foreign exchange to support their progralnmes for
social and economic progress. rz

Exports are regulated through annual quotas.

Quotas are also fixed on a quarterly basis to reduce

seasonal fluctuations. Importing countries agree to

regulate imports from non-members to the average of the

preceeding three years. Revision of the basic export

quota is possible by two-thirds majority vote. New measures

commencing from and affecting I97I-72 quotas were taken by

the Executive Board in mid 1970.

For its evident purposes the Coffee Agreement seems

well designed. The agreement is already under pressure

from some coffee exporti-ng countries such as the Ivory

Coast who bel-ieve their quotas to be too small- for their

present and potential productíon. The indications are

that while the Coffee Agreement will probably do litt1e to

moderate fluctuations in export earnings around the trend

IeveIs it may succeed in holding export earnings higher

than they would otherwise be. In the absence of such

controls coffee prices would probabJ-y fall-.

l?-" fbid. , p. 25 .
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The Need for Development of International-

In L954 the price of cocoa on the New York Cocoa

Exchange reached an all-time high of nearly 65 cents per

pound. Less than two years later (Aprit 1956) the price

had fallen to 20 cents per pound. This drastic fl-uctuation

led the U. N. Food and Agricultural Organization to esta-

blish a Cocoa Study Group, "to develop more complete cocoa

statistics and begin to diagnose any market problem which

might be thought to require attention by member countrie=."f3

Instead of diagnosing the market organization the Group

directed its attention to ways to stabil-ize prices through

an ICA.

During the 1956-57 season, prices rebounded and

Brazil found herself in the position of residual supplier,

facing a keen demand. The Brazilians attempted to maintain

a minimum price of 31.6 cents per pound f.o.b., but in the

absence of sal-es limitations, this price control- attempt

was short-Iived.

In 1960 the FAO requested the Cocoa Study Group to

appoint a Working Party on Price Stabilization to analyse

technical aspects of the stabilization problem and to make

recornmendations concerning the draft of an agreement.

pp. 4-5.
I3merrill Lynch, Pj-erce Fenner and Smith, op. cit.,
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Without studying the market carefully and in detail the

Working Party recommended an agreement based on export
1Lquotas.*' The producers, however, suggested that sales

quotas would prove more effective. These discussions in

1960 paved the way for a U. N. negotiating conference in

1963. Before that conference, the Cocoa Producers' All-iance

(Cea¡, composed of the five Ìeading producers--Ghana,

Nigeria, BraziJ-, Ivory Coast, and Cameroon, who together

produce B0 per cent of world output--met in L962 to develop

a joint marketing poJ-icy to help sustain pri".=.15

The U. N. Negotiating Conference met in Geneva r-n

October of 1963. The New York Cocoa Exchange opposed price

controls. However, they joined the negotiations. The

Conference failed to reach an agreement due to divergence

on the price offers. The "last offer" before the Conference

adjourned was a demand of 27 cents per pound by the producers

and an offer of 20 cents per pound by the consumers.

Due to the failure of the 1963 conference the Cocoa

Producers' Alliance drafted its own agreement in May 1964.

The agreement included sal-es quotas and a basic "indication

price" of 23.75 cents per pound. By October of l-964

l4u*croo, Press Release, TD/853 c ID/B/C.L/Ll u. N.
Cocoa Conference Working Party I (Prices and Quotas).

l5u*atoo, Cocoa Producers' AIIiance Charter, Abidjan
L962. TD/B/47 (text) , and TDIB/47 , 66; TD/B/SR.7L.
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the world market price had fallen below the "indicator

price" of 23.75 cents. The CPA failed to withhold supplies

in order to force up the price. The period L964-65 was a

year of record supplies and the CPA began to lose its

effectiveness.

In April of 1965, the U. N. Conference on Trade

and Development (UNCTAD) joined the FAO in calling for a

special meeting of the Working Party of the U. N. Cocoa

Conference. The Working Party suggested a buffer stock

agreement. A full-scal-e conference was convened in June

L966. The Conference broke down because the producers

and the consumers failed to agree on the most important

points: (a) t.he v/ays and means to f inance the buf f er

stocks, and (b) the fl-oor and ceiling prices of the buffer

stock.

In December of L969 Government representatives of

lead.ing cocoa producing and consuming countries met in

Geneva to discuss the possibí1ity of establishing an inter-

national agireement. The producing countries taking part

were Ghana, Ivory Coast, and Brazil-; and on the consumers'

side were France, Britaj-n and the United States. Nothing

was concluded from these Geneva talks.

In Togo in March 1970, a representative of the

UNCTAD met the CPA, comprj-sing Cameroon, Ghana, Ivory

Coast, Togo, Nigeria and Brazil. They reported considerable
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progress, but no final- agreement. At this meeting all- the

members of the CPA approved the Brazilian resolution to

establ-ish new ceiling and floor prices.

Some producing countries charge that the U. N. has

made no progress in facilitating trade of the developing
I6countrj-es.*- An imperfect Sugar Agreement, and the

International Coffee Agreement stand as the only exceptions

to the general failure to reorganize the international-

trade in primary commodities, which is of such overriding

importance to the Third Wortd.

In the case of cocoa, which is of vital interest

to the developing countries, there have been many resolu-

tions expressing support of the principle and declaring

the intention to co-operate in working out an international

agreement. But after twelve years of negotiation there is

still no effective international cocoa agreement. Instead

there has been establishment of a Cocoa Councit in London

operating on extracts from Lhe International Coffee
L7Agreemenr.

One of the main cocoa buying houses in London claims

that the slow progress of an ICA for cocoa lies with UNCTAD

officials who simply do not understand the complexities of

16*. Blackman and Rake Alan,
r7^*'Cocoa Producers ' Al-l- j-ance ,

Agreement, Group Membership. Lagos:

op. cit., p. 12.

International Cocoa
CPA-AC . T972.
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the cocoa market, particularly the futures market and are

trying to foist a totally impracticable agreement on the

industry.

From the preceding it is obvious that what is

needed before any realistic agreement can be devised is a

comprehensive, and practical study related to cocoa. By

examining the particular problems of this commodity a

broad range of the problems facing the international

organization of the cocoa trade could be revealed.

Two major factors have been operating in the worl-d

cocoa market during the past decade. First, the serious

fall in world cocoa price of the L964-65 season call-ed for

short-term measures to rectify the situation. This conse-

quently pushed discussion of wider means for organizing the

market temporarily into the background. SecondIy, the

study is undertaken at a time when the convening of a U. N.

negotiating conference is und.er serious discussion.

Examination of the various possible means which might in

theory be open for organizing the cocoa market must thus

take place in this context, and, should the conference

succeed. in concluding a long-term agreement for cocoa,

parts of this study may be superseded by the course of

events. However, the study attempts to illustrate some

of the broad questions pertaining to cocoa, by using

certain assumed magnitudes, to show what might be the
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general effect of managed 'remunerative' prices on the

world cocoa market.

Finally in considering an ICA for cocoa it should

be noted that controlled sales can only be effective if the

crops are not too large. If the crops are too large, the

market will usually outwait the producers and force them

into selJ-ing competitively.



CHAPTER 3

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WORLD COCOA MARKET

Technical anci Commercial Characteristics

Cocoa Ís a tree crop produced from the fruit of

"Theobroma cacao"rl a smal-l spreading tree indigenous to

tropical South America. Several varieties which are no\^/

available in West Africa are clearly an improvement on the

standard "Amel-onad.o" sub-variety of the coarser and more

robust "Forastero" type. The other important varieties

are the Amazon and Trinitario types.

Cocoa is an exacting crop and its requirements as

regards soil-, drainage, rainfall- and temperature must be

met within relatively narrow Iímits if it is to do wel-l.

Under favourable conditions, trees become productive from

three to seven years after planting. After this there is

a comparatively protracted period of growing maturity

during which production increases slowly until roughly

lco.o- trees thrive only within 20 degrees of the
equator, and. most of the world production is within t0
degrees. A mean shade temperature of approximately B0
degrees Fahrenheit with variations of not more than t 15
degrees, a wel-l-distributed rainfall of at least 50 inches
annually, an altitude between a few hundred feet and a
thousand feet above sea level, and protection from strong
winds are requirements for optimum growth.

33
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the twentieth year. Then (unless the tree succumbs to

virus or other diseases) 2 production tends to decl-ine after

about thirty to forty years. In several countries, particu-

Iarly in Latin America, many trees have been bearing for

much longer, but yieJ-ds become very low and the trees are

more vulnerable to disease.

New planting of cocoa trees has been found to be

influenced by the real price received by cocoa farmers and

by special government incentives aimed at encouraging
?planting.'

The crop is borne in pods attached to the trunk and

thicker branches by short stalks, each pod containing a

mass of some twenty to forty seeds arranged in ro\,vs and

covered in a white pulp. The seeds require only to be

extracted from the pod, fermented with the pulp and dried

to become the cocoa beans.

1
'Though the cocoa trees are afflicted by many

types of diseases, the most serious of these historicalJ-y
have been "witches broom" (in the West Indies) and "swollen
shoot" (in Africa) . These diseases are both viruses, for
which no cure is currently known. With regard to swol-len
shoot, the virus is carried from tree to tree by insects,
resulting in the disease being easily spread from a small
pocket of affected trees to an increasingly large area.
The only avenue of prevention is to cut out and burn affected
trees as soon as the infection is observed. The main symptom
of swollen shoot is a decline in yield over a period of from
two to ten years until the infected trees yield. little or
no cocoa.

3*. Galletti, K. Bal-dwin, and r. Dina, Nigerian cocoa
Farmers (London: oxford University Press, 1956), p. 3¡ see
ãTso A. Viton, CaCao: A Review of Current Trends in Produc-
tion, price, @o eutreElñ ño.- 27,-Rome,
1955, p. 32.
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There are two principal commercial types of cocoa:

the fine or flavour cocoas and the ordinary bulk cocoas.

The special qualities of the fine or flavour cocoas depend

not only on variety but also on other factors including

conditions of soil and climate. The relativeJ-y small

quantities of fine cocoa (Iess than I0 per cent of total

world cocoa output)4 coming on to the market are in demand

for bleneling processes in chocolate manufacture, and their

supply is fairly constant. They are mostly grown in a

number of Latin American and Far Eastern countries, in some

cases together with bulk cocoa. With this distinction,

cocoa is treated in this study as a homogeneous product.

There are usually two cocoa crops a year. In West

Africa the main crop season is from September or October

to January or FebruãTy, while the sma1l "mid crop" comes

in about four or five months later. The time of harvesting

and sale of the crop varies in other producing areas. The

Brazilian crop normally reaches the world markets slightly

before the West African crops and. its peak exports occur

usually between October and lrlarch. In San Domingo exports

reach their peak between May and July; in Trinidad between

February and May and in Ecuador, and Venezuel-a between

April and June. The months of heaviest arrivals of all

cocoas on the world markets coincide roughly with the West

4u. D. wickizer, coffee,
Stanford University Press, 195f)

Tea and
,E T{'.

Cocoa (Stanford:
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African exporting season, and for statistical purposes the

crop year is usually taken as from the beginning of October

to the end of September.

Over 90 per cent of today's production comes from

the equatorial regions of Africa and Latin America (Figure

3.1). Ghana al-one accounted for about 37 per cent and 3I

per cent of the L962-63 and I97I-72 crop respectiveJ-y while

the five leading producers (Ghana, Nigeria, Brazil, Ivory

Coast, and Cameroon) together produced about 76 per cent

and BZ per cent of the L962-63 and I97L-72 crop respec-
q,

tr-ve Iy .

Cocoa is generally sold and

major northern hemisphere consuming

beans tend to deteriorate if stored

the tropical regions.

exported rapidly to t.he

areas because the cocoa

for long periods in

In processing, the cocoa bean can be broken down

into two parts, which are used either separately or together:

powder, which carrj-es the distinct "cocoa" or chocolate

aroma; and fat (cocoa butter). In addition to a number of

special features, incl-uding traces of cocoa flavour and

resistance to rancidity, the fat has the unique feature of

melting at mouth temperature. Both parts are used in the

manufacture of chocolate, the exact proportions depending

5u H. Weymarr oÞ. cit., p. 1.
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on the type of chocol-ate. But the two parts are al_so used

separately and. both move separatel-y in international- traoe.

Cocoa powder is a flavouring agent for many types of

beverages, pastries, desserts, ice cream and other foods.

The great price rises of L953/54 and I95B/59 stimu-

lated research on lower priced substitutes, especialty for

cocoa butter. In 1953, consumption in the United Kingdom,

which during the previous year had accounted for almost

15 per cent of world net imports, increased sharply and

unexpectedly in response to the lifting of wartime controls

on confectionery consumption. Weymar attributes the cause

of the increase in prices to a rapid deterioration of the

world cocoa production outl-ook as the African crops were
a

harvested.' Research indicates that substitute ingredients

have gained ground in some countries and that use of the

substitutes is responsive to the price of cocoa berrrs r 
T

the higher the price of cocoa beans, the greater the usage

of the substitutes. The use of substitutes is still under

threat but not widespread or massive. As a beverage cocoa

competes with coffee and tea but as an ingredient for

confectionery it has no substitutes. For the purposes of

this study, therefore, cocoa can be treated as a commodity

6__-Weymerr op. cit., p. L4.
7¡'aO ao.o*ia,r*rorl Lg67 , CCP/Cocoa/67 /7 . f 968.
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wit.hout immediate close substitutes, though it seems clear

that a period. of prolonged high prices coul-d alter this

situation. The changes in the overalJ- input mix of the

final confectionery products in response to price changes

are an important additional element affecting the level- of

cocoa consumption.

Economic Characteristics

An important feature of the cocoa market is the

high concentration of both production and consumption.

Five countries account for over B0 per cent of world

production, and a similar number of countries account for

about 70 per cent of world imports. In tropical Africa

four countries (Ghana, Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Cameroon)

produce al-most two-thirds of world production; in Latin

America , BraziL, Ecuador and the Dominican Republic

account for an additional 20 per cent or more. On the

consuming side, the United States alone absorbs some 30

per cent of world imports of beans, while in Europe, the

Federal Republic of Germany has become the most important

consumer, accounting for nearly 15 per cent of world

imports. In aggregate, seven European importing countries

absorb about 45 per cent of world trade. Other things

being equal, this degree of concentration of production and

consumption shoul-d make international agreement relatively

easier to reach than for certain other commod.i-ties.
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AJ-though from a worl-d standpoint cocoa is not one

of the agricultural- products of major importance, it is of

great economic significance to a number of producing

countries, all of which are in the process of development.

It is one of the cornerstones of the economj-es of Ghana,

the Western Region of Nigeria, the Cameroon Republic, the

Ivory Coast, Togo, Ecuador, and is of vital- and increasing

importance to New Guinea, Papua and Western Samoa.B In

Ghana the value of cocoa output has been around 30 per cent

of the national- product, and in Nigeria it is about 20 per

cent. Cocoa contributes 20 to 60 per cent of the total

value of exports of the six major producing countries. In

many countries taxation of cocoa exports, direct and

indirect, is an indispensable source of government revenue

for economic and social development programmes. Countries

which depend to such a large extent on earnings from this

one commodity are bound to be gravely concerned both with

the long term downward price trend, after the earlier

substantial rise, and the sharp annual fluctuations of

cocoa prices. Since some 70 per cent of the world supply

is gro\,'/n in West Af rica, and about 15 per cent in the State

"J. Kimbatl Dietrich and Alfredo D. Gutierrez,
Evaluation of Short-Term Forecasts of Coffee and Cocoa,
American Journal- of Agricultural Economics, Vol. 55, No
lFeEru-arv-Tqßl; p. 9: .

"An
ll

.1
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of Bahia in BrazíL, weather conditions, and especiatly the

timing of rainfall, in one of these areas can severely

affect cocoa supplies in a particul-ar season. Price

reacts quickly, and often sharply. Temporary high prices

may lead to severe disturbances in the economy and possibl-e

over-expansiorr;9 while even a reJ-atively short period of

low prices may l-ead to difficulties in financing imports.

Price fluctuations are essentially rel-ated to

production fluctuations, but their ampJ-itude is much

. l0greater.*" During L947-6L, year-to-year world price

fl-uctuations averaged more than double the production

fluctuations; in only one instance during this period did

proouction change by over 20 per cent, but price fluctua-

tions in excess of this percentage took place in eight

years. Year-to-year fluctuations during 1950-61 averaged

16 per cent for Ghana, 22 per cent for Nigeria, 24 per cent

for Cameroon and 2L per cent for the Ivory Coast ¡ for the

same period Brazil had higher fluctuations (29 per cent)

because poor crops in some years coincided with l-ow worl-d
.1Iprr_ces.

q-T. K.
l'4arkets (Oxford

l0F. ¡1.
(December I972)
pp. L2-L5.

Warley, Agricultural Producers and
: Basil-i-a-cEweIf;r%7l; p. I37:

GiIl ano L. H. Duffus, Cocoa Stati

Their

stics
r P. 4. See also F. H. VJeymar, op. crt. ,

llu*crao Document "Memorand.a on Diversion of cocoa
to Non-Traditional Uses TD/Cocoa" , I/VIP. I/R 20.
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A number of factors explain why annual variations in

price are so much greater than the year-to-year production

changes, the most important being inherent in the naturê

and structure of the cocoa market. A recent FAO correla-

tion analysis for the years 1950-70 of the deflated price

of cocoa, availabte estimates of forthcoming production,

and estimates of grindings showed that expectation of

production is the most important factor influencing price
.12_changes.-- At a production (and grindings) level of one

n.illion tons, the elasticity of price in relation to

prbduction was estimated at -2.4 i.e., a I0 per cent

change in production expectations is associated with a 24

per cent change in price in the opposite d.irection. Price

changes can thus be taken to be the main determining factor

in fLuctuations in cocoa export earnings. Furthermore '
Weymar has demonstrated that prices develop during the year

with no relation to the final production out-co*., f3 which

is of course known only after the end of the period, but in

accordance with expectations and forecasts d.uring the

period. A comparison of forecasts of production with the

final results shows that normally the final figures differ

f2u* Document, "consumption", TD/Cocoa.
See also Cocoa Situation I97L, CCP/Cocoa/1/7L,

13n. li. weymar, op. cit., pp. 6r-92.

r/wP . L/R.2L.
pp. t6-18.
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considerably from the forecasts accepted by the market at

the beginning of the y"ur. 14 The reasons for these

discrepancies are that some of the methods used. in fore-

casting are biased and their predíctive performance is

therefore somewhat questionabl-e. The stuoyls by

Dietrich and Gutieryez on the evaluation of short-term

forecasts vividly il-lustrates this point. In aIl_ cases

the South American forecasts are generally biased upwards

while African forecasts tend to be biased downward. l6

Another important factor is that the adjustment of

grindings and final consumption to price of cocoa takes

place only after a considerable time lag. In contrast,

coffee and tea in particular move directly into consumption

with only a small amount of processing. The consumer

prices of these commodities (coffee and tea) therefore

adjust quickly ¡e changes in the wholesale prices.

This enables consumers to react quickly to changes in

supply. Cocoa beansr on the other hand, have to undergo

elaborate transformation processes, during which they are

combined with other foods (in varying proportions) to form

products completely different from the original_.

1A-"rbid. ,

15,r . K.
. 93*99
t6_. . -t_þr_(1.

p.77 .

Dietrich and Alfredo D. Gutierrezt op.
cit., pp

, pp. 98-99.
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Due to the structure of the market--stocks,

seasonality, advance sales, etc.--the maximum response in

grinding demand to changes in the wholesale prices of cocoa

beans comes only after a lapse of 6-9 months. As a result,

while prices at wholesale may be rising because of fower

crops, grinding and consumption demand may rise simultane-

ously because of earlier low prices of beans, thus com-

pounding the 'pressure on supplies and the price advance.

Figure 3.2 shows that avaiJ-ability and grinding move

together. However the decline in grind.ing demand as a

resuft of the high prices comes after a similar de1ay,

and, if production in the new season is expected to be

higher, the depressing effect on price of the higher crop

expectation is compounded by reports of decreased

grinclings--as a result of the high prices in the previous

year. These features give the problem of short-term price

movements a specíal importance in any consideration of the

possibilities of organizing the cocoa market.

Postwar Developments in the Cocoa Market

In the immediate postwar period production was low;

the economies of the consuming countries of continental

Europe had stitl to be rebuil-t, and consumption in the

United Kingdom was timited by rationing until 1953. How-

ever, demand gradually built up with the re-opening of the

European market, which had no stocks and was starvecÌ for
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chocolate products. In L954 the world price reached an

all-time record of more than 57.8 cents per pound, in 1965

it feII to I7.28 cents per pound. The high price of 1954

was due to a temporary shortage because of increased

d.emands coinciding with poor crops. Following this high

price there was a surge forward in production which

led to a temporary surpJ-us. The downward trend until L970

was accompanied by several sharp fluctuations.

Two developments followed the sharp price increases

of 1954. One of these developments was short and the other

longer-term. First, the sharp rise in prices brought about,

after the inevitable time l.g, a fall- in consumption. In

1955 world grindings were lower than at any time since

L949. Secondly, the longer-term effect of the post-war

price rise was to stimul-ate planting, particularly in

I¡üest Af rica, where competition f rom other export crops was

less, and labour and land costs were very much fower than

in most Latin American countrie=.17

Considerable price fluctuations took place during

the following years, due to production fluctuations

coupled with the time-tag in the response of grindings to
price changes. During 1954/55 the crop was higher than in
the previous year, but the rise in production would not

l7G-l-l.tti, Baldwin and Dinar op. cit., pp. 385-393.
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have had by itself such a great effect on prices, if the

increase had not come at a time of a stead.ily falling

demand. The average price of beans fell from 57.8 cents

per pound in L954 to 31 .5 cents in 1955, to 27 .3 cents in

1956, in 1965 the lowest price was recorded at 17 .3 cents

per pound. The decline in prices during the period L954-

1956 stimulated a large rise in consumption in L956-57,

and prices rose despite an increase in production. In

L957-58 unfavourable weather conditions resulted in a

short crop. This led to a sharp rise in prices to 44.3

cents per pound and necessarily had adverse effects on

consumption, which fell by almost eight per cent in I958.

In 1959 the world cocoa economy entered a new

stage. The L95B/59 crop exceeded 900,000 tons for the

first time, and in the followinE years rose above a

million tons. The pícture was blurred by the

large annual- fluctuations, which made it oifficult to

access the relative importance of weather, new pJ-antings,

disease and pest control, and other factors influencing

production. The 1959/60 crop of over one mil-Iion tons--an

increase of 14 per cent over the previous year and of 22

per cent over the L954/59 average--demonstrated that pro-

duction had moved to a new level. This was confirmed in
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L96L/62 and the subsequent years. Despite the fact that

the crop fel-l short of the previous year's record by about

40,000 tons, it was still almost 901000 above that of

Le59 / 60 .

Consumption and production were in relatively cfose

balance in L964, and prices were stable. The large

production increase of 1964/65 created an excess supply

which resul-ted in a very steep fall in prices. In 1969/70

production increased about 16 per cent over the L96B/69

crop. In L97L there was record. world production of cocoa

and a resulting decline in prices.

Outlook and Problems of Longer-Term Forecasting

So far as the longer-run is concerned, it should

not in theory be too difficult to forecast production some

years ahead, since the main determining elements--number

of trees , their age distribution, cultivation practices--

are already in existenc..lB rn practice, however,

inadequate data on tree numbers and plantings make fore-

casting extremely difficult. The major producers are

reported stating that further increases in production must
tqbe expected."- New pJ-anting has been taking place until-

tBu. H. weymar,
l9R.port of the

Study Group, ApriI I96L

op. cit., pp.206-2l-0 passim.

Fourth Session of the FAO Cocoa
, CCP/Cocoa 6L/0.
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recently in Ghana, the lvory Coast and Nigeria, the yields

of which may continue to rise during the next few years.

In Latin America the only notable expansion has been in

BrazíL, but that country's amount of good cocoa l-and in the

present cocoa area is limited, and the replacement of

existing ageing plantations will become of increasing

importance in the future.

A recent study by UNFAO of the longer-term outlook

for production and consumption20 concluded that "under

favourable economic and social conditions--of which prices

on world markets and the real price received by farmers

are the most important factors--production might be of

the order of 1.2-1.3 million tons by L9J0." ïn" production

levels of 1969/70 and I970/7L, however, indicate that this

was a considerable und.erestimation because 1969/70 and

L970/7L leve1s were I.4 and 1.5 million tons respectively,

emphasizing the difficutties of forecasting in this sector.

While it is difficult to predict the rate of growth

in production during the next five years, there is a some-

what better basis for forecasting consumption. Changes in

consumption are determj-ned largely by economic factors such

as price and income; and forecasts can be made under

different assumptions with respect to the various deter-

minants. Unfortunately a major unknown factor on the demand

side is the likely future level of imports into Eastern

L97 o:', ,

20uoo "Agricultural Commodities--projections for
May L962.
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Europe and the USSR whose imports have been increasj-ng

steadily at about 22 per cent per year. Despite the fact

that in recent years, imports of cocoa into Eastern Europe

have risen considerably, consumer incomes in some countries

are not matched by proportionate level-s of per capita cocoa

consumption, largely because of bal-ance of payments

problems facing these countries.

What appears likely is that, if only for climatic

reasons, production is likeIy to develop with considerabl-e

yearly fluctuations, whil-e the upward movements of consump-

tion will be more stable. Free market prices may thus

show relatively large fl-uctuations. This means that in

years of high production this could cause considerable

balance of payment problems for many producing countries.

In the long-run low prices wil-1 stimulate consumption,

which wiIl gradually tend to re-esta]:Iish a balance

between supply and demand, but short-term fluctuations in

production may l-ead to severe price decl-ines.



CFIAPTER 4

OPERATION OF THE COCOA M]-ARKET AND

THE MECHANISM OF PRICE FORMATION

The price of cocoa fluctuates not only from year

to year, but from week to week, from day to dry, and even

from hour to hour. Such price movements, while they are

by no means peculiar to cocoa, are a marked inconvenience

to manufacturers, and have undesirable effects in cocoa

producing areas. Joss argues:

For a manufacturer it can today be a major disaster
to buy the bulk of his cocoa at the 'wrongrtimes,
and far too much turns on the ability with which he
judges when to buy his cocoa. This puts an excessive
premium on success in buying at a time when efficiency
in production and the orderly marketing of the
inoustry's products ought to be the manufacturer's
consideration. f,

Similarfy, in producing countries other than those where

price is stabil-ized by marketing schemes, short-term price

fluctuations make the growers dependent on astuteness or

(more probably) good luck in timing their sales, and give

opportunities for profits in the buying process which are

often obtained at the expense of the price paid to the

producers.

1o. H. Joss (secretary of
Confectionery Alliance, London) ,
ference (London: Sept.ember 1955 )

the Cocoa, Chocolate and

-tta! of the cocoa con-

51
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The objective of this chapter is to examine the

function, form and operation of the institutions of the

world cocoa market. The chapter discusses the function

which these institutions constituting 'the worl-d cocoa

market' perform, and the reasons why the establishment of

an equilibrium price for cocoa is a particularly delicate

task. This sets the scene for an account of the structure

of the domestic market (under the control of Cocoa Marketing

Companies) and that of the external market (London and New

York markets are very similar). Special attention is

devoted to the rofe and policies of the cocoa marketing

companies which are the outlet for al-I West African cocoa.

Marketing Boards

In Ghana and Nigeria, there are long-establ-ished

marketing boards for cocoa.

In each country, these bodies purchase the entire
output at fixed prices and act as sole exporters. Profits
realized from their operations in years when world prices

are high constitute reserves to compensate l-osses in years

when prices decline. Specifically the Ghana Cocoa Marketing

Boardrs original policy of paying producer prices below

world prices was to allow for the accumul-ation of $ZS

million in a stabilisation fund as insurance against the



achieved, the Board stated in 1950 that:

r-n vrew of the increase in the world price of cocoa and
the consequent increase in the price to the producer,
the originally proposed amount for the Stabilization
Fund of $ZS million is now considered to be insuffi-
cient and it is the intention eventually to build up
this fund to a figure in the neighborhood of $I25?mrlll-on. J

Still later, a goal of $160 million for the Stabilization

Fund was set, but the heavy government export duties

initiated in 195I and 1953 placed an upward límit on both

the level- of producer prices and the Board's ability to

earn a net operating surplus.

Marketing Board reserves are also used for improving

production and covering other expenses which relate either

directJ-y or indirectly to cocoa, including economic develop-

ment.

In Nigeria, each of the regions has had its own

marketing board since L954/55, replacing earlier existing

boards for specific commodities (e.9., cocoa, cotton,

ground nuts, etc.) which extend across regional boundaries.

For cocoa, the Board in the Western Region is of particu-

Iar importance since production is concentrated in that

area. This marketing board purchases alI cocoa produced.

"vagaries of the world market. "2

53

After this goal had been

Annual Report and
30th, L948, p. 4.

Annual Report and
30th, 1950, p. t.

zGhana cocoa
Accounts for Season

3chu.rr. cocoa
Accounts for Season

Itfarketing Board,
Ending September

Marketing Board,
Ending September
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within the region and pays the price fixed by the Govern-

ment ex-scale, ât port of export. The buying, financirg,

and transportation to port are done by l-icensed buying

agents (LBA) . These are paid a f ixed buying all-owance per

ton by the board which includes the cost of bags, insurance,

interest and charges on financing, middlemen's allowances,

overheads and fees.

In Ghana the marketing board exercises similar

functions as sol-e purchaser and exporter of the crop. In

196I the United Ghana Farmers' Co-operative Council became

the sole buying agent of the Board. Prices to producers,

which \,vere fixed on a delivered-to-port basis up to

L962/63, are now standard for all- official buying points.

Until- the L965/66 crop, contributions made toward the

Development Pl-an and the Agricultural- Credit Bank \¡,/ere

deducted from the price received.

With the objective of stabitizing farm in.o*.s and

of providing funds which could be used for improving cocoa

production or for general economic development, the

expenditure arising from producer prices fixed by the

Boards each season have generally been lower than returns

from prices realized over the season taken as a whole.

However, the decline in world prices since 1950's has

resul-ted in trading deficits and the gradual drawing down

of the large reserves of the Boards built up in earl-ier
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years.

Nonetheless / in situations in which world prices

were raised to rremunerative' level-s , ê.g., under an

organization of the market, the i{arketing Boards would be

fully capable of isolating farmers from the increase ano

stabilizing producer returns at lower level-s by virtue of

their monopoly buying power. The importance of this is

d.eveloped in Chapter 5, and expanded in Chapter 6.

Marketing and Financing. The Case of Ghana

In L947 the GoId Coast Cocoa Marketing Board was

organized and set up to purchase the entire cocoa crop,

prescribed the prices to be paid to producers, and was

responsibte for sales.

The purchasing was first done through private

interests, most of them being the same firms which, before

the war, traded on their own account. Later, co-operative

societies were established which enabled the farmers

themsel-ves to collect the middlemen' s prof its . A Cocoa

Purchasing Company was al-so established in L952 as a

subsidiary of the Cocoa Marketing noard.5 The cocoa sa1es,

4". G. Wehner, Jr., The Cocoa Marketing Board and
Economic Development in Ghana: A Case Study (Unpublished
Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Michigan, L963),pp.
240-242) .

5rh. Cocoa Purchasing Company, l-ike the co-opera-
tive societies , also acted as one of the Board's agencies
for granting loans to farmers. Following certain
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on the other hand, were arranged by the Board's subsidiary

Marketing Company registered in London.

An appraisal- of the Marketing Boardrs operations

v'/as given by the Royal Institute for International effairs
In its study the Institute stated:

The key to the Cocoa Marketing Board's role in Ghana's
economy lies ín its power to fix the price paid to
farmers. The amount offered for their cocoa per ton
has been divorced from the price obtained on the world
market and has varied since 1950 only within the
narrow limits of about $325. As a result, the income
of cocoa farmers has remained fairly constant and the
Marketing Board accumulated large surpluses I see
Table 4.I1.

A different function of the Board has been to
advance loans to the Government: by March 1956 a
total of about $17.5 million was outstandi.g, white a
further loan of $fS million had been authorized. Cocoa
proceeds withheld from farmers'were, in fact, shared
between the Marketing Board and the Government
the Government began to absorb a large part of the
surplus by raising the export duty and graduating the
rates according to the worl-d price for cocoa [see
Table 4.11.

. in the 1956-1957 season, the Marketing Board
had to draw on reserves in order to maintain the price
paid to farmers, since the export duty and marketing
expenses are adding up to producers' price, maintained

accusatj-ons of corruption, a commr-ssion investigated the
Purchasing Company's activities in I956, and discovered
that it was, in fact, controlled by the political party in
power and used, "for the purpose of winning adherants for
that Party, by giving loans out of government-provided funds
mainly to party sympathizers. The loan-granting function
was taken over by an Agricul-tural Credit Board." See F. M.
Bourret, Ghana: The Road to Independence: l-919-1957
(Stanf ord t stanf ord Unîversity Press;Tt6f );Jp. IBO-IBI;
see also Royal Institute for International- Affairs, Ghana:
A Brief Politicat and Economic Survey (London: Oxford
unïvers:-E -Þress, May i95ll;ppl--25 and 45 .
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TABLE 4.L

DISTRIBUTION OF COCOA PROCEEDS SELECTED YEARS

Year
Spot Price
Cents/Ib Producer

Export
nüty other2

Marketinq
Boa-rdf

l-9s0 /5L
Le5L/52
L952/53
Les3/54
L954/55
1955 /56
L9s6 /57
L957 /58
195B /5e
L95e /60
L960/6L
196r/62
1962 / 63

1963/64
L964/65
L965 /66
re66/67
Le67 /68
1968 / 69

L96e /7 o

L97o/7L

32.09
35.59
35.59
37.09
37.79
31.49
27 .29
30.59
44.29
36.59
28 .39
22.59
2r.00
2s.29
23 .39
L7 .29
24.39
29.09
34 .39
45 .69
1A tO

48 .4
60.9
56.9
11 tr

38 .0
66.9
1B .7
44.L
48.1
59.2
16 .9

6L.9
66.8
55.4
55.3
BO. B

3B.I
35 .9

37 .6
30.5
52.8

26.9
3.9
8.1

12.5
7.8

(2.s)
(12.0)

8.0
91r

3.0
(13.8)

(- Percentage of Spot Price

rB.9
28 .6
21 .9

45 .6
49 .6
21 .9
23 .6
41.0
35 .2

27 .4

2L.5
')

3B.l'
11 a
JJ.L

44 .6

44.7
19.2
6r.9
64.L
62.4
69.5
47 .2

-)
EO

6.6
7.L
4.4
4.6
8.0
o'l

.9
'1 1

10.4
15.4

ISol'rr.": Computed f rom Ghana (cotA Coast) Cocoa
Iviarketing Board. Bulletins. ( ) indicates deficit.

2tutarketing Expenses from producer to port inctuding
exporter profits and middlemen's remuneration.

3Ftonl Ig6L/62 there was no breakdown of the
distribution of cocoa proceeds. Since it was possible to
calculate the share of the producer the remaining per-
centage reflects on the distribution that accrued to aI1
the remaining categoríes.
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since mid-l-955 at nearly $375 a ton. At the end of
September I955 total reserves amounted to nearly
ç2I2.5 million; the part of total reserves earmarked
for price stabil-ization was çI27.5 milIion.6

Distribution of cocoa proceeds as shown in Table

4.L supports the above statements from the study of the

Royal Institute for Internatíona1 Affairs.

The cocoa crop requires financing at two distinct

stages. At the first stage--the one between the licensed

buying agent and the farmer--the agent makes his own

arrangements (mostly bank credit) for paying the farmer

for the crop and for bringing the crop to a warehouse at

a railroad or, preferably, a port. Once the crop has

reached this point, the purchases are cleared to the

Marketing Board as awaiting shipment, and the agent then

becomes entitled to draw an advance from the lvlarketing

Board up to 90 per cent of the value of the warehoused

crop. This constitutes the second stage of the financing,

i.e., that between the Board and its licensed buying agent.

It is for this stage that the Board requires resources:

whil-e some time usually elapses before the warehoused cocoa

is shipped, the Board must pay the buying agents 90 per

cent of the purchases they decl-are and warehouse.

Up to the 1959-60 cocoa season, the Ghana Cocoa

Marketing Board financed the cocoa crop mainly by using

6

46-47
Royal Instj-tute for International Affairs, op. cit.,

pp



its own resources and

one-sixth of the total-

method is described in

59

partly--to the extent of approximately

amount required--by borrowing.T This

Figure 4 .L.

Ghana Cocoa
Marketing Board

Licensed
Buying Agents

Cocoa Farmer Warehouse Consurner

Agent' s
Banker

FIGURE 4.1. Cocoa Financing up to 1959-60 Season.

(I) Licensed buying agents pay

(2) with borrowed funds,

(3) Ghana Cocoa Marketing Board
agents 90 per cent of warehoused value;
resources .

cocoa farmers cash. .

if necessary.

pays licensed buying
5/6 out of its own

(4) and I/6 out of funds borrowed on the
London market.

(5) Consumer pays market price to Marketing Board.

(6) Marketing Board completes payment to buying
agents.

(7) Marketing Board repays bank loans

TBrrrk of
Year Ending

Ghana, Report
30th of June,

of the Board
I9oT-Teccra,

for the Finan-
f96rJ-;p:--6.cial
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The implications of such a procedure were twofold.

First, it meant that the Ghana Cocoa Marketing Board had

to maintaj-n a substantial part of its own resources in very

Iiquid assets and cash and to hotd them idle for between

six and nine months of the year due to the seasonality of

the crop. Consequently, the Board had to keep extremely

high bal-ances on demand deposits and time deposits in

London--it very often had as much as $50 million on

deposit account. The second implication was that the

Board's financial- affairs were conducted mainty in London,

and not in Accra, inasmuch as the world cocoa market was

in London. Since the Board had to borrow seasonally a

substantial part of the funds it required, the rate of

interest which applied to much of the Board's borrowing

necessarily was the rate which could be obtained in the

United Kingdom.

So long as it was cheaper to borrow in London than in
Accra it was advantageous that the Board shoul-d be
able to do so. But for the season I95B-59 and more
so in 1959-60 the rates of interest on overdrafts in
London were fairly high.B

The institution, in February 1960 , af monthJ-y

issues and redemptions of Treasury Bill-s by the Bank of

Abbott
Boards

-

No. 5,

Bgank

and H.
Their

-

Rome,

of Ghana, op. cit., p. 5. See also J. C.
C. Creupelandt, Agricultural Marketing

Establishment and Operation, FAO Publication
æI55.
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Ghana opened the road towarcl the creati-on of a local money

market: this was expected to prevent the seasonal- flow of

funds between Accra and the world's financial centers by

providing the commercial- banks with a suitable security

in which they coul-d invest their temporarily idl-e funds.

A change in the Bank of Ghana's policy was expected.,

however, which would enable it to influence the local

ínterest structure by fixing the rate of Treasury BiIls

independently of the marke.t rates abroad.

When this scheme had first been outl-ined roughly

50 per cent of the financing was needed in Ghana and the

other 50 per cent in London. The bill scheme was to cover

only the part payable in Ghana. This was necessary

because, ât the time, the structure of the licensed

buying agencies was such that payment was required in the

proportion of 50 per cent in sterling and 50 per cent in

Ghanaian pounds. By 1960, however, when the scheme was

rounded into final form and put into operation, the

licensed buying agency system was almost completely

Ghanaian, so that payment was requj-red to be entirely in

Ghanaían pounds. The bill scheme was accordingly extended

to cover not 50 per cent but the entire financing of the

crop.

The essence of the plan was described in the

following terms:
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Under the bilt finance scheme, the Board met its
requirements of cash by drawing 9O-day bills of
exchange on its subsidiary marketing company in
London--the Ghana Cocoa }larketing Company Limited.
The Marketing Company accepted the bills which \,vere
then discounted by the Board with the Ghana Commercial
Bank. By Government policy, the bifl finance business
was, during the first year of its operations, to be
handled exclusively by the Ghana Commercial Bank--a
Government owned bank. The Bank of Ghana backed the
scheme by giving rediscounted fac.ilities up to a limit
arranged from time to time. The bills rediscounted
(which were regarded as sterling bills) were taken
into the Issuç Department as part of the currency
cover assets.9 [see Figure 4.2)

This biIl finance scheme was designated among

British observers as a "pork upon pig" system--a slang

expression for passing a postdated cheque--because the

bills discounted by the Ghana Commercial- Bank and con-

sidered as currency issue coverage when discounted by the

Bank of Ghana coul-d only be honoured when and if the cocoa

v/as actually sold by the Marketing Company to the consumers

or their agents. The operation of the scheme is so com-

pticated that a hypothetical example is needed for

explanation.

Assume situation ât, sây, the end of January,

1961:

9g-.rk of Ghana, op. cit., p. 6. The financial year
ends on June 30th. The main cocoa season extends from
September to January and the mid-crop season from April
to June. See also W. Birniingham, I. Neustadt and E. N.
Onaboe, å Study of Contemporary Ghana, Vol. I (Evanston,
Northwestern University Press , 1966) , pp. 367-390.
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Ghana Cocoa
Marketing Board

in Accra

Licensed
Buying
Agents

Warehouse
ana Cocoa

Marketing Company
in London

Buying Agents'
Bankers

Ghana Commercial
Bank

Cocoa Farmers Consumer

Bank of Ghana

FIGURE 4.2. Cocoa Financing in the 1960-61 Season

(1) Licensed buying agents pay
cash

(2) with borrowed funds,

buying

draws
Cocoa

the cocoa farmers

if necessary.

(3) Ghana Cocoa Marketing Board pays the licensed
agents 90 per cent of warehouse value

(4) with funds it has to raise. To do sor it
90-day bills of exchange on its subsidiary, the
Marketing Board, in London.

(5) After acceptance, these bills are discounted at
5 L/2 per cent by the Ghana Commercial- Bank, which has the
excl-usive right to do so.

(6) The Bank of Ghana (central bank) backs the
scheme by giving rediscounted facilities, ât the rate of
4 L/2 per cent up to a limit arranged from time to time.

(7) The Consumer pays the Cocoa Marketing Company
at market price.

(B) The Marketing Company honors its bil-Is, either
to the Ghana Commercial Bank or the Bank of Ghana (B') .

(9) Ghana Cocoa Marketing Board completes its
payments to licensed buying agents (if the quatity of the
beans has been accepted by the customer).
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400r000 tons bilted to ltlarketing Company l-n

London at $325 a ton, f.o.b. (ç275 paid

to farmer plus $50 for warehousing and

handling cost of Marketing Board in

Accra) . . $130,000,000

120r000 tons sold and shipped to customers at

$450 a ton, f .o.b. (market price) 
'

l-ess $100 a ton for export duty

payable to government. 42 ,000,000

130 ,000 tons sol-d to customers at $450 a

ton, f.o.b., l-ess $100 a ton for

export duty, but not shipped 45,500,000

No collateral for. . $ 42 t500,000

UntiJ, real-ly sol-d, the remaining 150,000 tons of cocoa

which were billed to the Marketing Company should not be

considered as collateral for biII borrowing, in view of

the risk that part of the crop might not be sol-d at all or

that certain quantities might have to be sold at knockdown

pri-ces. The cocoa beans being highly perishable in the

tropical climate and difficult to store over a prolonged

period, this risk is particularly high. It actually

happened in February 196l that 35,000 tons were sold to one

of the worfd's biggest cocoa consumers for ç275 a ton,

i.e., less than the amount previously bít1ed to the Cocoa

Marketing Company. At the same time, the total amount of



bil-ls rediscounted and

peak of $5 3 .75 mill-ion.

6s

held by the Bank of Ghana reached a

10

At the close of the 1960-61 season, the marketing

of cocoa went through a complete reorganization in Ghana.

The government established an Agricultural produce

Marketing Boardll to deal with the marketing of cocoa,

other exportable agricultural commodities, and locaIIy

consumed foodstuffs. This was a merger of the Cocoa

Marketing Board and the Agricultural Development Corpora-

tion, which had prevíous1y handled atI exportable commodj_-

ties except cocoa. On the purchasing side (from farmers),

the new scheme made the United Ghana Farmers' Council the

sole buying agent for the entire crop. On the selling

side, the authority remained with the Ghana Cocoa

Marketing Company, but this was moved from London to Accra.

This change implied that the whole financial plan had to

be altered, since bills drawn on the Cocoa Marketing

Company in Accra could not be considered as an adequate

currency issue covered by the Bank of Ghana. A new

arrangement was devised which provided the Ghanaian

f oe.rrk of Ghanar op. cit. , Lg6L, p. 19.
lltfris Agricultural Produce irlarketing Board was

later found inefficient and corrupt after two years of
its operations and was consequently dissolved. The Ghana
Cocoa Marketing Board then took over the responsibilities
of the Board, but the financing scheme remained the same.
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banking system with a different kind of surety for its

financing of the cocoa crop: the cocoa consumer, or his

agent, was required to provide a banker's irrevocabl_e

letter of credit when placing his orders. This l_etter

was issued to the Ghana Commercial Bank in favor of the

Ghana Cocoa Marketing Board (Figure 4.3 explains this

set up).

It was realized, however, that the request for a

Ietter of credit created an additional cost to the consumer

and might possibly discourage some of them from buying in

Ghana. The United States customers were therefore

authorized to continue paying cash against documents and

were excluded from the new scheme.

The essential difference between the 1960-61 biII

financing scheme and the 1961-62 l-etter of credit

financing system was one of timing. In the bill scheme,

provision of collateral preceded the banking system's

advances to the Marketing Board. In the letter of credit

plan, the col-l-ateral was provided after these advances

\¡/ere made. The quality of the collateral- was improved,

since this was no longer a promise from a subsidiary

organization but a firm commitment from the actual-

purchaser. The total amount of these conmitments, however,

was not necessarily equal to the amount of the advances



Ghana Agricultural
Produce Marketing

Board

United Ghana
Farmers' Council

Cocoa Marketing
Company (Ghana)
Ltd. in Accra

Warehouse
6 Regions

75 Districts

Ghana Commercial- Bank
L2B7 Societies

ConsumerConsumer's BankerCocoa Farmers

FfcURE 4.3. Cocoa Financing Scheme Started in 196I-62.

(1) The United Ghana Farmerrs Council_, sole buying
agent, pays the cocoa farmers cash, through its sub-organi-
zations: regional, districts and co-operative societies.

(2) It borrows from the Ghana Commercial Bank r âo
overdraft, at the rate of 6 I/2 per cent to B per cent.

(3) The Gliana Agricultural Produce Marketing Board
pays the Ghana Farmers' Council 90 per cent of the ware-
housed value of the crop.

(4) To do sor the Ghana Agricultural Produce
Marketing Board borrows at 6 I/2 per cent on overdraft from
the Ghana Commercial Bank.

(5) The bank's security follows; in this system, the
consumer does not order through the Marketing Company any
longer: he places his order with the Ghana Cornmercial Bank
through his own banker who sends an irrevocable letter of
credit; the Ghana Commercial Bank notifies the Marketing
Company of the order.

(6 ) When the invoices are sent by the Marketing
, the Ghana Commercial- Bank draws on consumers t

and
(7) . credits the Marketing Company which
(B) . credits the Ghana Agricultural Produce

Marketing Board which
(9) . credits the outstanding I0 per cent to

the Ghana Farmers' Council.
(fO¡ The Ghana Agricultural- Produce Marketing Board

balances its account with the Ghana Commercial Bank.

Company
banker
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granted to the Marketing Board.12 As in the bitl

financing scheme, these two amounts only balanced if:

(a) the market price dio not faII below the price paid to

the farmers, plus storage, handling, and marketing costs,

as well as export duty; (b) the quantities sold at market

price were sufficient to cover these aggregate costs.

Consequently, both schemes created an inflationary risk

by overexpanding the money supply. There was correl-ation

between a tendency toward rising prices and an extension

of the money =,lpply.13
It seemed obvious that some more comprehensive

action was needed to meet this challenge, as well as to

avoid the fluctuations of income which, being totally

unpredictable, hindered the fulfill-ment and even the

preparation of long-term plans for the country's economic

development. Within the national boundaries, the

marketing scheme seemed to have achieved the stabilization

of each individual producer's nominal incorne by taxing

exports in good times and subsidizing them in bad times.

Avoiding the danger of inflation and steadying the

countryrs gJ-obal income, however, were goals which,

L2^*-Quarterly Digest of Statistics (Accra: Centraf
Bureau of StãEîsEîõs, septem'6er--I962Jlþp. 53-54 .

t3^--Quarterly Digest of Statistics, op. cit., pp.
53-54, 57 ãña-Gz.- --_-_:-
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seemingl-y, could be achieved only by policies and schemes

organized on an international basis.

Caisses de Stabil-ization

In the African cocoa-producing countries of the

franc zone, Caisses de Stabilisation des Prix were set up

in the mid 1950's. The 1egal framework which sanctions

the Caisse is defined by the Republic of France. These

cover over 20 per cent of total world production. The

operations of the Caisses centre on the fixing of a price

for the purchase of cocoa from farmers at the beginning of

the crop year, and of a second, equivalent, f.o.b. export

price, which takes into account expected costs and the

remuneration of exporters (see Table 4.2). The schedul-e

of producer and f .o.b. prices is prescribed. by 1u.*.f 4 If

the realised price exceeds the fixed f.o.b. price, the

exporter pays the difference, or a part thereof to the

Caisse. If the realized price is less, the Caisse pays

the difference to the exporter. I¡lhile the Caisse has

control over prices paid to producers and., through

Iicensirg, returns to exporters, the exporters keep their

functions (unl-ike under Marketing Boards) of purchasing

the crop and marketing it abroad (see Figure 4.4).

1¿.-'Republic of France Decree of l4th October 1954.
See also Republic of Ivory Coast Decree tTth of August L964
Further ínformation given through personal interview with
Mr. Margiueron Michel-, Director of Chamber of Commerce,
Ivory Coast.
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TABLE 4.2 Príce Determination by Caisse.o/

(A)

(c) F.o.B.
(c.F.A.

V. L.M.

Price Iess
)

CAF Price FF FF 572,000

Less Expenses and Freight FF -35,000

F.O.B. FF 537,000

(B) 537,000 = F.O.B. in Cameroon Francs FF

FF

268,000

35, r64local expenses

FF 233,336

(D) V.L.M. l-ess packing, storage and
l-ocal transfer FF 8,900

Caisse NV Bascuce Doua1a
(On worl-d price)

Official Price of Caisse

Exporter pays to Caisse

FF 224,436

70,000

FF L54,436

-/o/Sour"e: Information provided by Mr. Margueron
Michel, Director of Chamber of Comnterce, Ivory Coast, and:-M. Ndorrgo Joseph, Chef de Service Adjoint, Caisse de
Stabil-ization, DouIa. The figures shown above are
hypothetical for illustration purposes on1y.

CAF represents CIF
FF represents French Francs

CFA represents African French Francs
VLM represents value locale magazine

NV represents caisse price baÁed on world price.

FF
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In the event of the Caisses' reserves being

insufficient to compensate for the difference between world

market prices and the equivalent f.o.b. price, advances may

be obtained through the EEC "for the purpose of helping to

al-l-eviate the effects of temporary fluctuations in world
1qprices".-- These advances may be granted to existing

stabilization funds or to ones set up in the future in the

Associated States.

By and Iarge, the activities of the national Caisses

have sheltered farmers from large fluctuations in prices.

As under the Marketing Boards, the price set for producers

has normally been Iower than real-ized prices after allowing

for intervening marketing charges (Tabl-e 4.3). In the

longer run, however, depressed prices in world markets

and the consequent depletion of the Caisses' reserves

have been reflected in a gradual reduction of prices to

producers since the early 1960's. Uncertainty over the

adequacy of the Caisses' resources, as a result of the

large price fall in wor1d markets in 1965 led to a sub-

stantial reduction in prices guaranteed to producers in

several countries for the L965/66 main crop. However, in

the event of increased world prices, the Caisses, like

the Boards, provided an institutional framework for

15ûonvent]-on or
Associated African ano

Association between the EEC and the
Malagasy States, TitLle IT, Art. L7(4)
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TABLE 4.3 Prices Paid or Guaranteed Local Farmers.

New York,
Year Ghana Cocoa

OcLober/ Price
September (a)

Ghana Nigeria
Producer Producer

Price Price
(b) (c)

ïvory Coast Cameroon
Producer Producer

Price Price
(d) (e )

(- U.S. cents/lb )

l-950 / sL
L95r/52
L952/53
L953 /5 4
1954/55

re55 /56
l.956 /57
L95t /58
re58 /s9
L95e /60

1960 /6L
re6L/62
L962/63
L963/64
1964/65

L96s/66
1966/67
L967 /68
Le68/69
r96e /7 0

r910/7L
L91L/7 2
r972/73

36 .1
?tr ')

34.2
56.5
41.3
.)0 0

21 .2
43 .6
41.5
,o o

23 .6
2L.0
)'). q

24.I
18.4

23.r
27 .5
29.r
34 .4
45 .7

16.3
18.7
16.3
L6.7
L6.7

18.7
lB.7
16.7
14.0
14.0

14.0
L2 .6
L2 .6
LL.7
II.7

9.3
Il-.7
l0 .6
11.4
't? o

16.0
13.0
IL.2

15.0
2L.3
2I.3
20. B
)a- (

24.5
IB.3
18.3
'to .)
f O ¡ J

19.5

IB.5
24.5
24.5
12 .6
L2.6

lI.9
8.2

L0.2
10. B

13.9

16.9
16.6
16.6

f J ¡ O

20.2
20 .0
37 .9
2I.I

13.9
L9.9
to o

20 .4
2L .5

2L .5
15.6
ls.6
15.6
rs .6

12 .5
15.6
15.6
15.6
Is.6

15 .6
15.4
15.4

r7 .7
19.3
L7 .9
36.6
IB.6

L2.T
18.0
19.2
L7 .2
LB.2

'lo ')LO.L

16 .9
1( OAJ ¡ O

17.L
13.4

15 .4
9.9

1I. B

L2.T
13.4

15 .4
15 .7
16.3

34 . r
26.8
')a ?
JL ¡ J

(a) Source: computed from Commodity Year Book issues
from L957-1972. Prices for L972-13 are forecast from Gill and
Duffus.

(b) Source: computed. from Cocoa Marketing Board
Annual Report various issues. Converted here into U. S. cents
per pound. I972-73 prices are forecasts from GilI and Duffus.

(c) Computed from Cocoa Marketing Board, Annual
Report, various years, and Newsletter. l95I/52 and 53/54
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TABLE 4.3 (continued)

val-ues computed from FAO Commodity Services, Bulletin No.
2J , Cocoa (Nov. 1955) , thereafter from Geral-d K. Helleiner,
The Fiscal Rol-e of the Marketing Board in Nigerian Economic
n e ve I opnre-pnre nt-, r g ¿ 7 - r 9ET. @ T s e pE-T96Tf.
L96I-L973 from cill and Duffus.

(d) Prices for L950/5I to 1956/57 computed from
France, Ministere de la France d'Outre-Irter. Service des
Statistiques, Outre-l{er, l95B in CFA refering to 'prix
nuboscule, Cocao courant' in Abidjan but the figures have
been recalculated into cents per pound. 1958-I973 prices
from GilI and Duffus.

(e) Prices from L950/5L - 1956/57 refer to quota-
tions at Doul-a. Sources for these and later prices are
the same as for the Ivory Coast, they have been converted
into U. S. cents per pound. 1958-1968 prices calculated
from Le }larche International Du Cacao, published by Govern-
ment of the Republic of Cameroon 1970. Prices for 196B-
l-973 from cill and Duffus.
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stabilizing producer prices, and isolating the farmer from

'remunerative' increases in the world price.

In Cameroons there are two institutions: the

Caisse de Stabilization is established and operates in

Southern Cameroon while the Cocoa Marketing Board operates

in Western Cameroon. However both South and West form the

Federal Republic of Cameroon. fn the Vüest the Marketing

Board collects cocoa from the co-operative farms and sells

to the exporters at the going world market price. There

are 9 exporters in every administrative division (there

are L7 divisions in all, see Figure 4.4). Each exporter

is all-owed a maximum of 9 Licensed Buying Agents who buys

for the exporter. This operation is similar to the

Marketing Boards in Ghana and Nigeria.

The caisse set up in Ivory Coast ano Southern

Cameroon are simil-ar. In both countries exporters trans-
port cocoa to the port from the LBA who buys from middle-

men. The middl-emen procure their cocoa from farmers. At

5:30 p.m. every day the LBA informs the exporter of the

quantity of cocoa bought. The exporter by law declares all
purchases bought by his 9 middlemen before 6:00 p.m. to the

Caisse. At 6:30 p.m. every day the Caisse is able to know

the quantity of cocoa bought in the country by the exporters.

The Caisse sets the price to be paid to producers for the

whole season but exporters can pay higher prices above but
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not below the price set by the Caisse.

There are basically three \^/ays to seII cocoa under

the Caisse system. (1) Exporters can sell- directly abroad

during the crop season ì (2) exporters can sel-l before

the crop season. This is not very acceptable because

the exporter then knows before the crop season that he

will be appointed for the season as an exporter. Some

exporters have sizeable investments in cocoa and contribute

financially towards the economic, social and. political set

up, thereby assuring that their names will- not be eliminated

from the exporters list;16 (3) since the Communist bl-ock

prefers bilateral agreement to buying from the open

markets, the Caisse has mechanisms in its system whereby

any exporter can be instructed to ship a specified quantity

to any country on a contract basis, before or after the

crop season. The Caisse does not depend upon the Govern-

ment for funds.

Under the third method the Caisse can stop all

exporters exporting cocoa abroad except through the Caisse

especially during period.s of depressed world cocoa prices.

Exporters who have been authorized by the Caisse to

export cocoa for the crop season obtain credit facilities

16_Inlormat.r_on
exporter of cocoa ín

given by Mr. ititikos, a leading
southern Cameroon.
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from the Banque Central drAfrique.

When the exporter declares his purchases for the

day the Caisse publíshes what the world price is and at

what price it expects the exporters to sell their beans.

Assume in January the Caisse publishes world price to be

500 F and an exporter had declared 101000 tons for that

month at producer price of say 70 F per kilo. If in

February world price fal-Is to 400 F the difference of

100 F is entirely a loss to the exporter if he is left

with an unsold quantity from January purchases. However,

if he sel-ls it over the 500 F the excess is a gain to the

exporter. After the exporter has sold his cocoa he pays

to the Caisse the difference between the two Caisse

established prices i. e. , the established world price l-ess

the established producer price. Actually world price-

c.i.f. + Custom duties = Caisse Price (to exporter) (see

Tabl-e 4.4). The exporters sell usually in bulk at the end

of the month though the Caisse determines the exporter

price every day according to the daily world price fluctua-

tions. But the producer price is set for the whol-e season

wj-thout any change. Hence the only outlet opened to the

exporters to make profits is to sell over and above the

price quoted by the Caisse. The exporters have agents in

all the leading world markets and these try to obtain good

prices for the exporter either in the futures market or in
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TABLE 4.4. Derivation of Cocoa Quotation by
Caisse: Cameroon.

CIF FF z 613"489 per ton
New York Amsterdam France- I. Wei-ght Frerght L0 .697

t. I'taritime Insurance
37.8s 572 9'61Z.of-crFJ. LOSS rn 't'ransl-t

In FF fn FF
x I0 . B 8422 xl. 36:g

4rt.96B 780.094 625,000

L.75% of CIF
4. Cost of Supervision

at dock
5. Financial Expense

for Maritime trans-
port 0.50% FF

6. Brokerage Fee

.2L0

Percentagie s

roz 452 452 'õ.iïã-ðÍ"
4r. re 1 351. 04 2 2Br. 2s0 7 ' ä[||"Ëiustorase 

cost

CrF z 673.489 l'F/ton. = 4.I7u (2+3+5+6+7)
of 673,489 28.084

TOTAL rN FF (I+4+7 ) 38.991
F.O.B. in FF

(673. 489- 38991) 634.498
In CFA (Cameroon

currency) 634.498= 3L7 .249

B. Transport Cost .250 2

9. Port Tax .607
I0. Fumigation Cost .075
1I. TolI .020
L2. Fee of Attorney in Customs250
13. Loading Tax .1I2
14. Export Permit 27 .200
15. Marketing Board Tax 1.000
16. Packaging Tax .550
I7. Plant Quarantine Tax .050
18. Genera] African Course 3.200
19. Commission to Exporter 1.250

TOTAL Charges 35.164

20. Packaging z.oLo vLM 282 'oB5
2L. Warehouse Rent .150 2.325
22. Warehouse fnsurance .165
23. Financial Cost (62 for 3

months of VLM less losses) I.5% 4.I89
24. Loss During Repacking and

Storage (12 of Vlltl-Packaging) Z.eOf
25. Handling and Shipping .800

TOTAL IO.1I5
Price of I Ton of Cocoa at Doula CFA ,r-UO/ton

Source: Cafculated from Accounts Books of Mssrs.
Kritikos and Co. Doula.
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the open

average

New York

exporter

market.

It is iilportant to note that the Caisse takes the

price of the four leading world markets (Amsterdam,

, Paris, London) before setting the price for the

The Caisse withdrew about 1,500,000 CFA to support

producer price during the 1964/65 decline in world prices.

Marketing Organization in Brazil

In Brazil-, the production and marketing of cocoa are

also affected, though more indirectly than in Africa, by

the activities of public or semi-public organizations.

Here, the organizations are the Bahia Cocoa Trade Commission

and the Foreign Trade Department of the Bank of Brazil-

(CACEX). The marketing system in Brazil- has been changed

a number of times in recent years r âs a result of changing

world market conditions for the crop. Whil-e the most

recent system is of greatest j-nterest in any consideration

of proposals to organize the world cocoa market, it is also

useful to consider briefly the system i-n effect during a

previous period of high prices.

At the time of high world prices in 1958, regula-

tion was achieved through a combination of guaranteed

prices to producers, fixed prices at which CACEX undertook

to purchase cocoa from exporters, minimum authorized export

prices, and multiple exchange rates for export earnings
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from cocoa and cocoa products. During the earlier periods

of low prices, these measures aimed at stabilizing returns
to producers and export.r=. f7 Minimum export prices com-

bined with licensing procedures \,vere used. in an attempt to
regulate the prices at which Brazilian cocoa was made

avail-abl-e on worl-d markets.

Several quantitative changes in the regulatory

system took place during the L95B/59 season. prices

guaranteed to producers \,vere increased, and the price at
which CACEX wourd make purchases from exporters / as wel-l-

as the minimum authorized export price, were also raised.
During the period there was an increasing disparity between

the free market rate for foreign exchange and the official_
lo

rate." While the rates of exchange for a wide range of
commodity exports were increased. due to an increase in

foreign export bonuses, those for cocoa beans remained

unchanged, and that for cocoa butter was reduced. In an

earrier period (L952) , maintenance of a less favourable

exchange rate for cocoa exports was said to be justified.

by the high prices being obtained in world markets, since

it was berieved that more favourable rates wour-d have the

L7_t'Pan-American Union r "Documentary Material on
Cocoa," . Part I (Washington, D. C., May L957), p. 3.

1B^--General Cocoa, Inc. Market Bulletin of Aug. L6,
1960, p. 7.
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disadvantage of stimulating excessive expansion of produc-

tion which might ultimately bring about reduced worl-d
. t9prr_ces.

The most recent system of cocoa marketing in BraziL,

and that currently in effect was developed during the

second quarter of 1965. Commencing from L964/65 the

harvesting of the Bahia main crop saw an intensification

of the difficulties facing farmers. A series of emergency

measures were operative through the early part of April

1965. Thereafter, because of prj-ces prevailing in over-

seas markets, the exporters coul-d only afford to buy cocoa

at prices which were unacceptable to farmers. An agree-

ment was consequently reached whereby exporters and the

processing industry would purchase directty from the

farmer, paying prices equivalent to current world market

l-eveLs. The difference between this price and price

guaranteed to farmers is made up by CACEX through the

Executive Commission for Cocoa Planting (CEPIAC). However,

with a continuing deterioration in the market, subsidies

to farmers have been reduced through changes in the method

of calculating the domestic equivalent of current worl-d

prr-ces.

l-9_*-Conjuctura Economica, March 1953, p. 57.
in U. S. Federal Trade Commission, Economic neport
Investigation of Coffee Prices, July 1954, p. 1I4.

Quoted
of the
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stabilization of cocoa producer prices, in Brazil

is currently aimed at mitigating the effects of low world

prices. In situations involving higher world prices,

neither the present Brazilian systern nor one similar to

that in existence during the l95B season provides the

framework for isolating the farmer from the world market,

since both systems invol-ve guaranteed prices to farmers

which constitute only l-ower limits on returns. Hence,

shoul-d the organization of the world market at higher

prices require the isolation of the producer from such

j-ncreases, means to accomplish this, whether of a fiscal

nature or otherwise, would have to be devised in Brazil

as well as in other countries where relatively 'free'

marketing systems are currently in operation.

Prices in Consuming Countries.

Since most of each season's cocoa export supply

becomes availabl-e during the l-ate fal-l and winter with the

harvesting of the main crops in West Africa and Brazifr20

manufacturers, who hold the bulk of cocoa stocks, purchase

their supplies well in ad,vance of current production needs.

Other dealers in consuming countries also carry inventories

2 ouAo 
,

IL2¡ L24¡ 138.
Harry Jiler and

World Cocoa Survey
see arso corunõãîW

(UN FAO, Rome , 1964) , p. 4
Year Book 1972, €d. by

others, 9p. iTt., p;-TT.
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permitting them to meet processors' needs over the year for

various grades of cocoa. These requirements are mostly met

through purchases in the commodity markets in consuming

countries.

With the establ-ishment of the New York Cocoa

Exchange in L925 and the London Terminal- Market the

following year, pricing efficiency \,vas further improved.

ft has been shown that futures markets are superior to

cash markets in price determination because they provide

central market prices established in open competitive

bargainÍng , among other virtr.res . 
21

The foJ-lowing description applies to the London

market. The organization of the New York market appears

to be very similar.

The London market may be divided into two sections,

the 'actuals market' and the terr¡.inal market. It is

through the 'actuals marketr that manufacturers buy the

bulk of their cocoa; little cocoa changes hands in the

terminal market, which is primarily concerned with paper

transactions as depicted in Figure 4.5. The "Actuals

Market"22 is merely a convenient term for the sum of trans-

2l"aarty H. Bakker, "The Factors Favouring a Futures
Contract for Live Flogs Outweigh Those Against ft, " in Futures
Trading in Livestock Origins and Concepts, H. H. nakkeil-ed..,
Madison, Wisconsin, Mimir Publishers, fnc., I970. For
comprehensive work on cocoa futures markets advantages see
Weymar, op. cit., pp. 38-52. See also T. A. Kofi, "A Frame-
work for Comparing the Efficiency of Futures Markets, "
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actions the main purpose of which is the actual buying and

seJ-Iing of cocoa. Transactions on the actual_s market are

not necessarily public. Direct information about prices

is therefore somewhat imperfect, although it appears that

buyers and sell-ers can in fact keep themsel-ves reasonabry

wel-I informed, and one important element--the price

currently quoted by the Marketing Companies--is public

knowledge. By contrast, all transactions in the terminal-

market have to be made by "public outcry".

The actual-s market is in three layers. There is

an extensive class of brokers and deal_ers between the

importers and the manufacturers. A broker purchases on

the orders of particul-ar buyers, taking a commission (0.5

per cent in London). His maj-n economic function is to

l-ook after the legal formalities of the transaction. A

manufacturer may buy from the marketing companies through

a broker, and the transaction is then virtually a direct

one between the manufacturer and the Marketing Companies.

Dealersr orr the other hand, "take a position', and buy cocoa

for which they have not yet found a customer t or contract

AJAE, Vol. 55, No. 4, Part I, Nov. I973, pp. 584-594. See
ãTso- Thomas A. Liieronymus, Economics of ¡'ütures Trading
(New York, Commodity Researõã--EI7ããü,-Inc. , 197t)-, pp.
238-240.

1attThe "actuals market" is named here in inverted
conmas, since it is not in fact a unified market at alt.
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to supply cocoa which they have not yet bought, hoping to

make a profit.23

One may correctly ask what is the function of the

deal-ers. The answer is simple, they introduce an element

of flexibirity into the actual-s market. Their function

is to take advantage of the full facirities of the market

on behal-f of small- manuf acturers, who have nei-ther the

funds nor the knowledge to do so for themselves; the

deal-ers profit by obtaining for small buyers terms slightty
more favourable than they woul-d otherwise obtain in a

market dominated by a few large concerns (see Figure 4.6).

Deal-ers reduce their risk by hedging their trans-

actions on the terminal market. There is little hedging

by manufacturers in the United xingdom.24 In New york

there is rather more hedging by manufacturers. Besides

providing facilities for covering actual- transactions, the

terminal markets are open to pure speculators who have no

interest in the physical cocoa. The volume of transactions

on the terminar markets far exceeds the actuar tonnage of
cocoa changing hands. Thus transactions on the New york

terminar market habitually amount to about three times

23rh.t. is no hard-and-fast institutional distinction
between brokers and dealers: the same firm may take a fixed.
commission on certain transactions, while arso acting as a
dealer.

)d.- tHedging of purchases by Cadbury, Fry and Rowntree
would, in any case, hardry be practical because of the size
of these purchases.
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estimated consumption in the United States, and in certain

years they even considerably exceed the total world supply

of cocoa.

Day-to-day 'actual' (or rspot' ) quotations in the'

commodity markets may reflect local and short-run factors;

hence, the parallel possibility of trading in ,terminal-'

(or futures) is of significance and it is in futures that

most dealings are carried out.

As mentj-oned earlier, certain Iarge purchasers

obtain some supplies from origin markets in prociucing

countries for future delivery. However, with the with-

drawal of the marketing agencies of some producing countries

from direct operatj-ons on the exchanges in consuming

countries, and owing to the tack of publicity sometime

surrounding sal-es in producing countrie =,25 it is generally

considered that price quotations (on a c.i.f. basis) on the

main futures exchange are accurate indicators of the price

level at which the bulk of world cocoa transactions take

place. Of these exchanges the most important are those of

New York and London where world cocoa prices are largely

determined, with some effect being exercised from time to

25"u Caisse De Stabilisation, "Au Service de la
Nation lvoirienne " (Abid j an , L97I) , page 4 . See al-so
Nigerian Produce Marketing Co. Ltd., "Nigeria's Produce
Marketing Boards" (London: Brown Knight and Truscott
Ltd. , 1973), pp. 3I-32.
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time by the exchanges of Flamburg, Amsterdam and Pari =.26

The futures market may be regarded as a barometer

indicating the pr.i-ce of cocoa at various points in time

and reflecting informed opinion on pertinent economic

factors. Furthermore, the continuous formation of prices

has the advantage of lending a certain negotiability to

cocoa. However, the existence of futures trading also

introduces the possibilities of speculative infl-uence on

prices, exaggerating upwards or downwards movements in

quotations. Under the more stable conditions of a managed

price system, for example an organizaLíon of the market,

the scope for speculation would probably be reduced.

This point witl be argued further in detail in Chapter 6.

Excessive speculative participation can be respon-

sible for large price movements, probably beyond the l-imit

26_-"In October 1964 the UN FAO Sub-Committee on Cocoa
Statistics meeting in Rome, agreed that the rfutures'
prices for cocoa as defined in Articl-e 26 para (5) of the
1963 Draft International Cocoa Agreement were representa-
tive of the actual price of cocoa in international trade.
The definition of this representative price involves
averaging the quotations for cocoa beans of the nearest
three active futures trading months on the New York Cocoa
Exchange and the London Terminal Market (see Chapt. 5,
below) . On the New York Cocoa Exchange, äDy growth of
cocoa from any producing area is admitted. Standard growths
representing the bulk of world production are deliverable on
f utures contract withor-rt premium or díscounts. Other
growths may be delivered at premium or discounts from this
price in accordance with rates fixed by the Exchange. On
the London Exchange, the futures contract price is based on
other growths. On Paris Exchange, opened in early 1963,
the basis of contracts is good fermented cocoa, the main
crop from the Ivory Coast, Cameroon, Togo, Congo and Gabon.
Cocoa of fair fermented quality from the same origins is
deliverable at discount.
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of economic val-ues based on the fundamental supply and

demand situation. The dangers inherent in a market

burdened by excessive speculative participation is that it
l-eads to an overbought situation, making the market vulner-
able to a steep decline if the bulrish potential- is not
reari-zed. This can eventually lead. to "over-shoot" on

the down side t or carry futures below expected limits.
Another situation can deveJ-op in a commodity 1ike

cocoa whereby, for one reason or another, there is a lack
of speculative buying interests. As a result, when

seasonal- hedge pressure from origin is at its height, the

specurator who can be normally counted on as a buyer of
50,000 to 75,000 tons of cocoa during the season, is not
in the market. This has been found to be the case in the

early part of the LgTL-72 "..=on.27 After two consecutive

surplus seasons, and preliminary projections of a third
surpJ-us, there appeared to be rittle incentive for specu-

lations to buy .o"or.28 rhus, the market at times proves

very sensitive to hedging, and selling pressure becomes

more pronounced. This can l_ead to prices falling below

21 _-'Commodity Research Bureau, Inc.
Book L972, edited by H. Jiler and others,
p. 16.

, Commodity Year
op. c j-t. ,

2Brbid. , p. 16.
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economic values based on the estimaLed supply and demand

situation. Weymer29 hu.= d.emonstrated that price projec-

tions based on fundamentals may therefore be distorted by

a lack of, or excessive, speculative participation. How-

ever, based on the history of cocoa prices and the vol-a-

t.ility of the market, one can safely expect at least normaf

speculative participation in cocoa futures during a season.

The Role of Manufacturers and Distributors

As already stated in the earlier chapters cocoa

proouction takes place primarily on small peasant plots in

Africa, and on plantations and peasant farms in Brazil-.

Marketing is in private hands in Brazil, Ivory Coast, and

Cameroon, and. und.er Marketing Boards in Ghana and Nigeti-.30

On the supply side, Ghana, Nigeria, Ivory Coast, BraziL,

and Cameroon produce al-most B0 per cent of worl-d cocoa

beans. On the demand side, GiIl and Duffus, A. C. Israel,

General Cocoa, Paterson-Simons and Ewart Ltd., Cadbury, and

Hershey control cfose to B0 per cent of world trade in

"actual-s".3I Manufacturing of cocoa bean products is also

29__--Weymar, op. cit., pp.
30 -.J. K. Dl-etrfl-Cn and A.

163-lB7 passim.

D. Gutierrez , op. cit. ,
pp. 93-99.

3lwitford J. Eiteman, "Price Determination", Ann
Arbor, Bureau of Business Research, Report No. L6, School
of Business Administration, University of MichigâD, L949.
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highly concentrated as depicted in Figure 4.6 and Table

4.5 . Pricing in the industry is therefore determined under

a regime of oligopolistic-oligopsonistic competition via

the futures market.

Data on the structure of retail prices is sparse,

varies from country to country according to the nature of

each one's processing and distributive channels, varies

over time with changes in cocoa prices, taxes and other

costs, and varies for each of the many end-products sold.

Table 4.6 depicts two possible typical cases of the

structure of the chocolate price in two of Western Europe's

major importing countries.

The crucial- point demonstrated by Tab1e 4.6, and

one of major importance in considering the possibilities of

organizíng the market for cocoa, is that the costs and

margins of the manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers
constitute a very large proportion of the final retail
price. In the two examples given such costs and margins

amount to nearly 81 and 61 per cent respectively of the

final product pri...32 The manufacturers in Germany and

32---Avail-able information suggests that the proportion
of the cocoa raw materials in the retail price in other
developed countries is probably a few percentage points
higher than is depicted here. However, since 1960, in a
period in which cocoa prices have been sharply down, retail
chocolate prices have changed litt.le if at aII in the
Netherl-ands, and have been reduced by only some 5 to l0
per cent in Germany: it thus seems likely that the current
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TABLE 4.5. Extent of Concentration
and Cocoa Manufacturing

in the Chocolate
Industry.

Employing
50 persons

Year or more

Employrng
1,000

persons
or more Number

Number of manufacturing
establ-ishments

Largest Companres
Proportion
of total
value of

production
or sales (%)

United States

United Kingdom

^/West Germany*'

Netherlands

France

Belgium
d/

Italy*/

Japan

Spain

L967

I96B

L969

19 6l

L962

r9 6l

196r

1967

1968

I9

30a/b/

207

27"/

'> ¡d/

- -d/JJ

61

^_L/95

t9

16

^a/

0

3

0

4

Â.t

I6

5

6

2

71 .0
^/

tó.¿

39.2

50.0

45 .4

50.0

55.5o/

Sources: U. S.: 1967 Census of Manufactures, U. S. Department
of Commerce, washington, .lartuary 197I. IJ. K.: Report on the
Census of Production 1968, HltSO, London , L97L¡ Cost and
Þrîces õE Eãe õEocõTate and Sugar Confectionery-Indu"!.y,
FepõrE No. 75, NaEîõnaT eoarã--for Prîces anã incõmes-TCmnd.
3694), JuIy 1968. F. R. Germany: Susswaren Taschenbuch
Ausgabe IgTO/7I, Bund.esverband der neutschen Susswarenindustrie.
Netherl-ands: Statistical Yearbook of the Netherlands I972
and Jaarveslag-t97T, Netheifãñãse-cacao proãuõtÏon vereffiing.
France: Recensement de I'industrie L963: Resultats pour
1962, INSEE, Þarf s , f 9E-Zl-EeTþîurn:- Recensenient-ãe l- 'îñdustrie
e-t Au Commerce, 3I decembre 196I, Institut National de
StaEîsEfque, Bruxefles--f9E7.-rtaty : 4e Censimento Generale
Dell' Industria e Del Commercio, 16 October 1961, Rome L966-
Spain: Estadistica Ind.ustrial de Espana, L968, Madrid 1971.
Le marche du Cafe, du Cacao et des bananes dans les pays
d.e la CEE, serie developpement de lroutre-mar' Bruxelles,
1963.
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TABLE 4.5 (continued)

d/,*' Enterprises, not establishments.
b/^_' 25 employees or more.

"/ :-961 .

d/_*' Including sugar confectionery industry.
"/ Lg'| 0 .
c/-' 20 employees or more.

v' lrlumber not published to avoid discl-osure.



TABLE 4.6. Structure of Retail Price
in the Federal Relpublic of
the Netherlands (in 1960s)

95

a/or unocotat'e

.Germany 
and

As Z of the retail
price

Netherlands
Germany A B

As % of the price of
raw cocoa materials

Germany
Netherlands
AB

2.

Raw cocoa
materials
Other ingredients

L2
3

IB
L4

24
ô

100
26

r00
t5

Ì00

3. Tota1 ingredients
4. Manufacturer's

processing costs
and margins

5. Packaging
6. Transport costs
7 . rax (L0 /90)

15

26
6
3

32

20
6
b/
6

32

20
6

b/
6

L26

222
5I
?!

L75

106
3I
b/
35

133

B4
24
b/
27

o

IO

Sales price
ex- factory
Wholesalers'
margin c/
Tax (0 . 75% )

50

20

64

11
(1)

64

11
(1)

42L

17I

347

5B
3

267

45
2

11. Wholesalers price
I2. Turnover tax (42)
13. Retailers'

margind/

70
4

26

,_?

25

,_?

25

s92
34

222

n::

136

'11

105

L4 Retail price 100 100 100 849 544 4L9

^/d./ ^-' Source: Etudes Serie development de L'outre-mer,
op. cit., pp. 86 and 113.

b/_"'Probably included under item 4.
^/-/ Represented. 4LZ of the ex-factory price in Germany

and L7Z in the Netherlands.
d/_-'Represented 3B% of the wholesal-e price in Germany

and 33% in the Netherlands.
A. "Milk chocolate"

B il"B1ack chocolate".
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the Netherlands afone form 35 and 36 per cent of the retail

price in the two countries, while the retail-ers and whole-

sal-ers form a further 46 and 35 per cent respectively.

Between the stage of importation of the raw cocoa

beans and the sale of the multitude of chocolate end-

products to the consumer, a very large proportion of the

final retail price is thus determined. According to avail-

able estimates the proportion averages around B0 per cent

for all developed countries taken together.33 Although in

certain major consuming countries it is probably sub-

stantially higher, this rough illustrative figure is used

in the rest of this work. Cocoa beans thus represent an

'agricultural raw material-' for processing as much as any

non-edible commodity such as cotton or rubber.

From an economic point of view the large import-

ance of these various costs and margins implies that

changes in world prices will- be refl-ected in a slight

percentage increase in the final retail price. This

suggests that increases in the cocoa bean price, Lf limited,

need not necessarj-ly be passed on in a higher price to

consumers. However , íf such increases would be large and

weight of the raw cocoa price in the final retail price,
at least in these two countries, is even lower than Tabl-e
4.6 illustrates.

33^--Cocoa Producers Alliance, Document CPA-AC 26I/34
L970, see also UNCTAD Publication TAD/256I (com) 1969.
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permanent (as would be the objective in an organization of

the market), it seems very unlikely that manufacturers

could long delay some rise in the retail price, even if

this were only proportional to (say 20 per cent of) the

rise in the world cocoa price, since the cost of the raw

cocoa is not a smal-l proportion of the manufacturers'

selling price, and may be substantial in relation to their

processing costs and margins (see l-ines L,4 and B of Table

4.6).

The great weight of the processing and distribu-

tive functions in the final price, and the l-arge number of

successive costs and margins covered by these functions,

makes detailed analysis of the retail price of the cocoa

bean extremely difficult. The proportion of the final-

retail price taken by whotesalers and retailers is very

significant, but it does not appear appropriate to suggest

here that these might be compressed. So far as the manu-

facturers are concerned, the possibilities for substitution

between cocoa materials and other ingredients are large,

costs of packing and advertisement are not unimportant, nor

probably are prof it levels. Vüith respect to al-I these, the

manufacturer has a wide scope for changing the content of
?4his product,'* the packaging and range of items put before

34_." -There are many ways to accomplish this: by
varying the actual cocoa content per uni-t weight of
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the pubtic, as well as the retail price of each. The wide

choice of al-ternatives open to the manufacturer in each given

situation renders alI generalj-zations about the structure

of the retail price extremely dubious. In Chapter 6 ,

some attempt will be made to give quantitative

value to certain possible reactions on the part of manu-

facturers, but the arbitrary nature of these assumptions

must be constantly borne in mind, especially in the very

different cj-rcumstances of a managed (or controll-ed) rather

than a free market situation.

chocolate, varying the density of the chocol-ate covering
of various confectionery items, varying the size of the
chocol-ate bar or other confectionery iterns, varying the
total cocoa content of the whole range of confectionery
items put before the consumer by varying the range of items,
as wel-l as giving different publicity to each etc.



CHAPTER V

MONOPOLTSTIC PRICING UNDER THE

COCOA PRODUCERS ALLIANCE

Considering that attempts to establish an ICA on

cocoa have not been very easily taken by producing countries

and also bearing in mino that consuming countries view

international regulation as a device to benefit producing

countries; the question l-eft unanswered is this: why hasn't

the Cocoa Producers Alliance (CPA) taken a united stand to

control the supply of cocoa and consequently establish

monopolistic pricing?

As already pointed out in the preceeding chapters,

in order to avoíd viol-ent f luctuations, to bring stabiJ-ity

into the world cocoa market, and to arrive at a price

acceptabl-e to both producers and consumers, several inter-

national conferences have been held under the auspices of

FAO and UNCTAD. A conference in Geneva in 1963 failed to

reach agreement, but the main features of that conference

are continuously being considered with the view to intro-

duce a price stabilization scheme. These attempts are

international in character and alI the main producers and

consumers of cocoa have been represented at the various

conferences.
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The failure of the UN Conference on cocoa prices

in Geneva in October 1963, when price suggestions of

producers and consumers \^/ere too f ar apart / was f oll-owed

by the establishment of the Cocoa Producers Alliance.

This consisted of Ghana, Nigeria, Brazi:., Ivory Coast,

Cameroon Republic, and Togo. This Alliance tried to do

what the conference failed to achieve in Geneva. It fixed

export quotas for its members and agreed on a price indi-

cator (26.6 cents per pound) which would govern their

market activities. By so doing the Alliance hoped to

reduce stocks held by manufacturers and thus compel them

to buy. In pursuance of their policy the All-iance members

agreed to withhold the 1964/65 crop until prices rose to

26.6 cents per pound.

Unfortunately, the Alliance scheme fell through.

The fail-ure can be attributed to a number of reasons:

(i) the producers were overtaken by record crops

in each of the six countries (see Table 5.I,

col-s. 5 and 6) ;

(ii¡ the AII-iance appears to have underestimated

stocks held by manufacturersl (see Table 5.2) ¡

(iii) storage facil-ities in some producing countries

I--Consumers (or manufacturers)
the eventua1 success of the agreement
supplies to wait out the Alliance (see
Dec. 7, L964, p. 55 and Feb. 7, 1965,

were skeptical about
and had sufficient

New YorK '1 l_mes,
sec. 3, p. 5).



TABLE 5.1. PRODUCTIOI'J** OF R.Ali COCOA ÐY ALLIANCE MEMBERS.
(in thousand long tons*)

1
Carneroon
Republica/ 63

c,,a.,'ab/ 3L:

Ivory Coast 61

Nigeriad/ 155

Togo ^ /Republice/ g

Brazil 198

World Total 1039

1959 1960 196r L962 1963
/60 /6L /62 /63 /64

23
73 74

qzzc/ sto

93 8t

I9s 191

L2 11

L22 1]6

1173 rr24

*Source: Computed from GilI and Duffus Ltd., Cocoa Statistics, London, December
1972, pp. B-9.

**Excluding Grade II cocoa beans,
a/Includes prod.uction in West Cameroon from 196L/62.
b/_-'Includes purchases of sub-grade Cocoa.

"/aaaitionally a further 10,000 to 15,000 tons were smuggled into Ivory coast
and Togo. This tonnage is included. in the production for these two countries.

d/_-'Includes production in the British Carneroon up to 1960/6L.
e/--'French Togo prior to L959/60.

75 84

422 436

10I 97

176 216

]1 14

tll I23

1158 L2I6

L964 1965 1966
/65 /66 /67

6l

90 78

557 410

145 111

294 I82

I7 15

116 I7O

L482 1205

89

85 90

376 415

147 J-44

263 235

l_6 ]8

L72 141

1333 1333

L967 1968 1969
/68 /6e /70

10 ]1

103 108

334 409

I42 178

r89 2L9

to 1?
IO 

' 
J

16 3 l-97

L220 L4L9

1970 1971 1972
/7L /72 /13

12 13 14

110 LzL t02

386 457 420

L1't 22L 18 0

303 2s1 275

28 29 t8

L79 L64 206

1481 1546 1486

Ho
ts



TABLE 5.2

Cocoa
Season

1959 /60
l.960 /6r
L96r/62
Le62/ 63

L963/ 64

L964/65
L965 /66
L966 /61
Le67 /68
L96B/6e

L969 /7 0

L97o/7r
r91 L/7 2

Le7 2/7 3

Opening
Stocks

Cocoa Bean stocks (in thousand long tons) .

( - thousand tons )

r72 27 4 1960 -328
274 4rB 196r-438
418 422 1962-495
422 424 196 3-s1B

424 451 l-964-519
45r 592 1965-59 B

592 4r4 L966-587
4r4 369 r967-s39
369 299 1968 -469
294 169 L969-4r7
169 238 L910-436
238* 286* r97L
286* 287* l-972

287* 19 9 * L97 3

Closing
Stocks

Bean stocks in consuming countries World Price

Dec. 31
Asåof

Grindings

Source: Gill and Duffus Ltd., op. cit., p. 16

*Estimates.

35.3
43.L
44 .6
atr., ?

43.9
¿q 2

42 .7
?q L

33.6
31.4
32 .1

rr7l**I\Õ

NA

NA

of months U. S. cents
supply /Lb, f.o.b.

fn terms

**NA - refers to information not available.

4.2
5.2
q¿

5.4
tra

5.4
5.1
4.7
4.2
3.7
20

NA

NA

NA

of beans

26

2L

2T

2I
22

l5
I7
23

27
1ÀJA

J¿

26

22

NA

H
O
N)
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!ùere insufficient and the cocoa had to be

exported;

(iv) the economic position of some countries mad.e

it necessary for cocoa sales to be made.

While the Alliance was out of the market for three

months (January, February and March 1965) they accumulated

large stocks of unsold cocoa. Consequently, when they

re-entered the market at the end of March 1965, prices

collapsed to 15 cents per pound (see Table 5.2, col. B) .

In addition to these two attempts to reach wide

agireement on cocoa prices, some producing countries have

better agreements with others which involve selling cocoa

at government levels. Some of the small-er producers

already felt constrained to sell some cocoa quite early in

the season, thus breaking the producers' sotid front.

Lastly, cocoa has no profitable alternative uses. Consi-

deration was gíven to its use as vegetable oilseed, but

this would have earned the producers prices which were

only a fraction of those which they could still obtain for

cocoa in its conventional form.

Interperiod Demand Rel-ationship

An aspect of the economic l-iterature on inter-

national trade is that the implications of imperfect

competition in international trade and its effects on the
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economic grovrth of LDCS has been ignored in both the applied

and theoretical fiel-ds. According to H. G. Johnson, "the

theory of monopolistic competition has had virtualJ-y no

j-mpact on the theory of international trade. "2 paul-

Samuelson voiced concern on the neglect: "the rofe of

monopolistic and imperfect competition in actual inter-

national trade is crucial and may transcend in importance

mere transport cost. . . ."3

Pincus4 d.fines monopoJ-istic prici-ng to be the

reduction of suppJ-ies of an internationally traded commodity

through a coordinated policy of the producing nations in

order to increase the product price and thereby the

profits of the producing nations. Behrman in an article

on monopolistic pricing,5 sets out the problems involved

in such an endeavour in detaíl.

2-_-Harry G. Johnson, "International Trade Theory and
Monopolistic õompetition Theoyy, " Monopolistic Competition
Theory: Studies in Impact, ed. R. E. Kuenne (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, L967), p. 203.

3Paul Samuelson, "The Transfer Problem and. Trans-
port Costs: The Terms of Trade When Impedements are
Absentr" Economic Journal, LXII, 1952, p. 292 (as quoted
by H. c. Johnson, op. cit., p. 203).

4"ohn o. Pincus, Commodity Policy and Economic
Development (Washington , iEe-Tãnã-Corporatlon, 19 6Ð;

5¡. R. Behrman, op. cit., pp. 702-7Lg.
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An elaboration of conventional theory of mono-

polistic pricing to recognize the relation of current price

to future demand has been suggested by neder;6 it may

deserve re-emphasis in connection with the present issue.

The monopolistic firm (or group of collusive

oJ-igopolists) may be provisionally viewed as dealing with

an entire industry demand curve in a succession of time

intervals, in each of which it can freely select a price-

output combination for the industry. It will thus togic-

ally take account of the effect of any current price-output

decision on the position of the industry demand curve in

future periods. A lower price now may mean a higher (or

l-ower) demand l-ater, and any such anticipated relationship

should affect any current pricing policy. If it does, a

single long-run industry demand curve cannot be viewed as

an independent determinant even of the long-run tendency

of price. Such a relation is not given independently of

the prices the seller (s) charge at various times during a

future time period, but wil-I assume various l-evels

according to the behavior of a series of short-run prices.

Reder suggests that instead the seller (s) necessarily

refer to a series of short-run demand curves for each of a

6t. W. Reder, "Intertemporal Relations of Demand
and Supply Within the Firm, " Canadian Journal of Economics
and Political Science, VfI, February I94I; pp. 15:38, and
especlãTTy pp. -32=35;
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succession of future 'i.ntervals; these fully replace any

long-run demand curve for the purposes of making aII output

adjustments. It is the price-pattern through time and not

a single long-run price which is of importance.

Bain has constructed a simple model7 in which a

singJ-e-firm monopolist is conceived of as pricing soleJ-y

in a current Period I and a future Period fI. In this

model there is an industry demand curve for each such

period and corresponding marginal revenue curves. t\!ono-

poly price for the first period in isol-ation is set to

equate the marginal cost of that period to the marginal

revenue of that period. But demand in Period II is

supposed to depend upon Period I price; for example, the

Period II demand curve may shift outward as Period I price

falIs. Viewing this relation in retrospect from the

beginning of the first period, the monopolist may be

supposed to adjust Period I price so as to allow maximiza-

tion of the sum of the profits of the two periods. This

procedure may result in setting Period I price bel-ow the

IeveI for which the marginal cost and marginal revenue of

that period are equatedr so long as the resulting decrease

in Period, I profits is more than offset by a resulting

increment in Period II profits (appropriately discounted

7_
!-J (J e

AER, VoI. 39,
S. Bain, "Pricing
March 1949, pp.

in Monopoly and Ol-igopoly",
448-46 4 .
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for interest and risk).

Use of the demand-suppfy technique in such a

sequence analysis permits precise formal treatment of the

effects of anticipated relations between current price and

future demand. To employ the analysis for the purposes of

prediction, Bain puts emphasis on determination of sign

and value of the cross-el-asticity between period I and

Period II quantity for the monopolist

âq (t, ) P (tt)
ãtrGl)- qTÇl

It is possible to identify actual cases where this efas-

ticity might be alternatively positive or negative in

sign t or zero. Where it is negative and significantly

Iarge, a current monopoly price below the current profit-

maximizing level- can be formally explained; where it is

positive and large, current pri-ces above this level coul-d

be predicted. This model does not have the monopoty power

of doing otner than rnaximize the "long-run" difference between

aggregate industry revenue and aggregate production cost,

so long as these are measured as capital values of future

revenue and cost streams to a time horizon. But it does

indicate the rational possibility of del-iberate departures

from profit maximization for 'short' periods J-onger than

those required to permit every adaptation i-n scale of firm

. and p1ant.
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However, in the absence of cost data for cocoa

producing countries such procedure and analysis will not

be feasibl-e, hence the use of ordinary revenue earnings

will be imputed in this analysis.

Supply and Demand for Setting Monopolistic Pricing

In respect to establ-ishing a monopolistic price in

the worl-d cocoa market, five characteristics of the supply

of cocoa seenì most important: (I) the concentration of

production in a few of the developing countries, (2) the

dominance of a relatively few standard grades in inter-

national trade, (3) the limited short-run supply response

to economi-c incentives, (4) the substantial long-run supply

response to economic incentives, and (5) the existence of

government marketing institutions in many of the major

producing countries.

Four characteristics of the derived demand for

cocoa seem equally important and relevant in respect to

establishing a monopolistic price: (1) the concentration

of consumption in a few developed nations with oligopo-

listic chocolate markets, (2) the generally quite inelastic

short-run price response of the derived demand functionB

(see Tab1e 5.3, col. 2), (3) sugar and vegetable oil are

BR.

Cocoa Bean
Unpublished
Technology,

C. Amoa, "A Study in Demand: An
and Cocoa Products Markets of the
Ph.D. clissertation, Massachusetts
1965, pp. 53-55; 62-67¡ II5; 119;

Analysis of the
United States. "
Institute of
L24; 146¡ I57.



TABLE 5 .3. Percentage Share of Consumption in Bean Equivqlents and
Elasticities of Demand for Bean Equivalents.a/

United States

Federal Republic

United Kingdom

France

Canada

Netherlands
Spain
Italy
Rest of Worl-d

Country

t/
Consumption of Cocoa Products in Bean Equivalents"'

lçith respect to
Z of world

total- of capita of soybean
1960 -1964 cocoa income sugar oil

2B

of Germany 12

l0

6,

a/-*'source; J. R. Behrmanr op. cit., p. 106.
b/_"/ Bean equivalents are grindings of beans adjusted for net

cocoa butter, cocoa powder, cocoa paste, and chocolate products , as
from data in cill and Duffus.

n/-/ Calculated. at means from dentand regressions (see Appendix
op. cit.. p. 1I5.

- 
o/¡NA'ì- refers to information not available.

-0

-0

-0

-0

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0

2

2

2

2

33

25

IB

t6

?oJO

l9
B9

24

2L

25

5

5

2

I
l-

t i,iefl

0.93

0.71

0.68

0 .12
0.62
0. 85

0.93

I Na]

0"08

I NA]

I r.rA]

0.15

-0.t2
L t\Al

i

I tiA]

I Na]

0.20

0.19

0 .32

0 .40

0.05

0 .43
0.77

I Ne]

0.05
-0.74

exports of
cal-culated

B of Behrman, Ho
\o
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apparently, on balance, both basically important in manu-

facturing of chocolate. Behrman's anal-ysis discovered that

changes in the price of sugar apparently do not affect

substantially the demand for cocoa beans, but for three

consuming countries, the estimated cross elasticity of the

derived demand with respect to vegetable oiI prices is

greater than the estirnated own-price elasticity. One

implication of this result is that monopolistic cocoa

prices may resul-t in considerable substitution of vegetable

oil for cocoa butter, (4) long-run responses to a monopo-

listic price are Iess predictable but presumably are much

larger than short-run responses. For many uses of cocoa

butter, flo satisfactory substitute is currentJ-y available

because of cocoa butterts property of melting at under the

human body temperature.

Effect of Monopol-istic Pricing by the Al-Iiance in l-964

Within the framework of supply and demand which

has been described in Chapter 3 and summarized above it is

possible to analyse the potential or hypothetical effect of

monopolistic cocoa pricing by the Alliance. In Table 5.4

each row summarizes the implied effects on demand for cocoa

beans for consumption and on total revenue of cocoa

producers in L964 had the Alliances' and various proposed

cocoa prices prevailed in that year. It must be stated

that these are hypotheticat effects and before examining



TABLE 5.4.

ft

Price
l)er

päunab'/
(u. s.
cents )

B
Calcul-ated

annual
demand

(for price
in col. L)c/

Effects r ofl
and on the
tive Cocoa

T2

20

20

22

23
a')

26
¿\1
LI

29

46

62

74

75

BO

2s/
oh/

1/
b

5i/
ok/

1/6"'
-m/b

on/
00/
3p/
7q/
.r/J

e/
b

ot/

Demand for Cocoa by Eight
Resultj ng TotaI Revenue of
Prices , 1g64.a/

Difference
between

calculated
demand and
actual demandd/

In thousands of tons of
beans equivalents)

825

779

775

764

76r
757

140

i37
72s

622

525

456

448

422

B +76

5 +20

Õ

5

5

B

3

3

7

5

5

0

5

5

D

Calculated
annual

revenue
(ee=n ) e/

?

0

3

0

0

3

3

3

6

0

0

5

5

5

+16

+5
+2
-1
-19

11-¿¿

-34
-L3l
-234
-303
- 311

-337

Leading Consuming Countries
Cocoa Producers of Alterna-

( iuillion L964 U. S. $ )

E
Di fference
between

calculated
and actual

revenue

226

343

348

382

390

400

44r
446

47L

645

139

758

760

755

F

Percentage change
in total revenue

fronr cocoaf/

-L7 2

- 55

50

l6
B

2

A1AJ

Àoäo

247
141JAI

360

362

357

Percent

_JJ

-10

1

6

6

B

5

4

1J

9

U

5

6

3

1

1

9

-3
I
0

B

ö

L4

41

66

6B

69

6B

ts
ts
ts
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TABLE 5 .4 (continued)

Source: Adapted from Behrman, op. cit., p. 706.

u/lrr" eight countries included are U.S., West
Germany, U.K., France, Canada, Netherlands, Spain, ItaIy,
Rest of World. The eight countries together accounted for
two-thirds of the world consumption of cocoa in 1960-64.

b/-_-'New York spot price of Ghanaian cocoa.
t/cirr.., L964 levels of income, population, and.

prices of sugar and of soybean oil, the aggregate demand
schedule for cocoa in thousand tons of bean equivalents for
the eight countries is

Dt = 898.5 - 5.95 Pt.
where P+ is the spot price of Ghanaian cocoa in lrlew

York in L964 U.S. cents per pound.
d/rn" actual- grindings in the eight countries of concern

(adjusted for trad,e in cocoa products) totaled 759.5 x I03
tons in L964

u/ atl revenues are calculated at New York prices
assuming that all cocoa is sold at such pr ices.

f/"hung" from actual i_964 revenue, under the
assumption that exports remain at actual L964 level. The
actuaf quantity of bean equivalents consumed in L964
multiplied by the average spot price of Ghanaian cocoa on
the New York market equalled $520 million and was used as
the base for the percentages whích are given in this cofumn.

g/luty 1965 pricer âs reported by Gill and Duffus.
h/¡oirri*.rm price suggested by consumers at 1963

conference.
i/".brl-rrry :'g65 price
j/orr"r.g" price for t96l
k/".rrr;..y 1965 price
L/^*'October 1964 price
m/ptod.rrcers' Alliance minj-mum price ir964-65

(CPA-AC-39 3 )
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t/¡,lirri*rrm price suggested by producers at 1963
conference (CPA-AC-392) .

o/Pirr",r= "monopoly price " op. cit, ,

P/Arr"ru.g" price for 1958, Gil-l and
Statistics, London, Sept. 1965.

q/Arr".u.g. price for Lg54
r/luLy 1965 price, ibid..
s/cat"rrlated. price to maximize

obtained by maximizíng the product of
expression for Dt in note c above.

L/ ntbittariry chosen price.

gross revenue,
D, and P, qiven thett

p. 47.

Duffus Cocoa

, ibid.
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them, the assumptio.r"9 which underlie Table 5.4 must be

explicitly stated.

In column A the prices are assumed to be accepted

as the prevalent prices for the foreseeabl-e future by the

consumers. There is assumed to be no activity by cocoa

purchasers, to reduce future cocoa prices . (Z) The

demand equations for the eight leading consuming countries

are assumed to prevail (see Table 5.5). (3) The producers

of cocoa are assumed to be operating successfully as

discriminating monopolists and selling cocoa at the L964

prices for the actual l-964 stock additions and for the

actual- L964 consumption in the rest of the world.

Under these assumptions, columns five and six of

Table 5.4 give the earnings and percentage increases in

the revenue from the sale of cocoa which woul-d result from

various prj-ces, in comparison with the revenue obtained

from the actual L964 price and sales. If the demand for
current consumption in the eight leading consuming

countries had been satisfied at the Cocoa Producersr

Alliance d.esired minimum price of 26.6 cents per pound,

the implied revenue would have increased by $43 rnillion or

8.3 per cent. If the demand for current consumption in
the eight leading consuming countries had been satisfied

9t. R. Behrman, op. cit., p. 7OA



Country

TABLE
Equivalents,
L94B-r964.a/

United States -0

West Germany
(o

United Kingdom -0
(o

France -0

5.5 . Least
for Current

Least-squares estimates (with standard errors in parenthesis)
PC

Canada

(o

-0

00l-27
00038)

00262
0013)

00295
0021)

0035s
0012)

000BBs
000771)

014 3
0093)

o32Bb/
029 )

000307
00023)
L7 4b/
t5)

Netherlands

Square Estimates of Demand for Cocoa Bean
Consumpt.ion in Leading Consuming Countries,

b/Spain"/ -0
(o

Italy -0
(o

Rest of wortdn/ -o
(o

PS

0
(o

(o

-0
(o

-0
(o

0024L
000212)

PV

0.00177
(0.000s4)
0.0102

(0.0023)
0.0160

(0.0042)
0.0I0s

(0.0021)
0.00397

(0.00r3)
0 .0252

(o.o14)

0
(o

-0
(0

00110
00064)

000412
00038)

The demand function used for the

(C,/N) t = tI * btnCt_.5 * b2PSt_.S

d-/ _*' Source : Behrman, op. cit. , p.

Y/N

0
(o

0
(o

0
(o

0
(o

n

(o

0
(o

0
(o

Constant

569
033)

482
06e)

24r
0021)

0850
0235)

0486
03e)

o 451b/
0 r61)
L42
0r3)

0
(0

0
(o

-0
(o

0
(o

-0
(o

U

(o

1
(o

-5
(z

0
(o

384
(60

ro2b/
0e)

t?(

rr)
I45
r5)
090I
1B)

003r
L2)

235
2r1 )

IO
ee)

36b/
6)

029
043)
_b/5',
e)

0.00039r
(0.00037)

-o .9 54b/
(2.26)

o2

91

9B

97

96

91

36

92

93

63

above estimates

+ b^PV. _ + b.J t-.5 4

7L7.

-0
(:

took the formr*

(Y,/N) . + E't st

4L5b/
0e)

H
H
Ltl



where
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is the annual per capita gríndings of cocoa
beans.
is the whol-esa1e price of cocoa beans.
is the whotesale price of sugar.
is the wholesal-e price of vegetabl_e oit.
is the time series for per capita income in
each of the eight leading consuming countries
is the disturbance term.

C/N

PC
.r¡
PV
Y,/N

E

*The reason for lagging all prices by one half year is
is that response in chocol-ate formuras to chãnges in cocoa
prices reputedly require a lag of that length. (See Amoa,
R., qp. cit., pp. 56, 63-70, L24; paul Bareau, Cocoa: A
Crop with a Future (tondon, Cadbury Brothers Ltd., 1953T,
p. L9¡ United Nations, FAO, "Cocoa: The Outl_ook for
Production and Consumption, L970-L972 (Working party-prices
and Quotas, for UN Cocoa Confer,ence), l'lew York, 1965, mimeo;
and also Wickizer I V., op. cit., p. 262.
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at the implied revenue-maximizing price of 75.6 cents per

pound, the implied revenue woul-d have increased to ç362

mil-l-ion or by 69.7 per cent.

On examination of Tabl-e 5.4 the indication is that

if the demand for current consumption in the eight leading

consuming countries had been satisfied at the Cocoa

Producers' Al,Iiance desired minimum price of 26.6 cents

per pound (a L3.7 per cent increase over the actual price

which prevailed in L964), only for Ghana and Cameroon

Republic would the implied increase in earnj-ngs from total

exports have been as large as 2 per cent (see Table 5.6 ,

col-umns 2 and 5 at 26.6 cents per pound) . If the demand

for current consumption in the eight J-eading consuming

countries had been satisfied at the implied revenue-

maximizíng price of 75.6 cents a pound (a 2LI per cent

increase over the actual price which prevailed in L964) ,

only for Ghana woul-d the implied increase in earnings from

total exports have been as large as 20 per cent. Table

5.6 suggests, thus, that substantial- increases in cocoa

market prices would have resulted in relatively smal-l-

increases in the conrmand over external resources for the

major cocoa producing countries.

The impact of the Alliances' monopolistic pricing

in L963/64 has been clearly demonstrated with respect to

changes in the quantity of cocoa beans demanded and in the
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revenue of cocoa producing nations. Ilowever column three

of Tab1e 5.4 casts a very disturbing picture. The col-umn

indicates that there may be a problem of disposing of

considerable amounts of cocoa if the hypothesized All-iance

monopolistic price is above the actual l-964 market price.

There are various options open for such disposal and these

will be dealt wíth in Chapter 6.

Finally, one can inquire what would be the effect

of various prices on long-run production of cocoa? If

marketing boards were effectively to isolate the cocoa

producers from the world market price, long-run supplies

should be unaffected. If marketing boards were to vary

producers' prices with the fluctuations in world prices,

however, planting woulo respond accordingty.I0

It must be stressed that on the monopolist's side,

the concentration of cocoa production in relatively few

countries with the eight largest producing countries

accounting for almost 86 per cent of world supply shoul-d

facilitate the strong bargaining po\,ver of these producers

in the worl-d cocoa market. AIso since most of the cocoa

traded in the international market is one of a few

relatively standard grades, producers need not worry

10 _.*-The extent to which marketing boards have varied
producers' prices with the fluctuations in worl-d prices is
a matter of some dispute. See M. J. Bateman, "Cocoa in the
Ghanaian Economy", Pir.D. Thesis, MIT, 1965. See also Fi.
Wehner, "Marketing Board Performance in Primary Producing
Countries : A Case Study, " Economia fnternationale lB :695 ,

-

November l-965.
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about separate pricing for each grade. The short-run cocoa

supply response to economic incentives apparently is

limited. Behrmr.,'sll statistical analysis showed no

significant short-run response to price in four countries

(Ghana, Nigeria, Ivory Coast, and Ecuador) which Logether

accounted for about two-thirds of the worl-d's cocoa supply

in the period from 1960 through 1965. The reasori for such

low short-run response is that in these countries the

opportunity cost of long-run d.eterioration due to short-

run neglect of trees is sufficiently Ìrigh and the marginal

cost of harvesting the pods from the existing stock of

trees is sufficiently low so that short-run supply has

been insensitive to variations in pri...12 Because of this

short-run inflexibilityr ârr attempt to maintain a high

price for cocoa by limiting the supplies for atl or part

of the internatj-onal market might have to be accornpanied

by considerable storage or nontraditional disposal

procedures in order to be successful.

The long-run cocoa supply response to economic

incentives is substantial in Ecuador, the Dominican

11,1. R. Behrman, op. cit., p. io4.
12..*-Merrill J. Bateman, "Aggregate and Regional Suppty

Function for Ghanaian Cocoa L946-1962," Journal of Farm
Economics, Vol-. 47, 1965¡ pp. I24, LAl. -See afso no¡ert tui.
Sternl--"r-ne Determinants of Cocoa Suppty in West Africa".
Paper presented at Seminar on African Primary Products and
International Trade. September 20-23, L964, University of
Edinburgh, p. 10.
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RepubJ-ic, and Venezuela. If a monopol-istic price were to

be established and if therefore, it were desirable to

prevenL a substantial increase in future supplies due to

new plantings, the producers (and potential producers)

would have to be isolated from the worl-d market price or

planting would have to be restricted by effective regula-

tions.

The above analysis suggests that a monopol-istic

cocoa pricing agreement by the Alliance in 1963/64

apparently could be utilized to add marginal-Iy to the

export earnj-ngs of the cocoa producing nations, and

such marginal additions might provide considerable aid to

the process of development. A monopol-istic pricing agree-

ment, however, would have been far from a panacea for the

economies of the cocoa producing countries. At practicalty

obtainable price level-s the benefits would be limited, and

the economic and political- opportunity costs of negotiating

and maintaining an agreement might be substantial-. I¡lhat

then is the avenue open for an effective world organj-za-

tion of the cocoa trade. The next chapter will- Look into

such possibility.



CHAPTER 6

CONCEPTUAL AND EMPIRICAL ISSUES IN APPLICATION

OF A RE}4UNERATIVE PRICE SCHEME FOR COCOA

This chapter will- examine relevant issues relating to

remunerative pricing in organizing the world cocoa market

under an assumed International Cocoa Council.

The word "remunerative" is used instead of monopoly,

to denote a co-operative scheme between producing and

consuming countries. However , if cocoa consuming countries

refuse to participate in organizing the market the scheme

becomes one of monopolistic pricing.

Conceptual- Application of
Remunerative Price Scheme

Origins of the Proposals for
nemuñerative Price Schemes

Compensatory financing has been proposed for

primary products by UNCTanl then by Johnson2 and then by

lu*ctan Document TD/B/3/Ac¡ð, 2 1964.
2rutty G. Johnson, Economic Policies Toward Less

p e v e J o p e d c o u ñ t r i e s ( T h e B r o õkTiÇ s r n s t iE uEîo ñl-W a s h iñ-9 t o n,
D. C.;--I9C1j, p.-lll. see arso, David wall "opportunities
for Developing Countries" in Trade Strategy for Rich and
Poor Natioñs, ed. by Harry c. JõTñsõn-FnÏversi-ty-õE toronto

r22
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All these have tried to link the

Con-

.In

price of the exported primary commodity with the price of

importecl commodities by LDCS. The attempt is to strike

a balance between prices of imports and exports. The idea

is basically a 'price raising' international commodity

agreement.

During the early part of June L9l3 thirty African

states hammered out a common approach to the negotiations

with the European Economic Community (EEC); the most

important aspect of which was a refusal to grant tariff

concessions to EEC goods.

Refusal of such concessions came not only from some

of the associates of the EEC in the Caribean and the

Pacifíc, but also the independent African states. WhiIe

for various reasons5 th"it outcome remains open to doubt,

Press, Toronto, L9'7L), Part If, see especially, discussion
on Five UNCTAD Proposals, pp. 52-70.

3Irving S. Friedman, 'tThe Developing Countries in
the Past Twenty-Years" in i¡lorl-d Development, ed. by Denys
Munby (Washington , Corpus ÞuETîcatîõñl--T9G9) , pp . l-47 -I7 2 .

4paul- Prebisch, Change and Devel-opment--Latin
America' s Great Task (uewTîk, 

-lraeÇer 
Þl6TTshers Jg 7 O) ,

Cãapter-3.
5rh" associates of the EEC und.er the Yaound.e

vention were Francophone, while the newly qualified
associates are largely from the Britísh Commonweal-th
the past this division has run deep resulting in an
uncertaj-n colnmon approach to the highly complicated
negotiations.
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the negotiations have brought applications of the remunera-

tive pricing concept under serious consideration. Earlier

in the year the European Commission (nC¡ produced a

preliminary set of proposals for the negotiations.

Incl-uded was a proposal for the stabil_ization of export

receipts from certain primary products--sugar, ground.nuts,

groundnut oi1, cotton, cocoa, coffee, bananas and copper.

The suggested means of achieving such stabilization is

through remunerative pricing (i.e., by fixing a reference

price) for a specific quantity of each of the commodities

for each country that produced it.. The remunerative prj_ce

is to be based on an average of world prices over the

previous five years. The proposal provides that if a

shortfall occurs between the actual- value of the exports

and the reference val-ue this is to be made up by a trans-

fer of financial resources from the Community to the country

concerned. This credit is designed to guarantee a minimum

amount to the actual producing countries and also to

enable them to increase their productivity and, where

necessary, to diversify.

A major aim of

impact of fluctuations
primary products. The

numerous occasions been

example, has fluctuated

this EC proposal is to reduce the

in the world prices for these

fl-uctuations in price have on

extremely wide. Copper, for
fron. $1,800 a ton in L970 to a
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low of around $1,000 a ton in L972 and in mid-1973 was

more than $2,000 a ton. Not surprisingly this makes for
problems in planning and investing for development.

The need has J-ong been recognized for a world-

scale solution to the price fluctuations and their adverse

effects on producing countries earnings and d.evelopment.

Apart from the work being done by UNCTADT6 the Inter-

national Monetary Fund (flm¡ operates a schen,e of

remunerative pricing to help in these circumstances.

However, the European Conimission, while accepting in

principle that a world solution would be desirable, makes

the point that ICAS have proved difficul-t or impossible

to operate effectively. This is certainly true, âs is

shown by the review of such agreements in chapter 2 above.

In particul-ar the International Coffee Board has nearly

broken up on several occasions and at their l-ast meeting

no progress was made toward fixing the next quotas. It

has taken fifteen years for discussions to reach the

point where an International Cocoa Agreement has almost

been signed (in January 1973) and even then the United

States, which consumes about twenty-five per cent of the

world's cocoa, has opted out.7

7C. Sanger, "Commodity Agreements" in Cooperation
Canada, published by CIDA Sept/October L973 r pp. I6-L7.

6Gerald M. Irteier, Leading Issues in Economic Develop-
ment (Oxford University press, oxfora, f g70 );p:SlE-.
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It is on the basis of this sort of activity that

the European Commission has come to the conclusion that

regional agreements are likely to be more productive and

useful. However, a nurnJ¡er of criticisms can be made

against such ICAS, whether regional or internationaf.

Regional agreements are, by definition, discriminatory.

The Commission's proposals will insure only the associated

countries against world price fl-uctuatíons; but other

developing countries in Latin America and Asia produce the

same primary products. In addition such regional arrange-

ments might well inhibit interest in attempts to make

international agreements as the interested countries would

have duty-free entry to most of their markets; and it is

not impossibl-e that the EEC countries might feel they

were already doing enough without entering into wider

commitments.

Furthermore, there are disagreements among

economists over whether countries dependent upon such

primary products are in fact more subject to fl-uctuations

than elsewhere; and there is dispute as to the effects of

the fluctuations as welI. B

o"Ragnar Nurkse, "Trade Fluctuations and Buffer
Policies of Lo\^/-Income Countries, " at Symposium on The
Quest for a Stabilization Policy in Primary Producing
CountrJ-es, Kykl-os, Vol. XI, f958, Fasc.2, pp. L39-265.
See also J. Tinbergen, "International- Co-ordination of
Stab'ilization and Development Policies", in Kyklos, VoI

It is arguable that the state
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than export earnings and if this is
tive schemes are not important.
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more on other factors

the case such remunera-

There is a doubt whether the proposal will, in

fact, help production. As the reference price will be

fixed for a given period there woul-d be incentive to al-low

resources for a certain crop which had a reference price

to be diverted to another crop which had no reference

price for that country. The gain woul-d be twofold--the

reference price woul-d continue to be made up for the

stipulated period; and the export of the converted crop

woul-d be an added bonus over the same period. The obvious

way of avoiding this would be making the credits available
oat commercial- rates as suggested by Gilkes,' but then the

scheme becomes very similar to the present IMF scheme.

Afl this is not to decry the Commission's proposals.

They wil-l obviously be the basis for a long and hard

bargaining at which the whole concept of commodity

XII, 1959, Fasc. 3, pp. 269-40L¡ Emil-e Benoit, "Purchasing
Guarantees as a Means of Reducing Instability of Commodity
Export Proceeds of Underdeveloped Countries", in Kyklos,
Vol-. XII, 1959, Fasc. 3, pp. 300-305; C. N. Vakil and
P. R. Brahmanand, "Price Stabilization Versus Fiscal
Stabilization", in Kyklos, Vol. XII, 1959, Fasc. 3, pp.
329-340¡ see also ¡,i. A. G. van Meerhaeghe, International
Economic Institutions (The Camelot Press, Lõndõñ;-T97il;
Chapter 3.

9patri"k Gilkes, Approaches to EEC, in the Toronto
and Mail, Friday, July 27, 1973, p. 7.Globe
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agreements and their val-ue needs to be examined with great

care.

The Concept of a Remunerative price

The concept of remunerative price has alternative

interpretations. rnternational discussion on the concept

has yet to define what precise relationship between

exports and imports is to be maintained at a remunerative

level-. UNCTAD discussion on the subject is not clear at

al-l. However, one possibility is ttrat the ratio of
prices (or unit val-ues ) of exports be held at remunerative

level- in relatj-on to the prices (or unit values) of essen-

tial imports. Another ancr prima facia more valid approach,

would be for the ratio of total export earnings (i.e.,

price times vol-ume) to be held in a remunerative reration-

ship to the prices (or unit values) of essential imports.

The distinction between these two approaches is important,

particularJ-y when one examines the concept of remunerative

price for a single commodity, since in the one case it is

implicit that price alone can be acted. on, while, in the

other, action affecting both price and volume can be

recommended. When analyzing the effects of l_iberalization

of trade (which can effect the volume at least as much as

the price of exports), it is the second of these approaches

which must be the basic objective of discussion. Volume

as well- as prj-ce, i.e., earnings raLher than price alone,
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therefore becomes relevant to the remunerative concept.

Action through price and/or the volume of exports

could thus be component parts of any organization of the

worl,d cocoa market. Direct action could be taken on the

volume of exports , for example tlrrough export quota systems,

stockpiling, diversion to non-traditional uses, and even

destruction, all of which could conceivably be linked,

through some automatiç, or negotiating mechanism, to

changes in the costs of essential imports. "Organization

of market" is thus a very general term which can be inter-

preted as being any scheme or series of schemes to main-

tain or raise the real value (however defined) of the

export earnings of cocoa-producing countrie=.10

In the absence of any specific policy guidance, it

is assumed for the purposes of this study that, though an

uprarard movement in export earnings to remunerative levels

is the ultimate objective of most if not all commodity

schemes, it is on price and volume that attention must be

concentrated. Comparison of the role of cocoa prices and

prices of essential imports is shown in Appendix A. On

the basis of the available statistics, and defining the

essential imports of consuming countries as total imports,

it seems clear that historically the real purchasing power

l0o. r. MacBean, op. cit., pp. 328-32g.
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of cocoa has not been greatly affected by changes in import

prices. Partly as a result of this analysis, it is assumed

here that, whatever the scheme, and however it is linked

to the concept of real import purchasing power, it will

have to work through, or be based fairly directly on,

movements of the actual world prices for cocoa.

The Price Quotation to be Used

The following anal-ysis will be generally made in

terms of a world price for cocoa. It is important to note

that no such single world price exists, although the cocoa

quotations of, for example, the New York, London, Hamburg,

Paris and Amsterdam markets probably constitute a more

representative small group of price series than j-s avail-

able for many other commodities. Taken together, these

markets cover a large portion of worl-d imports of cocoa'

although their quotations do not of course always move in

exactly parallel fashion. fn any organization of the world

cocoa market, a representative 'world pricet would

necessarily have to be fixed on, especially insofar as

the organization was to act directly through the price

level, and be linked to other price or unit value series.

The problem of a representative price arose when

the draft for the abortive 1966 Agreement for Cocoa was

being drawn up. Nonetheless, for the purpose of an agree-

ment, it was at that time decided that any reference to
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price should be to,

an average taken daily and coverted to pounds
sterling per long ton at the official currency rate
of the quotations for cocoa beans of the nearest
three active futures trading months on the New york
Cocoa Exchange at noon and the London Terminal Market
at closing ti{lg t oy whichever of the two quotations
is available. fl

Furthermore in the Producers' AIIiance Agreement, which

became effective at the beginning of the 1964/65 season,

the same method was used when referring to the "indicator
price" bel-ow which cocoa \^ias not to be sold. The problem

of fixing on a'worl-d pricetis thus not a crucial one for

cocoa, and it. appears permissibl-e to analyse in terms of a

single world import price in the remainder of this study.

Theoretical Effects for Production of
a Rise in the World Price

The interest in considering the implications that
arise

happen

in

if

the world cocoa price is to l-earn what would

this price were manipulated in some remunerative

pricing scheme. Starting from an assumed equilibrium
situation, what will be the likely implications of a rise
in the worl-d price? Generally speaking, cocoa production

is responsive to price changes mainly in the long run

through resulting changes in the price policies of Marketing

1lu*croo Document,
mentf', TD/Cocoa, I/L2 (New

"Draft International- Cocoa Agree-
York , \lovember 15 , 1967 ) | p. 32 .
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Boards and Caisses de Stabilisation.12 In the past,

periods of hígh prices have generally been followed by

the Boards and Caisses inducing a good d.eal of new

planting. Higher prices paid by the Boards and Caisses

have led to increases j-n current output by encouraging

spraying and other practices, but their main effect has

been to stimul-ate new plantings which come into bearing

only some years later. Once the new trees begin to

produce, however, their output tends to continue increasi.g,

even if prices then f all-.

Low príces teno to discourage new planting, but

the existing trees continue to bear, and their yields may

, 13even rise.-- For when low prices are paid by the Boards

and the Caisses, these seldom induce growers to go to the

expense of uprooting trees which are still yielding and

of planting some other crop instead: it is always possible

L2_*-Robert M. Stern, op. cit., p. 10. M. J. Bateman,
"Aggregate and Regional SuppIy Functions for Ghanaian Cocoa,
L946-1962," op. cit., pp. 384-401.

13.--*Peter Ady, "Trends in Cocoa Productiotr," Oxford
University Institute of Economic and Stat. Bul. l-1:389-404,
L949. P. T. Bauer, and F. W. Paish, "The Reduction of
Fl-uctuations in t,he Incomes of Primary Prod-ucts, " The
Economic Journal (Dec. 1952), pp. 750-780. P. T. eauer and
@ Reduction of ¡'l-uctuations in the Incomes
of Primary Producers Further Consideredr" Economic Journal,
Dec. L954, pp . 704-729. See also Edwin R. DeanlEcõãõmÏõ
Analysis and Af rican Responses to Price, I' Journal- of Farm
Economics, Vol. 47 , 1965 r pp . 402-409 .
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that prices may recover, and there are usually some returns

even when prices are low.

Prod.uction thus responds only weakly in the short

term to price changes. However the crucial point in the

context of an organization of the market is that, however

inadequately, ít does respond to some extent, and especi-

ally more so in the long-run. One essential conclusion

with regard to any raising of prices to "remunerative"

l-evels thus follows: if excessive Íncreases ín production

and export supplies are to be avoided, partícularly in the

long-run, means will have to be found of isoJ-ating the

cocoa farmer from the increase in worl-d prices (however

their prices shou1d not be so l-ow to discourage such

increases in output as the market can absorb). The rise

in prices may only accrue to the governrnents of cocoa-

producing countries for development and diversification

purposes. Happily, the existence of Marketing Board and

Caisse de Stabilization mechanisms over a large proportion

of worl-d cocoa production makes such an isol-ation possibl-e.

In producing countries without such mechanisms, some

(e.g., fiscal) means would have to be found to ensure the

isolation. This separation of the cocoa farmer from the

effects of any increase in prices to remunerative level-s

will be found to be equally acceptable to the

final- consumer at the other end of the market (as analysed
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in the paragraphs below), though, âs will be seen, it is

probably less likely to be a practical possibility.

Theoretical Effects of a Rise in the

-

VJortci er

tn etail price repre-

sented by the import cost of the raw cocoa beans is small-

(see Table 4.6 above). Further, the price elasticity of

demand for the raw cocoa beans for grinding (i.e., the

manufacturer's demand for current consumption plus stocks)

and the price elasticity of demand at the final retail-

level tend to be substantiatly below lrr.ity.14

The effects of the low proportion of the value of

the beans in the final- product and the relatively low

price elasticities of demand have combined in the past to

make the reactions of consumption to upward changes in

import prices rel-ativel-y weak.l5

The proportion of the price taken by the manu-

facturing and distribution processes is so Ìarge that the

elasticities of demand for grindings which can be calcu-

lated for the past are not necessarily valid for the

future, unless it can be assumed that the pricing and

stock policies of the manufacturers witl- remain the same.

f4,r. R. Behrman, op. cit., p. 704.
I5rh. important qualification needs however to be

entered that, prima facie, price elasticities of demand
will tend to be higher both in the very short-run of a few
months and in the longer-run.
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Such an assumption is unlikely to be valid because manufac-

turers woul-d f ace more uncertainty in a market 'controll-ed'

for 'remunerative' price objectives than under the present

"free" market in which inventory management is more crucial-

to minimize vulnerability to adverse price changes.

Hence, what might happen to the retail price of

chocolate and chocol-ate products, given a permanent and

managed increase in the import price of raw cocoa beans,

depends to a large extent on how the manufacturers in the

importing countries adjust to the new situation. Hitherto,

manufacturers have followed a fairly consistent policy of

stable retail prices, while absorbing the world price

fl-uctuation themselves by either increasing or decreasing

the size of the chocolate bar. However, this situation is

expected to change in the 70's as demonstrated in Chapter

4. If an organization of the market were now to raise

prices to a high and permanent l-evel, their precise

reaction can only be conjectured.

It seems likely that, initially, for a fairly

short transitional period, the manufacturers woul-d hold

off the market so as to evaluate the success of the new

scheme. Needless to sây, such an attitude could put

considerable pressure on any organization of the market,

and should not be underestimated.

The short-term reaction woufd be followed by
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different responses depending on the actual l-eveI of the

'remunerative' price compared with the recent past, and

means used for reaching it, and the extent to which the

current price has had to be raised to reach the new level.

Considering past experience, and given that the

new price \^/as visualized to be permanent, some rise in

retail prices and some decrease in the cocoa content of

chocolate products, i. e. , some increase in substitution

of other ingredients, etc. , must be assumed eventually to

occur; both of these imply some decrease in consumption.

Certainly these are not the only al-ternatives, other

alternatives are open to a fimited extent: e.g., down-

wards adjustment of profit margins, alteration of

packaging and publicity policies etc. , but whether these

coul-d be the only reactions of manufacturers in the

following period to a permanent rise in price is doubtful

indeed.

Two other more general developments, which are

difficul-t to be precise about, could take place. The

industry, faced with a managed price at a higher level,

might further intensify its use of cheaper substitutes

which could, êt least in part, be substituted for cocoa

in a wide range of chocolate products. Further, with the

world price stable and a futures market non-existent, or

at least dormant, manufacturers might find the holding of
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stocks at anything like present levels an unnecessary
1a

cost. to Should the stock-holding function graduatly

devolve on the producers this would constitute an addi-

tional cost to them, nonethel-ess it could also have

considerable impact with regard to stabilization, if

properly handled.

The ideal for an effective organization of the

market at the retail, as well as the producer level, is

that movements in the cocoa import price are completely

iso]ated f rom both the f arm.er and the f inal consumer.

This ideal may be a practicable possibility at the

producer end, as has been noted, but it does not appear

realistic to treat it as possible at the retail end.

Flowever weak the numerical elasticities of production and

consumption with respect to price, it seems reasonable to

assume, for any future permanent rise in the import price

leveI, that some reaction will- take place, especially in

the long run. If this condition of excess supply should

t6_*-Experience so far under the International Coffee
Agreement points to this kind of trend. For example, while
roastings in the United States have remained relatively
stable, coffee stocks held in the United States at end of
October 1965 were about half the level of the beginning of
the year, and well below the average of the past four years.
With the price of coffee stabilized under the Agreement,
and thus the risks of sudden price rises and the prospects
for speculative profits eliminated, it seems that the
roasters are content to operate on a much more short-term,rhand-to-mouth' basis, though the special círcumstances of
the previous period., when an International Agreement was
being expected by the trade, should also be kept in mind.
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develop, i.e., if consumption should begin increasingly to

lag behind production, âs a result of applying a remunera-

tive price for cocoa, corrective measures would be necessi-
-L7t'at'ecL.

Quantitative Effects on Consumption

Remunerative Level

An attempt will now be made in this section to

estimate some potential numerical impacts on consumption

as a consequence of movemenLs in the international- cocoa

prJ-ce. Despite the fact that the analysis is based

entirely on a very l-imited range of assumptions, it

indicates the fairty restricted limits beyond which the

process of raising the international- price without

associated measures to control production and/or export

volumes would appear to be self defeating. One assump-

tion throughout the analysis is that the existence of

government marketing boards or a history of government

control- of cocoa exports in al-most al-I the major producing

countries is favourabl-e to the establishment of an effec-

tive international- commodity agreement in that institu-

tions are available for the control of supplies in

11Lt -*'Such corrective measures worth mentioning include:
production control, stockpiling, diversion of supplies to
non-traditional markets, destruction and development of
new markets. Further discussíons of these measures are
presented in section (c) of this chapter.
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individual- countries and for the isolation of cocoa

farmers from the world market.IB

Manufa.cturers' policies will largely determine

the effect which changes in t.he world cocoa price will

have on the final consumption of chocolate and chocolate

products. Direct demand for beans in the short-run can

be numerically expressed by a coefficient measuring the

price elasticity of the manufacturers' demand for Ì:eans

for grinding plus stocks. The effect of a change in the

import price of cocoa bean on retail price (as to whether

retail price will change or not) will partly depend on the

extent and prospective duration of the change in import

prices, and partly on whether manufacturers decide to

alter the cocoa content of their final products by sub-

stituting more or less of other ingredients, to change

the size or weight of the final product and/or to accept

different profit and distribution margins. There wilt be

partly technical and consumer-taste limits to the possi-

bilities of substitution, public relations limits to the

fBFor the basis of assuming that marketing boards
and other mechanisms are able totally to isolate the
producer from the effect of the rise in the world price
see chapter 5 of this study and also Organization for
European Economic Cooperation, The Main Products of the
overseas Territories: Cocoa (pãEîs]-f 9561; pp. 26=36;
1Z-T:EB=B-9,. Jolm A. Pîncus, Commodity potiãy and Economic
Development, op. cit., pp. 17 ,-27.
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changes in weights and contents, and financial and accounting

Iimits to the changes in margins, though some of these

limits will probably be fairly wide. If and when aiterations
eventually do take place in the retail price, these will

then induce responses from the final consumer, which can

be measured quantitatively by the price elasticity of the

demand for chocolate products at the retail stage. These

responses wilI consequently have a lagged impact on manu-

facturers' demand for grindings; the effect on imports,

however, will also depend on the changes that have taken

place in the rel-ative amounts of other ingredients used

in the new rangie of f inal products.

Information on what might be the actual values of

these varíous possible reactj-ons is very sparse indeed;

they undoubtedly vary from country to country as wel-I as

from manufacturer to manufacturer, and at different price

levels. An attempt to give some overall quantitative

values to each of them will now be made.

Price El-asticities of Demand for

The two approaches frequently used in estimating

the cocoa bean price elasticities of demand are (I) the

response of grindings to changes in cocoa bean

prices for selected countries and (2) the response of

grindings in selected countries to annual changes in
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prices of cocoa
_ _ 19

mocl.e I yl-e l-d s

beans. A modified

an estimate of price

version of weymar's

elasticity for

t9- _weymar I oP.
linear approximations
quarterly consumption
for a discussion) :

cit., pp. 96-102. The model uses
to show that the equation for
takes the form (see his Appendix 58

tiP3r*r-i*bzYl+b3r

r. o3u 
"#

(1.73r)

0 .00144 T + cr. . (2 )

(0.00400)(0.0015)

R2 = 0.968

Given the format [r,

and using the above
computed this way:

a-a*bP
results, price

(3)

elasticity can be

dQ P-E-dË õ=bn (4)

Yierds 
E = bp 

This gives 
E = (-0.0113) (Þ)pp

Where Þ is the average postwar price (P) in equation (1).
For 1956-70 interval- the P is 30.97 cents per pound hence
giving the average price elasticity of demand estimate

= (-o .0113) (30 .97 )

= -0.3499
= -0.35.

u'al=a*bl n*2
I

i=1
Where

The above equation yields

-0.0113 I.i P:r+t_i +

_MQ'- = aggregate quarterly per capita cocoa con-
ir sumption

- -lv]Y" = aggregate quarterl_y per capita real income
($ thousand per person)

P = monLhfy average real cocoa price
T = time, in quarters (3T means three separate

monthly consumptions in each quarter)
.i = lag coefficient



aggregate per capita consumption

sistent with earlier FAO findings.

20 -^^bee FAO, The
ments and. the Outlook
1967), p. L2. The FAO
elasticities of demand

L42

-0.35. This is con-

FAO used the volume

Cocoa Situation: Recent Develop-
for Production and Demand (Rome
estimates of the cocoa bean price
in various countries are:

of
¿U

of grindings per capita, adjusted for seasonal variatron

in the case of the quarterly figures for its dependent

variable. Time, and, where applicable, the volume of

trade in cocoa products, were additional independent

variables. In any event the results of both approaches

were consistent in that the price elasticities were found

to lie between -0.2 and -0.5 in all cases, i.e., a change

in the price of beans of , say, f0 per cent may be expected

to be associated with a change in manufacturers' demand in

the opposite direction of 2 Lo 5 per cent; the mid-way

figure of 3.5 per cent derived from Weymar wiII be used in

the section below. Behrman's model2I al=o produced esti-

mates which lie between 2 and 4 per cent.

United States
Belgium
France
Netherlands

2L*-*J.. R. ilehrman
takes the form

United Kingdom
Australia
Denmark
Germany
Sweden

Behrman's demand

+ A3PSr_z + A4 ($)

-. 35
-.26

?tr

- .4L

, op. cit.

+ AzPSt-ä

^-
-. 35
- .49

/1 O

-. 35

function

. +U
L Þ,t

,c,(Ñ) t = Ao = AtPCt-%
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Manufacturers Reaction to a
Rise in the Import Price

Considering the producing countries in isolation,

the ideal consequence for them of a rise in the import

price would certainl-y be for no upward movement to occur

in the retail price. If this were actually sor however,

the import price could logically be raised ad infinitum

without any consequent impact on consumption. Certainly

there will be some stage in the upward movement of raw

beans prices at which manufacturers feel it necessary to

raise the final retail price. For present purposes it is

assumed that some limited rearrangement of ingredients,

sizes and weights, some narrowing of margins, and some

increased efficiency of production and distribution wiII

occur on the part of the manufacturers. A further assump-

tion is made in that approximately the first 15 per cent

of changes in import prices will not induce manufacturers

to change the retail price (see Tabl-e 4.L, line 4¡ though

this change would in practice depend on the l-evel of

prices from which movements started). ft is afso assumed

that for each 10 per cent increase in the import price the

manufacturers reduce the cocoa content of their final

products by 2 per 
""nL.22

22^--Personal- interviews with
three different countries indicate

four manufacturers from
that an increase of a]¡out
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With the above increases of 15 per cent in the import

pri-ce, and wittr beans contributing a 20 per cent proportion

of the final price, each change in the world price wil-I

lead to a change in the retail price proportionate to the

cocoa content of the final product. In this estimation,

it is assumed that prices of al-I other incrredients remain
23constant.

Price Elasticity of Demand

Studies on price elasticity of demand at the final

retail level- in industrialized countries have been con-

ducted by the FAO. However, estimation of the price

elasticity of demand at this level- presents difficulties.

Apart from the serious inadequacy of data on prices of

chocolate products there is also the problem of lack of

uniformity of data on these prices due to the wide range of

qualities and types of cocoa and chocolate products offered

t5 per cent in cocoa price will not affect their margrn
much. They also indicated that this is the reason why they
insisted during the initiat stages for 15 per cent increase
in price (taking the trend of the past 5 years) as ceiJ-ing
for the cocoa agreement. Instead of increasing the price
of the final product manufacturers prefer to reduce the
cocoa content of the final product and thereby maintain
the price

23Th.=" figures are derived through personal inter-
views with manufacturers in different consuming countries.
It is therefore expected that in negotiating for a remunera-
tive price it wilt be open to the industry to determine
values which would be acceptable to all participating
countries.
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for sale. The first estimates of the price elasticity of

final demand were cal-cul-ated by using the simpre sum of
production and net imports of chocolate products regard-

less of their cocoa content as the d.ependent variable,

with price and consumer income as the explanatory vari-

ables. The correlation coefficients for four of the

countries analysed ranged from 0.94 to 0.99 and for the

fifth the coefficient was 0.7 4. The analysis indicated

that the repercussions of price changes at the final con-

sumer level- are greater and ín some countries much greater

than at the manufacturing l-evel. Bearing in mind the

qualifications which the approach described above
)¿.entails, - ' the price elasticities at the consumer level

thus estimated ranged between -0.5 and -L.2 for the

different countries; that is a l0 per cent change in the

price of chocolate products is associated with a change

in demand in the opposite direction of 5 to 12 per cent.

A more recent and comprehensive study by UNCTAD25

obtained values which range between -0.2 and -0.25 for

24roo, Agricul-tural Commodities--Projections for
L970 (Rome, L962), Annex C, p. 39¡ and FAO, The Cocoa
Situation: Recent Developments and the Outlook for
Production and Demand (Rome, L96I), p. 12.

2Surrit"d Nations Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment, "The International Commodity Trade", TD/B/AC.2I3|
January 3, L969 , p. 29 .
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the USA and Switzerland, and -1.0 for Italy and Japan, with

a weighted average of about -0.3, i.e., each I0 per cent

change in prices at the retail level might be expected to

induce a change in consumption in the opposite direction of

some 3 per cent. This value applies to countries making up

some 85 per cent of current world consumption. A price

elasticity (of around -1.0) is assumed for the remaining

countries, which would give a worl-d price elasticity of

demand for cocoa products of around. -O .4 .26

Population and Income Effects
Independent of Pri-ce

Current UN estim uL"u27 indicate that , for the

developed countries making up some 85 per cent of world

cocoa consumption, population growth in the next ten years

is likely to proceed at about I.l per cent per annum. In

the developing countries, representing about I5 per cent

of the world market, population growth will be nearly

twice as fast, at about 2.I per cent per annum. Weighting

these two sets of figures togetherr2B a future populaÈion

26_.--This value is derived. by weighting

85(-0.3) + 15(-0.r) _ _40.5 _ _ô ¿ô(
l00 - --f¡-0- - -u.$tJr.

27 tbLd.. , p, 30 .

2Brh" weighting is derived as fol-Iows:

weighted average = #
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growth effect on cocoa consumption of some I.25 per cent

per year can be assumed.

Though knowledge of detailed analysis of the

possible effect of future income growth on demand for

cocoa is important, it must be emphasized that , for present

purposes, a GNP growth rate of four per cent per capita
. -29is assumed-- for the world at large. Income elasticity

values of 0.2 for the developed 85 per cent of cocoa con-

suming countries and 0. B for the fess developed 15 per

cent are assumed, averaging into a global income elasticity

of demand of about 0.3.30 Corr""quently future demand for

Bs (r.r) + Is (2.1)
100

= L.25

W = weights
M - numbers to be averaged.

29_LJ. J. Kaplan, The Challenge of Foreign Aid.
Policies, Problems, and PossIETTîEles -(ivew vorF; L96-7) ,
pp. -63:6-7 . ---êê-ãTso rntffiance Corporation
General Polícies of the IFC (rev. ed., VJashington, 1970) ,
p. 36.

3 0__""Using the formula of footnote 29 above. The
global income elasticity is derived as follows

85(0.2) + 15(0.8)_ I ñ
T_L.'

using modified version of Weymar's model (see footnote 19)
yields income elasticity of:

uy = (I.036) (V)

where V is the average value for consumption expenditure
(Y) in equation (1) of footnote 20. For 1956-70 interval
the Y is 0.288. Hence

where
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cocoa as a result of income growth per head is thus assumed

to be around I.2 per cent per annum, giving a total popu-

lation and income effect of about 2.5 per cent per annum.

This may be a conservative estimate, since it does not

take into account the possible development of new markets

for cocoa, including particular radical chanEes in

consumption l-evels in Eastern Europe. Again it would

appear to be adequate for present illustrative purposes.

In sum the f o1l_owing assumptions are made:

The short-run price elasticity of manufacturers'

demand is -0.35.

The long-run cocoa content of final products

decreases by 2Z for each 103 rise in import price.

The long-run retail price will_ remain constant

up to a I5U rise in import price; thereafter each lOU rise

induces a rise in retail prices proportionate to the varue

of the cocoa content of the final product.

Price el-asticity of f inat demand is -0 .4 .

- Population and income effects on final demand

is +2.5% per year. Al-l- these values are shown in Tabl_e

6 .1.

E-- = (r.036)(0.288)
v

= 0.298.

The val-ue 0 .3 wil-l- be used in the rest of the analysis.
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TABLE 6.1. Impacts of Price Changes

Increase in Import Price of
03 l0% 202

Short-run

I. Change in manufacturers'
demand

(. . . . . .percentage change. . . )

0 -3.5 -7.0

Long-run

2. Change in cocoa content
of final products 0 -2.0 -4.0

3. Cocoa content of "rrew" final
product by value (for each
10% increase in price cocoa
content decrease by 2e") (202) (I9.6%) (19 .22)

4. Change in retail price for
"new" product (no change
uP to a t5% rise in
import price) 0 0 +3.84

5. Change in volume of consump-
tion of "ne\,v" f inal product
due to retail price change: 0 0 -1.54

6. Change in consumption due
to income and population
ef f ects +2.5 +2.5 +2.5

I . Short-rur: change in ,
vol-ume of exportsa/
(same as f) 0 -3.5 -7.0

B. Short-run change in value
of exPorts (= 7 + Price
change) 0 +6 . 15 +11.6

9. Long-run change in
volume of exports
(2 +5+6) +2.5 +0.5 -3.04

I0. Long-run change in value
of exports (9 + price
change) b/ +2.5 +to .55 +16 .35

u/ x=suming no income and population effects in
short run.

b/_-'Price change also applies to 9.
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Estinr.ates of Quantitative
Effects on Consumption

It is now possibl-e to explore the possible quanti-

tative impacts on consumption of changes in the import

price with the use of the assumptions made in the preceding

sections. However, â further note concerning time-

periods is required. Short-term and long-run price and

j-ncome elasticities vary for almost all- products and

certainly for cocoa. They also change at different levels

of income and price and for different magnitudes of change

in price. The assumptions made are thus extremely limited

for simplicity of exposition, and, it shoul-d be reiterated

are for ill-ustrative purposes only. In addition alt the

changes shown are assumed to take place from an equilibrium

situation of demand, supply and prices, which as has been

pointed out earJ-ier, is in fact rarely the case on the cocoa

market. (Further disequilibrium situation analysis is

carried on in chapter 7).

On the basis of the assumptions an attempt will
now be made to work through three cases: those of changes

in the import price of 10 and 20 per cent respectively,

and that of an 'equiJ-ibrium' year with unchanged import

prices of cocoa beans.

Independently of other considerations, the higher

the import price is raised (by whatever means), the higher

will- be the absolute rise in cocoa earnings, it should
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however be mentioned that the val-ues shown in Table 6.2

are slightly higher (by a few percentage points) than

those which emerge from a less static method of calcula-

tion (see section (c) of this chapter and data shown in

Appendix B, C and D). There are 'decreasing returns'.3f

Increases in export earnings woul-d have to be

accompanied by a faII in consumption. It is therefore

pertinent to note that, even with the assumption that

upward movements in world price are totally isolated from

the cocoa farmer, the likeJ-y reaction of manufacturers,

and, the resultant reaction of consumers, to anything more

than a moderate increase in price will lead to a decrease

in consumption in the long-run and consequently in the

volume of exports. The implication of this is that, from

any given year in which a remunerative price scheme is

introduced, and in which production is assumed to be

advancing at an 'equilibrium' rate, certain proportions of

world export availabilities would have to be permanently

isolated from the market or otherwise disposed of yearly,

if heavy pressures threatening the remunerative scheme \^rere

not soon to build up.

3lror example a difference of 25 percentage points
(33%) between raising the price by 75 and by 100 per cent
results in an increase in long-term earnings of only B

percenLage poinLs (18%) .



TABLE 6.2. Effects on Volume and Value
Year of Selected Changes in

Percentage Rise
In Import Price

Consequent Percentage
Change in Export Volume

. a/rn snort-run ' :

in longer-run:

Consequent Percentage ._ ,
Change in Export Val-uep/

in short-ru nu/ , o
in J-onger-run: +2.5

a/-*'Assuming no

b/-' c. i. f . port
constant proportion of

(Data Rounded)

10 20

0
+2.5

of Cocoa Exports in One
Import Price.

-1. B -3.5
+1.5 +0.5

population and j-ncome effects

of importation; insurance and
the c. i. f. value.

+3.2 +6.2
+6.6 +10.6

25

-7
-3

30

_8. B

-4 .4

+11.6 +I4.1
+16.3 +19.5

50

-10.5
_q o

75

-r7 .5
-rt. t

in short-run.

freight assumed to remain a

+16. 4 +23.8
+22.5 +33.4

100

-26.3 -3s
-r7 .6 -23 .9

+29.l_ +30
+44.2 +52.2

ts(¡
N)
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Obviously if a situation of disequilibrium is to

be avoid.ed, the magnitude to which prices of cocoa can be

raised is limited. Consumption should not be depressed

below a rate of change equal to that to which it is

possible to hold production (or export supplies) . In

Table 6.2, co]umn 3 shows that , Lf supply can be controlled

to a growth rate of about 0.5 per cent per annum in the

long-run, instead of the assumed equilibrium rate of 2 -5

per cent per annum, the amount of the remunerative price

increase shoul-d not exceed 10 per cent , Lf , in the

absence of isolation or other disposal action, burdensome

surpluses are not to emerge.

The corollary to the above is that if a remunera-

tive price level which would reduce the rate of change of

consumption below that of production is deemed politically

desirable, then the remunerative price scheme would have

to contain or be associated with: (a) provisions to hold

back production, (b) provisions to divert to new uses,

destroy or stockpile given annual quantities of the

commodity, includ.ing the necessary financial means, and/or

(c) provisions to develop new markets, possibly at a l-ower

differential price. Beyond a certain fairly early limit,

therefore, a remunerative price scheme could not be adopted

in isolation, but would have to be associated with other

measures, including possibly some of the classic provisions



of an international- commodity agreement

The financiaf resources to carry through

would have to be an assured and integral

arrangement developed.

Qualtitative E.f fec_ts_qn Export parnings
of Rarsing the Worlo Cocoa pæ---

World production and consumption:

World exports and imports:

Unit value of exports:

Total- export earnings:

until 197L/72 a 'normar', 'equiribrium' season in
the mid-1960's as reported by cill and Duffrr=32 were as

follows:

ls4

or arrangement.

any agreed scheme

part of the

I.25 million tons

1.05 million tons
') ')

$510 per ton"

$535 miltion
rf the r97L/72 and L972/73 seasons see the market move to
a level of 15 per cent above that of the 1960's, as is the
current expectatiorrr34 a normal year ín which production
and consumption are armost in balance might be approxi-
mately as follows in the first half of the 1970rs,

32citt and Duffus Ltd , Cocoa Market Report, Supl065, 1973, p. 15.
11
JJ--"Equivalent

on New York average
Spot Ghana on London
three cents was the
the Chairman at the
Conference of 1963.

')^
'"Gil-l- and Duffus Lto

December L973.

to 23 cents/lb. In 1968-71 spot Ghana
23.L cents/lb; Spot Bahia 23.4 cents;
23.3 cents or LB7/- per cwt. Twentlz-

compromise price level put forward byclosing stages of the abortive UN

, Cocoa Market Report,
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assunìing the 'equilibrium' price revel of the first harf
of the period:

trrom the above projected equiribrium situation, export
earnings coul-d be expected¡ ofl the equilibrium assumption

to rise by 2.5 per cent j-n the f ollowing year, i. e. , by

about $15.96 million (2.5 per cent of L.25 mirrion tons
at $5I0 per ton) ro $653.46 niltion (0.03I3 + L.25 =

t.2BI3 million tons at $5f0 per ton), and so on year by

year (see column 1 of Appendix C) .

Assume now tirat a remunerative price scheme is
impleniented raising prices by 30 per cent (i.e., 30 per

cent of $5r0 = $153.0) ro $663 per ton (i.e., g5r0 + $153).
According to the previous assumptions, the crucial erement

in such a scheme's longer-run success will be the with-
drawar from the market of a quantity equal to about g.3?

of the equilibrium rever of worlcl exports per year (see

Tabl-e 6.2, column 6; 8.3 = 5.8 + 2.5).36 There will

World production and consumption:

World exports and imports:

Unit val-ue of ex1:orts (as above) :

Total export earnings:

I.45 million ton"35

L.25 million tons

$5f0 per ton

$637.5 million

L972/73 (fore-

of possible price

35worl-.1 procluc t-ion in Lgl L/12 ancl
casÐ averaged 1.45 rniltion tons.

36o.a.,it.d clata on a rvider range
increases is given in Appendix C
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moreover be the more adverse short-run effect of manufac-

turers' initial responses as depicted in Tabre 6.2: this
is assumed. to last for six month=.37 rh. development of
export earnings on the equilibrium assumptíon (Model I -
Free Market) and on the assumption of a 30 per cent price
increase (Moder 2 - control]ed Market) over a period of
5 years wiII now be examined, assuming also a sudden

transition after a half year from the "short-run" to the

long,er-run" in Model 2.

Modell-FreeMarket

(Equilibrium development of the market at z .5 per cent per
year )

Year

I

2

3

4

5

Exports

L t28I,300 tons

l-,313,332.5 tons

L,346,165. B tons

L,379 ,820 tons

L,4L4,315.5 tons

Price

at $510 per

at $510 per

at $510 per

at $5I0 per

at $510 per

Earnings

$653,463,000

$669 ,799,575

$686 ,544 t55B

$703 ,708,200

$72L,300 ,905

ton

ton

ton

ton

ton

Gross

Annual-
Average

6,734,933.8 tons

L ,346 ,9 B6 . B tons at $510 per ton

$3,434,8L6,238

$686 ,963,268

37R.=porr=" in chocolate formulas to
prices reputeãly require a lag of six months
op. cit., pp.56,63-70, L24.

changes in cocoa
. See R. Amoa,



Model 2 - Controlfed lvlarket

(Renumerative price increase of 30%; isolation B.3U of
export supplies each year)

Exports
^,/

L,160,857 .Bo/ tons

L,204 ,325 .9 tons

L ,234 ,434 .0 tons

L,265,294.9 tons

L,296 ,927 .3 tons

Price

at $663 per ton

at $663 per ton

at $663 per ton

at $663 per ton

at $663 per ton

l.57

Earnings

$769 t648,72L.4

$798 ,468,07L.7

$8r8,429,742.0

$838,890,518.7

$859 ,862,799.9

Year

I

2

3

4

5

Gross

AnnuaI
Average

6 ,161, 83 g .g

L,232,368 .0

tons

tons

$4 ,0 85 ,2gg ,853 .7

at $663 per ton $817,059,984.0

Now, assuming that there are

production itself, the quantities to

from the market would be as foll-ows:

restraints on

isolated each year

supplies in
and longer-

no

be

Year I

2

3

4

5

L20,442.2 tons Cummulative total: 120,442.2 ton

l-09,006.6 tons 229t448.8

1I1,73I.8 tons 341,180.6

II4,525.1 tons 455 ,7 05.7

LI'7 ,388.2 tons 573 ,093.9

From the above calculations, over the five year period,

under all the assumptions made, a gain of about $130

million per year (19 per cent above the average earnings

^/d-/ _*' Isolation of 9 .4 per cent of world
first yeari i.e., the resultant of short-run
run effects for 6 months each (see Tabte 6.2)
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of the equilibrium case 1) could accrue from the world

market following the implementation of a price increase

of 30 per cent and assuming that this courcl be maintained.

by isolating 8.3 per cent of export supplies from the

world market each year, by the fifth year, a cumulative

quantity equal to as rnuch as 44 peï cent of possibl-e worl-d

market sale= (+#7q;+.' * 100) woul-d exisr. rhe risins
Lta¿v t¿Lt.J

proportion of world exports which would have to be iso-

lated under alternative remunerative price increases is

further illustrated in detail in the last line of Appendix

B.

The problem facing the Cocoa Council (or CpA if

consuming countries refuse to participate) wou]d be what to

do with the quantities which had to be isolated from the

world market. A number of possible means of disposal can

be listed along with other assumptions about their possible

numerical values. The quantities might never come into

existence, especíally in the later years of the remunera-

tive price scheme, because of measures to decrease produc-

tion (assuming zero direct costs in foreign exchange).

They might be destroyed (smatl- costs of transport and

disposal though none in foreign exchange), they might be

diverted to non-traditional- uses (at an assumed price of

$2S per ton), stockpiled (at a cost of $20 per ton3t n"t

3Brhis is based. on the contribution charged on
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year), or they might be sold to new markets in developing

countries or countries in the Soviet block (at an assumed

price 50 per cent of the new remunerative level).

It is possible, however, to use a combination of

these various disposal approaches. It must be stressed

that if on the other Ìand the quantities to be isol-ated are

left merely to pile up and impede the market, the scheme

will be doomed to fail.

Under the various disposal assumptions made above,

the additional earnings or l-oss in earnings is shown in

Table 6.3. By the fifth year, under the assumptions made

above, a further gain of over ç47 million to a loss of

over $11 million might be additional to the extra earnings

of about $f 39 million ($859 ,862 ,799 .9 - ç72L,300,905 =

$138,56I ,894.9) frorn the rernunerative price scheme in the

world market proper. On average for the five years, a sum

between $38 million gain and a foss of about $Z mill-ion

might be additional to the basic annual gain in earnings

of $ I30 mil-Iion ($ 817 ,059 ,984 .0 $6 B6 ,963 ,247 .6 =

$f30,096,736.4 For the five-year period, the total

gains from a controll-ed market would be about $698 million

above the free market (see Table 6.4).

cocoa on first export by a member at one U. S. cent per
pound of cocoa beans to finance the buffer stock.



TABLE 6.3. Additional- Costs or Earnings Under Various Disposal Methods
for the Isolated B .3 Per Cent of Vv-orld Exports

Year

Quantities
(in thousand
tons )

L20

r09

1L2

115

Ir7

Destroyed or
not Prõduceda/
(.

Yearly
Average 1I5

Cumulative
Total- 513

u/ an alternative assumption coul-d have been a minus cost (of
per year) for the exchange earnings foregone (at the lower price) on
destroyed or not produced.

b/rnd.i.rt"= cumulative costs.
c/^^^.'urssuming 25 per cent destroyed or noL produced, 25 per cent

25 per cent stockpiled, 25 per cent to new markets.

To new
markets

Diverted StockpiLeð.b/ @ $332/ton
$ million

)¿.

))

))

¿"J

2.3

-2

-4.6

-6.8

-9.1

-11. s

¿.J

1r.4

39. B

36,2

37 .2

38.2

?o o
JO ¡ O

Combination
of metho ô.sc/

..)

-6.8

-'l'l tr

10

o1

9.3

9.6

o?

38.0

L90.2

about $60 million
the quantities

9.5

47 .7

diverteo, H
ot
o
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TABLE 6.4. Yearly World Earnings: Free Market
Compared with Controlled Market

\̂-
Earnings from

A B Isolation Using
Year Free Market Controlled Market Combination Method

I $653,463,000 ç769,648,72L

2 669,799 t515 798,468,072

3 6 86 ,5 44 ,558 BIB , 429 ,7 42

4 703 ,7 0B ,200 B3B , Bg0 ,519

5 72I,300,905 859,862,800

Total $ 3,4 34 tBL6 ,238 $ 4 ,0 85 ,299 ,854
Net for
Controlled
Market
B+C

Net Gains
from Stabi-
lization
NetB-TotalA

$f0 ,000 ,000

9 ,1_00 ,000

9,300,000

9 ,600,000

9,700r000

ç47,700,000

ç 4 tI32 ,999 ,854

$oge,t-83,61-6
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Relating the percentage values of Table 6.2 to

dynamic d.ata for prices and earnings allows a further

series of conclusions to be made. The increase in export

earnings which is achievable by withdrawing a specific

quantity from the world market and thus raisinE price is

substantial.

The additional- earnings or costs involved in with-

drawing the necessary quantities from the marketr âS welI

as the precise means by which the isolation is implemented,

woul-d be an important though not crucial element in the

overall computation of gains, but the fact of isolation

would be a key element in the success of the whole scheme.

The importance of this element woul-d develop in the later

years of the market organization when larger quantities

requiring isolation would, in the absence of production

regulation, have accumulated.

Using their percentage shares in world exports as

shown below (rable 6 .5 ), tire total gain f rom the worl_d

market, assumed. to be $130 mill-ion p.r y".rr39 might

accrue as inoicated bel-ow to the major cocoa exporters.

The values below would be estimates of each country's

possible gain from a scheme raising prices by 30 per cent.

39rrris value excludes possible earnings from
disposal operations (see Tabl-e 6.5).
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TABLE 6.5. Basic Percentage Market Share,
L962/63 to L97L/72*

Country Thousand ercentage o
Market Share

Ghana

Nigeria

Ivory Coast

Braz i I

Cameroon

Ecuador

Dominican Republic

Togo

Costa Rica

Rest of World.

TOTAL

535 " 4

235.0

I17 .5

9L.4

qt ¿.

39.2

26 .I

13.1

13.I

L43 .6

I,305. B

4L

'lo
IO

II
100

*In both the 1968 and L972 Draft Cocoa Agreements the
market share of each producing country is based on its highest
production for the past eight years in determining basic
quotas. Average export shares are used in this analysis
for illustrative purposes in order to derive export earnings.

Data used for computation are from Gill and Duffus Ltd.
Cocoa Reports (various issues , L960/6I to L97I/72 | London) .
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Country

Ghana
Nigeria
Ivory Coast
Cameroon Republic
BrazlL
Ecuador
Dominican Republic
Costa Rica
Togo
Rest of the World

Earning

$53 million
23 million
12 million
9 million
9 million
4 million
2 mil-Iion
I mi-lIion
I million

16 mil-lion

A wider range of possible earnings under different remunera-

tive price increases is given in Appendix D.

The data set in Appendix D which demonstrates

distribution of gains under alternative increases j-n price

and export earnings, seens to beg the question whether net

additionar financial- transfers of these orders of magnitude

to each country would not be a more efficient and accept-

able means of "assistance" than that entailed in hoJ_ding

back the growth of consumption of cocoa through the

possible complex negotiation of an organization of the

market (see for example, the type of schemes outlined

briefly under International Deficiency Payment Scheme, and.

the International Compensatory Financing Mechanism) .

The isolation of given quantities from the market--

how large or small depending on the precise elasticity of

manufacturers' and consumers' response--can again be seen

to be an important factor on which the success or failure

of the scheme hinges. Furthermore, production increases

must be restrained if other means of disposal such as
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diversion or the development of new markets are not in

prospect. It wil-l be insufficient simply to isolate the

cocoa farmer from the upward movement in world prices, as

has been assumed. throughout this analysis: what may well

become necessary are some active restraints on the rate

of production growth. A proportion of the additional

earnings could possibly be earmarked for measures to

regulate production and diversify the economy. Insofar

as such regulation was successfully carried through t ot

some other disposal methods successfully worked out, it

could then become ress necessary in certain circumstances

to isolate the cocoa farmer totally from price fluctua-

tions, though the dangers of any premature raising of

price to the farmer woul-d have to be strongly emphasized.

Stockpiling has been suggested in this analysis as a

possible disposal means, but this cannot be seen as a

permanent long-,run solutj-on to the problem of isoJ_ating

supplies.

An organization of the market will thus certainly

require political agreement on the necessity of disposing

of large tonnages of cocoa outside the worl_d market proper,

but equally important will be a thorough examination,

based on more rel-iable statistics and information than is

currently avail-abl-e , of the means and costs of various

alternative methods of carrying such isolation through.



This conclusion leads in to the

means by which an organization

might be achieved.
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following section on the

of the market for cocoa

Possible lr4eans of Achieving a

The precise means whereby the cocoa market is

organized so as to raise prices to remunerative levels

will, íf ever realized, be the resul-t of a politicat

negotiating process. The discussion of technical possi-

bilities can thus be oply a preliminary to negotiation.

International con-rnodity agreements are, in sum,

beset with many problems and difficul-ti.s.40 Even if

they can be successfully negotiated their implementation

produces various inefficiencies--in both market mechanisms

and distribution of "aid". Estimates of cash gains which

might accrue to developing countries from the several

possible commodity arrangements according to Harry

Johnson are all bel-ow $1,000 mil-Iion, some being substan-
A1tially less. *' I¡thile $1,000 mil-l-ion is not an insignif i-

cant sum, it would not go much more than a very smal-I way

4OBori= C. Swerling, "Buffer Stock and Commodity
Problems," Economic JournaÍ, Vol. 63, 1953, pp. 778-190;
and W. E. sõE-miãt, "Tãè-ca-ãe Against Commoclily egree*ents"
in Foreign Agricultural Trade, ed. Robert L. Tontz (Iowa
State University Press, Arnesf L966), pp. 365-380.

4r_-'*Harry G. Johnson, "Economic Policies Toward Less
Developed Countries, " op. cit. , p. 257 .
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towards meetÍng the foreign exchange requirements of

developing countries. As Pincus has put it:

The dominant conclusion which emerges from investi-
gating all these aspects of international- commodity
trends and policies is that the South ILDCS in Africa
and Latin America] must l-ook primarily to Northern
prosperity [trEC and UK] as a source of export growth,
and not to the UNCTAD poJ-icies (for commodity trade
arrangements). Slrould the effect of these policies
be substantial, they are untikely to be adopted;
measures that are likely to be adopted are also likely
to be unimportant as sources of increased capital or
trade. Policies to increase or stabiLíze commodity
earnings cannot proceed much faster than lilorthern
willingness to act on the broader problem of developing
country grovrtin.42

Despite their limited possibilit.ies developing

countries will continue to press for international arrange-

ments f or primary products. For trade in these cornmod.ities

is to them crucially important and (to them) is an obvious

source of their difficulties. The idea of solving every-

thing through the right arrangement over prices is, more-

over, appealing in its simpllcity. As a background to any

eventual- technical discussions, this section touches on

some possible means which coul-d be considered with respect

to remunerative pricing for cocoa. It is not intended to

provide an exhaustive list, which, in the final analysis,

as has been indicated above, could cover virtually every

proposal ever put forward for regulating an international

commodity market.

42rohn Pincus, Tsg9e, Aid, and Developms:-nt, op. cit.,
p. 294.
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The means listed below might be regarded as a basis

for future consideration should the Cocoa Council decide

to explore alI means of achieving a remunerative price.

Any examination of possible means will have to be related

to the reaction of participating countries to the draft

International Cocoa Agreement submitted to the UN in

January 1973. Tiris is because the decisions of the UN

Cocoa Conference might in fact amount to an organization

of the cocoa market, though such an organization will-

probably fall short of linking the cocoa price to an

index of essential imports in any way. The following list

of possible means must therefore be regarded as a hypo-

thetical listing which may be taken into consideration by

the Cocoa Conference, and which is likely to be rendered

somewhat academic by the decisions of tire Conference.

The level of price regarded as remunerative might

be negotiated on the basÍs of a number of different

criteria (e.g., through Johnson I s formul-ae automatically

Iinking it to an index of essential imports,43 or through

a pure negotiating and bargaining process). The price

target once fixed could be maintained in a number of

oifferent ways. The various measures listed. below could.

also of course be used in alternative combinations.

Stockpiling for example cannot really be considered in

43_.'"Harry G. Johnson arrd others, Tracle Strategy for
Rich and Poor Natj-ons, op. ci-t., pp. 62=63'
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isolation, but is of basic importance as a support for

other techniques (e.9., export quotas and production

controls). Similarly, it is possibte to envisage a scheme

whereby cocoa diverted to non-traditional uses at a low

price attracts a compensatory financing payment which to

some extent makes good the price loss.

International Deficiency Payment Scheme might be

one of the simplest forms of organization to operate and

one of the most acceptable from the producing countries'

viewpoint. Briefly, there would be no regulation of the

market as such, price being free to find its own leve1 in

relation to supply and demand pressures, and thus perform

its theoretical long-term all-ocative functions. The

difference between world prices and the negotiated

remunerative price level would then be made up by financial

transfers on a government-to-government basis. The

country-by-country basis on which the fj_nance was provioed

and the allocation of disbursement would certainl_y have to

be negotiated, possibly in separate form by the importers

among themsel-ves, and by the exporters among themselves.

Safeguards would be required against the creation of

artificial gluts J-eading to l-ower prices and thus higher

deficiency transfers i some production or export regulation

woul-d undoubtedly be necessary. No financial transfers

woul-d take place when the worl_o prj-ce equalled. or exceeded
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the remunerative level-.

An International Compensatory Financing Mechanism

would be a variant of the deficiency payments method. A

large l-iterature al-ready exists on this subject44 and.

much expert international discussion has already taken

place. Unfortunately several important points remain

uncl-arified: e. g. , are the resources to be used for

compensation of shortfall-s in export earnings to be

provided who1ly or partly by developed countries? Is

there to be a "revolving fund" approach, or are fresh

injections of resources into the system to be irnplicit

in its structure?

The compensatory financing approach involves no

intervention, but takes short-term variations in prices

and earnings as given and seeks to compensate for short*

falls from an agreed "norm".

Export Price Arrangement. Such an arrangement

consists in a commitment by substantially alt producing

¿, ¿."See for example: Geral-d I,l. Meier, op. cit., pp.
4BB-489 and 562-567 ¡ Paul Prebisch, "Toward a-New-TFade
Policy for Development" reprinted in Reshapíng the WorId
Economy, €d. by John A. pincus (prentlce:l-IaTf New ,ferse1r,
T9E-88) ,-pp. L24-L25ì UN Secretariat Document "A Development
Insurance Fund for Single Comnodities", E/CN.13/45, CCp
62/LI, Feb. 1962¡ Alasdair I. MacBean¡ oF. cit., chap. I3,
passim; International Monetary Finance neportr "Conipensa-
tory Financial Measures to Offset Fluctuations in the
Export Income of Primary Producing Countries," E/CN.13/58,
March 1963 -
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countries to permit no exports at prices below an agreed

minimum, though this scheme may not necessarily require

the agreement or co-operation of consuming countries.

Such price agreements can, in theory, be relatively easy

to negotiate and can also preserve some aspects of compe-

tition on international markets. An extreme form of such

an arrangement was tried unsuccessfutly by the Cocoa

Producersr Afliance in early 1965 when the producers

chose to hold off the market altogether (see chapter 5).

The principal problems remain those of enforcement, the

pressure from non-co-operating exporters, and, in the

longer-run, the maintenance of supply in line with export

possibilities.

A multilateral long-term contract consists of an

exchange of commitrnents between producers and consuners on

prices and quantities to be traded. Producers undertake

to sellr orr request, to the importers, specified quantities

at no more than the rnaximum price, while consumers under-

take to buy ¡ oÍr the exporters request, specified quantities

at no less than a minimum price. The effect on producers'

earnings wil-l- crepend under this scheme on the level- of the

negoti-ated price range and on the share of the market

covered by the reciprocal commitments. This control

mechanism ís exemplified by the Wheat Agreement of i-g62.45

note 56

4s_-'International Wheat Agreement of L962, supra
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There can be considerabl-e problems of enforcement

under this systemr it can be virtually nullified, by the

non-co-operation of certain exporting countries, and the

need to maintain production in line with export possi-

bil-ities is again a very real one. If the contract was

a strong one v¡hich took care of these possible drawbacks,

a remunerative price level could be maintained by this

means

There are certain advantages worth noting with

this scheme. It more or less assures producers of a

tolerabl-e income and assures consumers that they can

obtain a quantity of the commodity at reasonabl-e prices.

The scheme thus moderates fl-uctuations in income of both

producing and consuming countries. At the same time,

since part of world trade is left free, prices attained

outside the quantities control-led by the agreement can

serve as a guide for re-negotiation of the agreement floor

and ceiling prices. In principle the scheme appears to

achieve moderation of income fluctuations while preserving

the allocative function of a free price.

A technical drawback stems from the risk that the

residual free market may be made much more unstabl-e as a

result of the control-l-ed share of the market. Johnson46

46r. G. Johnson, "The De-Stabilizing Ef
International Comrnodity Agreement on the Prices
Products, " EcononLic Journal- (November 1950) , p.

fect of
of Primary
626.
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argues that in the absence of other national or inter-

natj-onal intervention r ârr agreement which fixes maximum

and r.rinimum prices for a part onry of the total volume of
a commodity traded is rikely to give rise to more violent

fluctuations than would otherwise occur. Consequently,

the advantage of guaranteed maximum buying prices or

minimum selling prices on that part of the transactions

covered by the agreement will to a greater or lesser
extent be offset by higher buying or lower serling prices

on those transactions which fal1 outside the agreement.

Johnson's crj_ticism appJ_ies equally to any control
scheme of ICA which does not cover alt of the traded

commodity. As MacBean puts it, its theoretical vaticlity

is unchallengeable, but its empirical significance is
probably minor as long as the area under the agreement is
much larger than the part of the market l-eft ft"".47 The

47 lt demand and supply reach equiJ-ibrium above the
"ceiling price of the agreement, consumers satisfy a large
part of their demand at the ceiling price. As opposecl to
buying at the equílibrium price, this represents a savinE
of real income equal to the quota times the difference
between the equilibrium price and the ceiling price.
Depending on consumers' income elasticity of demand for
the commodity, their residual demand may be increased, thus
pushing the residual free market price above the over-arl
market equilibrium price. If tl:e commodity were by any
chance an "inferior good", this income effect would actu-
ally be stabiLizing. since the proportion of income spent
on one commodity in the main consuming countries is g.ener-
ally very small- and the income elastícity of demand very
low, the tota] effect on demand is rikely to be negligibre.
An analogous argument exists for sales at the fr-oor price
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weighted average of the control-led price and the free price

will then almost certainly show greater stability than

would averagfe prices in the absence of the agreement.

Export Taxes and Import Levies. fn the case of

export taxes, the earnings received by the producing

country can be raised either by the producing country

simply levying an additional- tax at the export stage,

possibly raising the world pricer or, in tLre case of import

levies (or internal taxes) , by the consuming country

Ievying additional taxes at the import or consumption

stage, the revenue from which is then returned to the

producing country under certain agreed conditions.

Flowever, such schemes may restrict exports from

the producing countries in two ways: increased prices

reduce total consumption and domestic consumption of cocoa

is substituted for imports. It is difficul-t to assess the

value of expanded export income which woul-d accrue to

cocoa producing countries uncler such a scheme. One

. 48observerr'" however, has put the figure at $2,000 million,

equivalent to an increase of about 15 per cent of earnings

from agricultural exports. Johnson has estimated that such

anct al-so for ef fects on supply elasticities. " A. I. MacBean,
Export Instability and Economic Development, op. cit., p. 277.

4Br. Gale Joirnson, "Agricul-ture and Forej-gn Economic
" Journal- of Farm Economics, Dec. L964, pp . 922 andPolicy,

923.
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schemes for sugar afone would result in a minimum increase

of $897 million in the value of sugar imports into the

developed countries and in addition would have released

some ç482 million worth of resources which could be used

for developm.rrt.49

The return of revenue from import levies or inter-

nal taxes to producing countries would presumably require

international- agreements of some kind. It would be

important that the import levies or taxes paid over should

be additional- to the current total of aid from the con-

suming to the producing countries. Accompanying measures

of supply restri-ctJ-on may well need to be associated with

these taxes or l-evies if the price paíd by consumers is to

be maintained at a permanentiy higher level.

Export Quota. Typical of direct action on supply

is the classic export quota type of commodity agreement,

designed to maintaj-n price at a given level t or within a

given range, by restricting the supply reaching inter-

national- markets. The Cocoa Conference of 1963 had this

form of draft agreement before it, as did the 1966 and L972

draft agreements (see AppencÌix E). Enforcement poses a

problem for this type of agreement, as does the role of

49 __'-Harry G. Johnson, Economic Policies Toward Less
Developed Countries, op. "tt_ p. ZSl.
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non-co-operating countries. Al-so of concern is the long-

term maintenance of productíon in line with export possi-

bil-ities and the periodic reallocation of quotas in a

dynamíc worl-d. Horn/ever, the International Coffee Agreement

has so far worked wel-I along these lines. Indeed, its

recent incorporation of a mechanism linking quota acljust-

ment to movements in an agreed. índicator pri."r50 consti-

tutes a significant feature. This experience could be

extremely relevant if an export quota system had at some

future time to be merged with an organization of the

market which took into account movements in príces of

essential imports.

The earlier analysis has shown that direct action

on price will almost inevitably, sooner or later, induce

divergent movements of supply and demand even for what

appears to be so suitable a crop as cocoa. Given the

typical characteristics of the production of cocoa, a key

factor in the long-terrn success of any organization of

markets is thus likely to be some regulation of supply.

Such regulation might at first act through exports alone,

but it is highly likely that, in the longer-run, means will

also have to be found to manage production. Similarly,

50-- L1^- i--ri -1r the indicator price moves outside a certain
range, and stays there for l-5 consecutive marketing days,
quotas are reduced or increased accordingty.
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production cannot , for example, long continue to grov'r more

rapidly than export possibil-ities if an export quota is in

force, and being enforced, without losses to the producing

countries. Production regulation may thus become an

essential at some stage.

Production Regulation. In the J-ong-run some regard

must be paid to changes in relative productivity and costs

in different producing countries. How to control production

is a far more difficult question to which there is

obviously no general ans\der. Cocoa plantings might have

to be reduced or at l-east controlled. Expenditures on

pesticides, spraying, advisory services etc. might well

have to be reduced, and, given a posltive elasticity of

response by producers, prices paid by Marketing Boards
q't

etc. might have to be lowered.-- The political, social

and technical difficulties in controlling cocoa production,

Iargely farmed by individual peasants, are very large, but

failure to do so would certainly compromj-se any remunera-

tj-ve price system.

5lReduction in prices paid to farmers by Marketing
Boards with the objective of reducing production might not
work. Though there is no empirical evídence to substantiate
this, some writers have noted a strong tendency for some
cocoa producers to expand their farms and increase plantings
and consequently output if price falls. This action is
taken purely because these farmers want to maintain their
yearly income from the proceeds of cocoa.
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Destruction of crops is an alternative should pro-

duction regulation fail. Destructíon is horvever widely

recognized as immoral, as well as entailing costs of

collection and disposal which, if not in foreign exchange,

still constitute economic waste. Nonetheless, in certain

circumstances, and whether or not it is morally acceptable,

destruction could certainly remove excess supplies from

the market and assist in raising and/or maintaining prices.

l4uch more preferable to destruction of excess

supplies would be díversion to non-traditional uses, which

should not be beyond the international comrnunity to

organize, given the existence of excess supplies. For

exantple, ât the beginning of an organization of the market

for remunerative prices or later as a result of any failure

to regulate production sufficiently, the diversion scheme

could be used. Cocoa fat has a value on the world fats

and oils market which would represent some return to

producing countries, though far bel-ow that for chocolate

products. The possibilities of non-traditional uses are

meagre, but at least they represent some advance on

d.estruction as a means of disposal. Diversion coul-d more-

over be an important element in maintaining an orgianization

of the marketsr scheme, whatever the financial returns

involved, if ready to be put into temporary effect at some

stage of excess production, such as occurred in L964/65
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season.

At any prices higher than those obtainabl-e for
cocoa in the fats and oirs market, a still more favourabre

solution to an excess supply problem would be that of
diversion to new markets, should these be available. A

two- t ot three-price, scheme could be envisaged under

which excess supplies at various l-evels of prices below

the remunerative one coul-d be diverted to countries which

have not in the past been significant buyers. As with

diversion to non-traditional uses, a cruciar erement in

this form of diversion would be the assured isoration of

the excess supplies from the world market itsetf. With-

out such an assurance, the whole remunerative price scheme

might collapse if re-sales of low priceo supplies become

available in any quantity. The major opportunity for

developing such non-traditional- markets currently appears

to l-ie in the Eastern European region. Increased cocoa

consumption in Eastern Europe and el-sewhere might werl- be

stimulated by sales at lower prices, though how far such

a form of diversion as part of remunerative price organi-

zation of markets woul-d be acceptable to other major

consuming countries is open to question.

Stockpifing by an international_ agencyr âs defined.

by swerlÍng, applies when raw commodities are stockpired
because of falling price, only to be resold when the
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52commodity price recovers. - Arnong professional econo-

mists lvnose endorsement has loaned prestige to recommending

stockpiling as a device for damping the short-term price

fluctuations that plague international markets wiII be

found such names as Colin Clark, J. B. Condl-iffe, J, K.

Galbraith, E. S. Mason, Hla Myint and W. W. Riefler.53

The distinction between strategic stockpiling and

commercial- buffer-stocks is by no means easy to draw. One

of the basic problenls in arriving at any international

agreement is the question of "where" the commodity is to

be stockpiled. Stores of cotton, wheat, sugar, cocoa,

along with the scarcer industríal raw materials and many

other commodities, are, under appropriate conditions,

clearly strategi-c goods. The question of their location

is an important one, only in part to be decided by avail-

ability of warehouse facilities. Cocoa stockpiled in

Ghana woul-d be of litt1e help to Canada in an emergency,

likewise wheat stockpiled in Australia. Since producing

countries do not consume the cocoa beans they produce, the

closer stocks lie to these producing countries, or the

longer sea voyage necessary between present warehouse and

52u. C. Sterling, "Buffer Stocks and Commoclity
Problems , " Economic Journal , December, 195 3 , p. 77 B .

53For reviewed literature see M. K. Bennett, et aI
fnternational Commodity Stockpiling as an Economic Stabi-
ffi {'--Tg-ATf; ÞÞ'--l7E=E
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ul-timate destination, the more influence is exerted by

non-commercial considerations. Fortunately cocoa beans

cannot be economicatly stockpiled in producing countries

due to the effect of tropical temperature.

Stockpiling thus could be regarded as a means of

regulating supply to raise price to remunerative Levels.

It woutd however be essentially a temporary method, to be

employed , for example, to offset fluctuations caused by

climatic variations which, as has been explained earlier,

are a typical feature. However in this short-term role,

stockholding could be of invaluable use, preventing short-

term pressures on the remunerative price from getting out

of hand. The question of the financing of the stocks

would be an important consideration in any scheme using

this system. On a longer-term view, it is theoretically

possible to visualize buffer stock operations for stabi-

Iizing cocoa price within a given range, assuming suffi-

cient resources in funds and kind and a successful regula-

tion of production. Tt is, however, difficult to perceive

how such operations could. be used to increase exporters'

real earnings without repeated storage subsidies, nor is

it easy to di-scern how they could be combined with any two-

price system which might be required. Nonethel-ess the

buffer stock scheme is the most widely ad.vocated measure
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for stabitizing commodity market=.54 In principle the

scheme interferes as littl-e as possible with the free

workings of the price mechanism as an allocative influence

on producers and consumers. However, when it does inLer-

fere it does so minimally, avoiding such distasteful

features as destruction of crops or restriction of output.

The main difficulty is the cost of operating the scheme

which the Cocoa Council must seek to minimize. ff the

price of cocoa rises above the upper limit, the Cocoa

Council can sell- the cocoa from its stocks at the ceiling

price, and so long as its stocks last, the price can be

held aL or bel-ow the ceiling. The effectiveness of the

scheme in reducing fluctuations in cocoa prices will depend

on the size of the gap between the ceiling and the fl-oor

price and the ability of the Council to defend these.

54_ -"'Advocates include almost all the international
agencies concerned with this field t e.g. r GATT Trends in
International- Trade, 1958; U. N. Department of nconõmÏc and
ffi, t'tational and rnternational Measures for Full
Employment, fg¿gt U:-ñ.-Corrmro@ eõonomfc oeveTop-
ment, 1953; and an impressive l-ist of economists, among
Ehem: Hl-a Myint, W. W. Rief lex, and. Sir Roy Harrod. See
al-so E. S. Mason, Controlling Worl-d Trade: Cartels and
Commodity Agreements-Tlew-TõFk : lttccraw-uiff;--ïqtr6-J;,r. u.
Rêyñãs, ìi-rhe-PoTiõy of Government Storage of Foodstuf fs
and Raw Materials", Economic Journal, September t938; J. M.
Keynes,'lThe objectiüê-õFTñternatiõnat Price Stability",
Economic Journal, June-September l-943; B. C. Swerling,
"EuTTêr SEõETs and International Monetory problems, "
Economic Journal, December 1953 and B. C. Swer1ing,
"Problems of International Commodity Stabilizat.ion, "
American Economic Review, May 1963, p. 778.
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International- buffer stock is prima facie the most

appealing and superior tool to achieve objectives with

respect to remunerative pricing. liowever, the cost and

risk involved in operat.ing a buffer stock is crucial. The

prospects of creating international funds to buy the stocks

may not seem hopeful unless cocoa consuming countries
(especially U.S.A.) show enthusiastic support to finance

them. other forms of measures of achieving a remunerative

price for cocoa have rather less eviclent virtue in reration

to the chosen objective of moderating fl-uctuations without

disturbing long-run equilibrium, for they interfere more

directly with supply and demanci. Ideal is least cost or

optimal stabilization policy over al-ternative time periods.

rssues involved in the ninimization of the cost of operating

a buffer stock by the Cocoa Council are explored in

chapter 7.



CHAPTER 7

OPTIMAL STABILIZATION POL]CY FOR A REMUNERATTVE

PRICE SCHEME FOR COCOA

At any negotiations the producers will want a high

price, the consumers a low price, the manufacturers a

stable price and the speculators will want to know which

way prices are going to move. The actual remunerative

price will have to be negotiated.

Cocoa prices are matters of great concern to both

producers and consumers. The producer must receive a

price for cocoa which not only covers the cost of prod.uc-

tion, but also provides an incentive to produce more to

meet increased demands. The manufacturer must be able to

buy his raw material at a price which will enable him to

produce and sel-l cocoa and chocolate at a reasonable

profit. Consequently the expression 'a price which is

fair to both producer and consumer' can be very misleading

if not meaningless. Unfortunately it is extremely diffi-

cult to state a sinEle prj-cef which will completely fit

I*Gerda Blaur "International Commodity Agreements
and PoIicies" (FAO, Comm. PoI. Studies l-6, Special Studies
Programme No. I, Rome, 1964). See also J. E. Meade,
"International Commodity Agreements", Lloyd Bank Rev. ,
July 1964.
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this description because costs of production vary consider-

ably in different cocoa-growing areas. To fix a price

based upon l-ow-cost production would not be acceptable to

producers whose costs are much higher. Since remunerative

pricing is not based upon production costs, this

problem is avoided.

' A mere establishment of remunerative price does

not ensure price or supply stabílity. As shown in chapter

6 various mechanisms for isolating surplus cocoa beans

from the market must be used. l{evertheless not all adjust-

ment paths are equally desirable, raising the question,

what, íf anything should the Cocoa Council do in order to

try to influence the transition to equilibriurn. The

objective is not to make specific recom.menoations for the

conduct of the Cocoa Council but to ill-ustrate a technique.

The exact details of a mechanism are not essentiat to show

how the technique can help to gu.i-cle decision makers.

Buffer stock is a superior tool to achieve the

objectives with respect to remunerative price. However,

this does not mean that the issues arising from operational

problems in management of buffer stock are insignifj-cant.
These issues are essentially one of minimizing cost

of a given price stability scheme or mininizing the time

horizon. These issues are explored in this chapter.
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This chapter deal-s specifically with the following;

the theoretical considerations and. Iimitations of the

optimal stabilization policies r âfl application of a linear

model of a deterministic market, and Cocoa Council's inter-

vention in such a market. Costs of intervention by the

Cocoa Council are considered and an optimal policy with

the Council trading in cocoa is determined.

There are many model-s that coul-d be chosen to

analyze the stabilization policy but a rather simple linear

model is selected for convenience.

Theoretical Àpproaches and Li_.$itations
of Optimal Stabilization 

)
By using a downward stoping demand curve¡o Frederick

Waugh showed that consumers gain more from a price fall than

they lose from an equal price rise. Apparently, Vüaugh was

so convinced of tlie results of his static partial analyses

that he advised against "the 'ever-normal- granary' program

in the United States, and the proposed rbuffer stocksr of

staple food to stabil-ize international food prices after

the war. "3

A simil-ar conclusion was arrived. at seventeen years

l-ater on the supply side. Walter Oi using a positively

sloped supply curve and. assuming producers to be price-takers

2_rreoerl_cK
from Price Instabil
LVIII (August J-944)

')
J_. , -_Lþl_O.. , p.

V. Waugh, "Does
ity? " Quarterly
r pp. 602-14.

609.

the Consumer Benefit
Journal of Economics,
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concluded that "price instability is a virtue rather than
^a vice, "= thus producers gain from price instability and

lose from price stabilization. These two stud.ies con-

sidered the welfare of one group on1y, ignoring the effects

on the other.

The static models of Waugh and Oi came under more

scrutiny when the perfect competition theory assumptions

under their model-s were rel-axed. Tisdell, assuming a worl-d

of uncertainty, showed that if output is pre-planned.--a

lagged price response--then a producer will gain more from

fixed. price than under varying price, albeit with the same
5average. " Zucker on the other hand showed that if a con-

stant elasticity of supply is assumed and if revenues are

stabilized rather than prices, then producers gain since

fluctuating prices may require add.itional costs to manage

output optimalIy.6

The recent work by Tisdell and Zucker, compelled

Waugh to modify his concl-usions of twenty years back:

Price instability, in itself appears to be neither
virtue nor a vice, neither good nor bad, neither
harmful nor beneficial. It depends upon the level_

a

at

Under
p. 63.

4W.It.r Oi, "The Desirabitity of
Perfect Competition, " Econornetrica

Price Instability
, 29 (January f96I)

5Ct"* Tisdell, "Uncertainty, InstabíIity, Expected
Profit," Econometrica, 3f (January 1963), pp. 243-48.

6albert Zucker, "On the Desirability of price
Instabilityr " Econometrica, 33 (April Lg65) | pp. 437-4L.
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which it is stabitized and whether one is concerned.
with the wel-fare of the consumer or produc"t.T

Thus, more than twenty years have passed and we are

still saddred with the problem of determining whether price

instability is a vj-ce or virtue.

In light of the mystery surrounding the implications

of export instability in general, Benton Masserl's articre

on "Price stabilization and I¡lelf are " 
B i= nrost wercome since

it attempts to integrate the theoreticar work on the subject

so far. Massell intergrates the two anal_yses and shows

that when both producers and consumers are taken into

account simultaneously, the total_ effect of price vari-

ability is a reduction in welfarer so that stability is,

in fact, desirable.

Massellrs model deviates from the static partial

moder, which has hitherto been used by vüaugh, oi and others,

in that both consumers and. producers are represented in the

model-. Hence resul-ts of such a partiar-static model must

be taken seriously since it represents equiribrium analysis

in a market situation. one of Masselils contributions to

the discussion is to point out that waugh and oi's resul-ts

cannot hord simultaneously. However, in order to build a

TFrederick V. Waugh, "Consumer Aspects of price
fnstabil-ity, " Ecorrometrica, 34 (April 1966) , p. 508.

Bu. F. Massell, "Price Stabilization and Welfare,,,
Quarterly Journal- of Economics (May L969), pp. 284-98.
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model which represents both consumers and. producers and

which is mathematical-l-y manageable, Massel-1 had to make

some key simplifying assumptions--trade-offs between real

niarket situations and the needs of statistical model_

building--and in so doing some reality was lost.

The analysis of short-run market adjusLments has

been extensively studied since Ezekiel-'s early paper on

the cobweb theorem9 appeared over 40 years ago. Most of

the subsequent work has been descriptive in nature, being

devoted to investigating the behavior of prices in the

adjustment process. The determination of stability

conoitions under a variety of hypotheses, particularly

with respect to the formation of expectations, has

been examined in the works of Nerloverl0 tluthrll Turnovsky,LZ

and Pashigiar-,. l3

9¡r. Ezekiel-, "The Cobweb Theoremr " euarterly
of Economics, VoI. 52, February 1933.

10¡1. Nerlove, "Ad.aptive Expectations and Cobweb
Phenomenar" Quarterly Journal of Economics, Vol. 72, May 1958

II,:. F. Muth, "Rational Expectations and the Theory
of Price Movementsr" Econometrica, Vol. 29, July 1961.

12s. J. Turnovsky, "stochastic Stability of Short-
run Market Equilibrium Under Variations in Supply, " Quarterl-y
Journal of Economics, Vol. 82, NovemJ:er 1968. See also S. J.
rurnõîãfy, rroÞEiinaT-Stabilization in a Market with Lagged
Supply, " Economic Record, March L973, pp. 31-49.

13u. P. Pashigian, "Rational Expectations and the
Cobweb Theory," Journal of Political- Economy, Vol.78,
Ir{arch-April 1970.

Journal
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The comme_nts on Waugh, Oi and Massellts mooels are

restricted. The usefulness of their analysis to the poticy

makers of the Cocoa Council faced with problems of export

instability is limited.

By building a buffer stock type model which includes

both consumers and producers, unlike the Waugh and Oi

models, I4assell- concluded that "price stabilization, brought

about by a buffer stock, provides a net gain to producers

and. consumers taken toge-tlier. "14 Massell, however, pointed

out that the results shoul-d be viewed in terms of his

assumptions. As a result of trade-off between real market

situations and statistical model- building, Massell's model

enoed up being a centralized decision making market model:

"A buffer stock is set üp, with a buying and selling price

equal to a constant thereby establishing the market price

at this l-eveI."l5 Thus, the buffer stock authority is the

sole middl-eman--the single intermediary between seffers,

farmers, and the consumers. This is an unrealistic

assumption in a buffer stock model. The virtue of a

buffer stock mod.el- over other stabilization schernes is

that it interferes minimally in the workings of the price

system, thus ensuring that stabilization measures lead to

price movements along the long run equilibrium trend of

1t*'8. F.

15 tnia.
Itlassell , op. cit. , p. 297 .

¡ p. 2BB.
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demand and supply. These results can only be arrived at

if an optíma1 price range is maintained above which the

buffer stock authority sells to the market if he has

stocks available, or below which he buys from the market

if he has funds available. Secondly, Massell-'s assumption

of costless storage, and hence costless distribution of

the buffer stock operations is unrealistic. Thus the

model lacks sufficient resemblance to a real market situ-

ation because of these assumptions and can serve at best

as a forerunner of more refined models.

AII these works mentioned above deal- with the

desirability of having "an international institution" to

stabil-ize the remunerative price, thus ignoring the role

that such an international institution should play along

the transitional path. As long as the market is initially

well away from equilibrium or slow to adjust, this is

undoubtedly an important aspect of organizing the cocoa

market. Furthermore, in view of the wel-I-known result that

even with conventionall-y sloped demand and supply curves

!h. lagged adjustment in supply can easily create an

unstable market, it can even be more important, since in

that case unl-ess the Cocoa Council takes some action along

the transitional path equilibrium wi]l- never be reached.

Assuming that welfare in the market can be

adequately measured by the sum of consumers ' plus
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producers' surplus it shoul-d be possible to incorporate

this in Massell's model to analyze in detail- the nature of

the costs incurred while the supply and demand are not at

equilibrium. A simple línear model under deterministic

market is chosen to demonstrate this point.

Deterministic Market

The general short-run linear model- of a single

market, using discrete time can be described by:

D. - f\ -r ().Ltt
S. = B + bP.-t -- r-1
D = Stt

(1a)

(rb )

Equation (1a) implies that demand is determined by the

current price level- and. it can be regarded as the

linearized form of a demand curve where consumers are

assumed to respond to the current price (Pa) , where rrArr

and rrarr are parameters. Equation (tb) asserts that supply

depends upon the prevlous period's price (Pt_1). One

reason for introducing this lag is that producers respond

to anticipated prices which they,expect to equal the

previous period's price (Pt_f ). Again rrBrr and rrbrr are

parameters. Finally, equation (fc) describes the market-

clearing condition assumed to prevail each period, implying

that no producer is left with unsold stocks and no consumer

with an unsatisfied demand.
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Equations (l) yield about the simplest possible

Iinear model of price adjustment. However, this model

serves the main objectives in this ill-ustrative study. More

complicated fag structures, reflecting more sophisticated

expectational hypotheses, can be introduced into the model.

Although such modifications do not alter anything conceptu-

ally, they render explicit solution more difficult.

The market is in equilibrium only if
(2a)

(2n ¡

Qc)

where D, S and Þ are all equilibrium magnitudes; hence

equilibrium price becomes

A+aÞ=B+bÞ

Þ(¡-.) = A - B

Þ_ (A-B) /?\
(¡ a) ' '\J/

Lower case-d.eviation from equilibrium equations

are obtained by subtractiorrl6 and described by

l6__.wne

d. = Dtt
7\f

- ð I

= a(P,t
= aÐ.

= aïf .

= bt¡. -'t-t_
= s.

t_

.tu.t.

c"t
d.t

(4a)

(4u ¡

(4c)

re
D

.Pt -A
Þ)

s- ò ¡tt
=B+bP *1L_I

- r- /n õru \¡ r ¡ L IL_ _L

=hnv-Y! 1 .
L--L

aP B-bÞ
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d, and s, it is realízed that theET

are described by the equationlT

IPt = ã þPt-t
Pt = obPt-l

Pt = sbPt-l (s)

.1where o = ; Thus, the standard result is obtained that

this market will be stable if and only if

I < cxb < l- (or l"¡l < r) .(6)

If the demand and suppJ-y curves have their usual slopes

(so that o¿ < 0, b > 0) the path will necessarily involve

oscillations, giving rise to instances of the wel-l-known

'cobweb' phenomenon. In some said instances the market

will be unstable; this will happen if the demand curve is

inel-astic and the supply curve is very el-astic.

Cocoa Council's fntervention

Because of the long-run nature of the remunerative

price scheme and the associated buffer stock mechanism in

this mod.el, it is necessary to treat the supply and d.emand

curves as long-run. Hence they differ from the ordinary

demand and supply concepts, but the same basic attributes

of the short-run model presented above still applies.

This makes the supply and demand schedules in this model

differ from the ordinary supply and demand concepts,

because the buffer stock mechanism adjusts for any shifts

in these schedules.

For reasons which wÍll be discussed presently, âs

Ä:c*t "t
tPt bPa-t

I7
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long as the market is not in long-run equilibrium, the

participants in the market v¡il-1 suf fer welfare losses.

Flence the purpose of the cocoa council's intervention in

the cocoa market is to try to minimize the social costs

incurred while the market is in a state of disequilibrium.

In order to try to influence the market, there are

two important kinds of policies that the Council may

utilize. These are (a) policy intervention where the

councir seeks to support the equiribrium price by trading

in the market and (b) policy intervention where the

councj-l controls the market by continualry trading in the

commodity. First, ít is logicar to visualize the councirlB

operating in the market like any other participant, buying

or selling cocoa as it deems appropriate. Denoting the

l-ever of the council-'s activity by "fa", a positive value

for "fa" will be interpreted to mean that the Council is

adding to the supply (or equivalently is reducing demand);

a negative "fa" means that it is reducing the supply (or

al-ternatively is adding to demand). It must be noted

however, that in either case these adjustments to supply

or demand coul-d be induced through changes in quotas

assigned to the producing countries rather than through

direct trading by the counci]. For example , ir the counci]

f8rhu united Nations cocoa
participate in the market directly
may be assigned this duty. However
instructions from the Councit.

Council- itself need not
but a buffer stock manager
he should take his
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wishes to see an increase in supply it may legally obligate

(with appropriate remuneration) producing countries to

supply the additional quantity by increasing their quotas.

Moreover, as will be indicated, either of these forms of

the Council's participation is formally equivalent to

indirect intervention.

Now taking the Cocoa Council

into account, total supply is given

=t=bPa-t+ft
hence with short-run market clearing

are now given by

control-l-ed supply

, (4b'

the price dynamics

ts

by

Pt=obPt-I+oft
The introduction of the decision variable fa assures

short-run market clearing situation.

(5')

a

Nonetheless, the following afternative form of the

Council's intervention must be considered. The Council

may be assumed to know the demand and supply curves and

therefore the equílibrium prj-ce (which turns out to be the

remunerative price). Hence, ít could adopt the policy of

revealing to the market participants this equilibrium

price, ât which aII trading must occur, ât the same time

announcing that the Council is willing to buy or sel-I any

quantity that is required to maintain that equilibrium.

Certainly if there were no lags in supply ¡ so that both

demand for and supply of cocoa depended upon the current
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price, this v/oul-d be the optimal policy. In this circum-

stance, by making the above offer, the Council would

succeed in instantaneously equating private demand and

supply ät the equilibrium price and, in fact, would find

that it would not need to traoe at aII. The problem would

be trivially solved and equilibrium would be immediately

established at zeYo cost.

Nevertheless, with the supply lag present, this

fortunate situation does not exist. fn this case, the

Councii- will- have to trade the commodity for one period.

To visualize this, assume that initially at the start of

period one, the prevailing price (expressed as a devia-

tion from equilibrium) is po. In period one the Council-

announces the equilibrium price (zero) and in accordance

with its offer has to sell a quantity
.ç-_1-^
I- DVI -o

in order to sustain it. In period two, producers no\^/

supply on the basis of period one's price (i.e., the

equilibrium price) and since this continues to be the

Council-enforced price which prevails during that period

and upon which consumers base their demand, it is immedi-

ately seen that private demand and supply are bro.ught into

equilibrium and no further Council- intervention is required.

However, as will be demonstrated below, provided the two

forms of the Council's control have the same fixed costs,



then with one

will always be

trades in the

Social Cost

2I_..AþþA
Measurement of
Microeconomics

Now the social costs incurred during the transi-

tion to equilibrium wilt be elaborated. To do this, it is

necessary to comment that welfare can be adequately

measured by the sum of corrsumerst and producers' surpluses

and it can be shown that at any short-run transitional

equilibrium, the participants in the market are suffering

a loss rel-ative to the long-run equilibrirl*.20 According
)lto precedent-t we hereby define consumers' surplus as the

triangle AEC, and the producers' surplus as the other

triangle BEC in Figure 7 .L. Thus at equilibrium the sum

20----Needless to mention that the use of consumers'
and producers' surplus as a welfare measure has a long
tradition. The conditions under which they are reliable
measures of welfare are rather special and have been dis-
cussed at length in the works of O. Eckstein, Vlater-Resource
Development, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass. ,
1958. Chapter 2¡ A. Maass, M. N. Hufschmidt, R. Dorfman,
H. A. Thomas, S. A. Marglin and G. M. Fair, Design of Water-
Resource Systems, Harvaro University Press, eãm6rîage, MãEE.,
1962. Chapter 2, and R. N. McKean, Efficiency in Government
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exception this procedure is never optimal and

more costly than if the Council continuatly

commodity.

P. Lerner, "The Concept of MonopoJ-y and the
Monopoly Power. " Reprinted in Readings in

, êd. by William Breit and fiarold ¡,i. Uochman

Through System Analysis, Wiley, New York, 1959, Þart 3.
BãsfõãTly-îñat lFÏêquîred is that the marginal- utility of
income must be constant and the same for all individuals,
that al-l n',.arkets are perfect, and that there are no
externalities.
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Supply

B+bP-ì
L-l_

+ aP.t

Demand

Quantity

Welfare Loss

Inc., New York, L97I), pp.
Alchían, "Utility and Con-
57-76.

oq-.q-q
L_-L L

Consumersr and Producers' Surplus and

F]GURE 7 .L

of consumers' and producers' surplus is given by the

triangle ABC. Consider now period t for example. Assume

that the initial- price at the start of the period, Pt_I,

is given by OD and that during period t the Council supplies

a quantity f. = GH yielding a market-cl-earing price fort
that perioo, Pt, mea.sured by OF. The consumers' surplus

earned in this case is measured by the triangle AFK.

Similarly the producers' surplus earned by producing

and WÍnston,
al-so Armen A.
," ibid., pp.
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countries is the area BGLF. In addition , if the additional

Council supply is achieved by means of some kind of direc-

tive, whereby the Council- enforces the producing countries

to supply this additional quantity, then the producing

countries obtain an additional producers' surplus of GMKL.

Alternatively, if the Council actually supplies the cocoa

directly itself from its buffer stock, it earns the

producers' surplus which it can buil-cl as a fund and later

redistribute to the participants. The Counci-l, for

example, frây decide to compensate the producing countries

for the l-ost revenue they suffer due to the reduction in

price resulting from the increased supply from the Councils'

stock. In either case the sum of the consumers' and

producers' surplus is measured by the area ABMKr so that

during period t there is a welf are loss Kt'lC. It can be

easily =horn22 that the area of this triangle equals

22_--Area = Lbasexalt.
= \ (X¡,t. c,c)

= 14 H (c'c)2 + ,4 S+ (c,c)2

KC' " ctltlaSamLlafl-v-=I)c'c - c'c

, KCt ,_,_r2 - ctM ,^r^r2 _ t, /_-\ /^r^\) )..tr (c'c)- + crc (c'c) = 1 (-a) (c'c)- + \ b(c'c)-
= h (b-a) (.'")2

but a=ry] =1ctc ctc
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1,. 1 2
T (þ-a) -2 Pr

Thus, it follows that the short-run disequilibrium does

impose a wel-fare l-oss on the market which is proportional-

to the square of the deviation in price from equiJ-ibrium.

Costs of fntervention by the Cocoa Council

At the same time, intervention by the Cocoa Council-

is al-so costly. ff the Councif enters the market as a

buyer, there is the obvious opportunity cost of the funds

used by the Council to make the purchase and it is reason-

able to suppose that these too involve an increasing

marginal cost. Alternatively, Lf the Council enters the

market as a seller, it will incur direct costs, the

marginal costs of which are likely to be increasing. How-

ever, since the Council- is expected to exercise its con-

trol through UN J-egisl-ation, it seems reasonabl-e to

presume, that any legislative and administrative costs

associated with implementing the policy are also likeIy

to be associated with increasing marginal costs, although

these may also have an overhead component. Finally,

pt
^1^U U

a

KC ' /^r^\, . 
",{å 

(c,c)2= \ (b-a) ,_ ,? eEDCrC \v vt ' CtC \v vl ', 
U

For alternate proof see Appendix G.
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certain policies which oblige participants to adjust their
behaviour may also impose costs upon the councir- if it is
necessary to compensate these participants.

Granting that the marginal costs of

the council's control increase at an approximately con-

stant rate, then the costs of disequilibrium, and the

council's intervention incurred during period t, can be

represented by the quadratic function

2-2*Pt + ntt (7\

where m, n denote the respective rates at which the marginal

costs increase. The councir may decide to minimize either

the costs or choose to minimize the price fluctuations

occurring along the transitional path. As the function

shows, both p and f cannot be minimized without constraint.

The former "can be minim.ízed subject to given levels of the

latter, and vice versa. fn operations based on this

function, it may be appropriate for the Council to attem.pt

various combinations of the two variabl-es at various times,

depending on circumstances and preferences of the Council's

members.

If the Councj_1 resolves to minimize the total costs

over an infinite time horizon then the counciils objective

is this: given the system (5') , to choose fa so as to

minimize

costs= i [*o2+nf2l
t3r L 't tl (B)
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Though consideration is given to upper limit as shown in

Appendix G, time discounting is ignored in this analysis

for a possible refinement as is the stochastic side.

Determinatj-on of Optimal poticy
coa

Now consider the situation where the Council con-

trols the market by continually trading in the comrnodity.

The alternative policy has been discussed whereby the

Council seeks to support the equilibrium. This policy

turns out to be a special case of direct trading. The

forrnal optimization problem confronting the policy makers

of the Council- is to choose fa so as to

(B)
æ,;lz-21mrn / lmp_ + nt- |

t;ILLLJ

subject to pt

This becomes a problem in

demonstrated in Appendix

Appendix G), the optimal

feedback solution

.)f

"¡1 .

Introduction
IltcGraw:Hîn;

cibpt_l_ + oft .(5')

control theory23 and, -s

G (see equations t0 and 11 of

Council policy fa is given by the

- I ka2b Irt - -L 
" .-7o1

where k is the unique positive

equation

Pt-t (e )

solution to the quadratíc

Athans and P. L. Falb, Optimal Control: An
!9-!lg Tþeory and rts aÞpfîcation l¡lei^¡ york ¡

L966) , Chapter 9.
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or
1-J!-rtt-

writing (9) in the for^24

. 2-¿KNC' i]

.2Kc)¿ +n

fr = Øpr_, .(rr¡
equations (10) and (1r) indicate that the optimal councir

supply is proportional to the deviation of the previous

period's price from equiribrium, so that once equilibrium
is establ-ished the buffer stock manager of the councir

should cease his trading activity.25 rt is a particurarly
convenient form for the cocoa council- poJ-icy-makers since

it wifl enable them to determine their current policy ft
on the basis of the immediate past state of the system as

described by pt_t. The magnitude f measures the intensity
with which the councir should respond to any deviation in
the market price from equilibrium. If the demand and

supply curves have their usual- slopes (cr < 0, b > 0), then

24_-'Note that the optimal policy can also be expressed.
explicitly in terms of time. Substituting for fÈ = Øþr_l inequation (5') , the difference equation describinþ pricë
movements becomes

Pr=cx(b+Ø)P¡-1
solving thís to obtain

_+.
Pt : Polo(b + ø) )"

where p_ is the initial value, implying that
t.-'ìft = polø c(b + ø))- -

)q-"Although it is assumed that all_ parameters o, b,
m, n are constant through time, this assumption can be
rel-axed. If Lhese parameters are free to change through
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ø 4 0, so that if the prevailing price is below the equili-

brium (i.e., pt_l < 0), the optimal policy for the Council

is to supply a positive quantity of cocoa, proportional to

the d.isequÍlibrium. As indicated in Figure 7.I, pt_t < 0

impJ-ies that at that price OD, demand exceeds supply ano

thus by increasing supply the Council is able to diminish

the resulting price change as well as reduce the loss in

surplus for period t.

There are further issues needing discussion in

connection wíth the optimal policy. First, it is important

to examine the stabil-ity properties of the market when the

optimal policy is adopted. By substituting for ft from

(9), it is found that the corresponding optimal path of

prices is given by the difference equation

crbn

-n

v¡ 2. È't-1
CTK+N

where k satisfies (I0). This path is stable if

-[n+o2L]<crbn<n+u2k
and by substituting the sol-ution for k obtained

it can be verified that these inequalities are

for all values of o¿ and b, provided that either

two cost parameters m or n is strictly positive

(12 ¡

and only if

. . (13)

from (10),

satis fied

one of the

. Hence,

time, a proportional policy such as (9), (10¡ is still
obtained, although the proportionality factor, þ, is now
no longer constant and therefore becomes much more diffi
cult to obtain (see Appendix G, last four equations) for
the general formula.
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irrespective of the slopes of the demand and supply curves,

if the Council fol-l-ows the optimal policy given by (9),

then the market will always be stable. Consequently, by

following such a policy, the Council can always convert an

unstabl-e market into a stabl-e onu.26 Moreover , íf demand

and supply curves have their usual slopes (cr a 0r b > 0),

then from (I2) the optimal path will al-ways involve an

oscillatory approach to equil-ibrium.

Now consider the alternative policy proposed

earlier where the Council reveals to all participants the

equilibrium price and announces that it wilI trad.e whatever

quantities are necessary to support that equiribrium. That is
not a very likery policy for the council_ to adopt but it is

worth analysing as a possibl-e alternative. Assuming an

initial price of po, then as already indicated, this

policy requires the Council to sel-l (or bry) a quantity

ft = bpo .(14)

in tire first period. This will bring the system into

equilibrium at the end of that period, after which no

26 tt the Council adopts some arbitrary proportional
policy, ft = Àpt-t where ), = ó, the adjustment path will be
stabl-e if and only if

-1 <cr(b+À) <l-
Thus even if the Council correctly sel_ects À < 0 it may
induce instability into an otherwise stable market if it
intervenes too intensively.
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further Council action is required. The total social costs

of using this policy to bring the system to equilibrium

equals
_2 2nb-p; + D (]s¡

where D represents the overhead costs associated with this
alternative policy. Similarly, the social costs of

applying the policy (9) to equilibrate the market are

given by
)(k-rn)p"+C (r6 )

Hence, policy (9) wil-l- be preferable provided

(t-*)nl+c.nn2nl+D. (17)

By substituting from equation (10) for k inequality (f7)

will be met if ano only if
.2 2 2I)nT)

U______õ_+C D<0,¿.n+(YK
(18 )

Assume that the fixed costs are the same. In this case

inequality (18) will in general be metr so that the optimal

policy (9) will be better than the alternative just pro-

posed. The exception is if n = 0 when they become equally

desirable. However, substituting n = 0 in (12) and (9)

implies

P] =o
and

f- = -bol- 'o

so that in this case the optimal policy given by (9) is

the alternative policy (fa¡ and the market is driven to
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equilibrium in one period.

Assuming the marginal cost of the Council's inter-

vention (n) is 100 per cent, and given the equation for

marginal cost of disequilibrium (m) where a ancl b are

assigned values of -5.95 and 0.44 respectively (for
.IZ\b - a) - ), column 2 of Table 7.L shows the level of

a
the Council's intervention at each period. CoÌumns 3 , 4

and 5 show the level of the Council's influence at

different magnitudes of deviation from equilibrium. The

Council intervenes vigorously in the initial year but

gradually withdraws as the market moves to equilibrium.

For a deviation of a magnitude of 40 per cent the Council

intervenes at a level of -0.2I335453 during the first

period but in the seventh period its intervention is

almost zero. Thus for this particular situation the councir

ceases its trading activì.ty immediately when equilibrium

is estabrished. The council's activity at the initial period

of -0.21335453 indicates that it is reducinE supply (or

alternatively is adding to demand) the value of which is

proportional to the deviation of the previous period's

price from equilibrium.

Table 7.2 demonstrates that there is a corres-

ponding decrease in price deviation minimization when the

Council-'s level of intervention is given. Table 7.2

indicates that if price is at disequilibrium (e.g., + 40 or
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TABLE 7.7 Values Resulting from Optimal
Stabilization Policies (Selected).

MinimizatÍon of
Cocoa CouncÍl
íntervention

Cocoa Council Pri-ce
intervention Fluctuation

Cocoa Council
intervention

Initial P -t-l
n

40

100 100 r00

40

500

f
Ë

ç̂ r+l
c

't+z
F* r+3
t
't+4
f t+5

f,
t+C'

-0.2L335453

0.01560055

-0.00rL4072

0.00008341

-0.00000610

0.00000045

-0.00000003

-0.10667723

0.00780027

-0.00057036

0. 00004r70

-0. 00000305

0.00000022

-0. 00000002

-0.24395227

0.01780651

-0.00129973

0.00009487

-0.00000692

0.00000051

-0 .00000004

-0.04309136

0.00318168

-0.00023492

0.00001735

-0 .00000128

0 .00000009

-0.00000001



Initial ioy',' t-!/ r'i/tî./ |

I
I

i:ltt,t
't+I I

I+l- tL', !

I

çl-r+3 
I
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I
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I
îlL ,. i¿TO i

i

I

f -.r --T- p 
"rCocr::: Coui':c il 

I

Irr f eirv en E ion

4o
100

-0. ?13351153

0.01560055

-0. 00114072

0.0ccc8341

-Lr - 0ûû001¡1C

Resul r ing
Deviatio;r

TABLE 7 .2.

-2.9?-t¡E1,32-7

--

! L,i
Cccoa Councí1
lnterventíon

c . c0000045

-0 .0000c00i

0.00000000

^ 
11?QAa1ÔW,t-;Jç')¿L/

-0 .0L5637 7 ¿¡

0 .001143¿1+

!'alues Resulting fro:ir 0pcinal
Stabiization Policies

20
100

-0.LJ.667723

0.00780027

-0.00c083¿r

0. c00c05tr

-0. CCriCCOl5

0 .0c0cocc3

? L,i
Lesu1-tj-ng

-0.00057036

0.000041 70

Devía c ior

Mini-nrization of

-L.lt62406L6

0 .10ó93i57

-0 .0078188 7

0.0005717 2

-0 .00004160

0.00coc306

-0.0000c022

0 .00000002

-0 .001100305

0.000c0c22

-0 .000000c2

c.00000c00

-0.24395227

0.0r78065r

-0 -00129973

0 .00009.137

-0 .00000í192

0.00000051

-0 .0c0000t4

0.00000000

-2.9L967 7C6

0.21311200

-0.015555.12

Cccoa Co:ircil

0. c0l-r3542

-c . c000s288

c . rJc00()605

-c . û0000044

0 .0c000c03

-0. C1r3C9f 36

0 .003r Êi68

Resui tirg

-0.ja¡n,?7

0 .000c17 3 5

-0 .000tr0i28

c .00cccùc9

-0.0coc0ù0i

Ðev ia t ion

-2.95312922

0.2is06954

-0.0r610124

0.00118865

-0.ûc008778

0.00000648

-c .00000048

0.0000c00c 0 .0000CC0¿+

N)
F
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+ 20) and if the Council proposes poticy to revert to
equilibrium the following will be the general results:

(f ) for greater va]ues of deviation (c. f . 40 and

20) the initial Council intervention is greater as given

by the values -0.21335453 ancl -0.10667723 in Columns 2 ano

4 respectively.
(2) time requireo to get to equilibrium is not

dependent significantly on amount of disequilibrium.

(3) minimization of prì-ce fj-uctuations (see Colurnn

6 ) results in greater initial- Council intervention than

minimization of governrnent influence as demonstrated. by

Columns 2 and 6. For the same mangitude of deviation and

the same marginal cost of intervention, the level of

minimization of Council-'s influence will initially be

-0.21335453 while ninimization of price fluctuation wil_l

be at a level of -0.24395227 .

(4) increased marginal costs of Council_,s inter-

vention results in (a) reduced initial council- intervention

and (b) no change in amount of time to derive equilibrium

market. This is shown in Columns 2 and B where n values

of 100 and 500 are assumed for columns 2 and B respectively.
(5) disequil-ibrium in either direction (e.g., 40

above or 40 below equilibrium) does not chanEe the above

four results.

Two general observations concerning the formulation
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of the optimal policy should be made. Firstly, a welfare

criteria has been adopted based on consumers' and producers r

surpluses. Apart from the assumptions mentioned in foot-

note 20, these measures assume that resources can be

shifted costlessly from one use to another. This in fact

may not be so for cocoa in different countries and the

revision in plans resulting from the variation in prices

occurring during transition to equilibrium may indeed

impose substantial acljustment costs on both producers and

consumers. In this case a plausible alternative welfare

objective may be to minimize the price fluctuations

occurring along the transitional path, so that instead of

(B) one minimizes the objective function

i l-*(¡p*)2 + nr?-l + c.irl -r .l (B')

This turns out to yield essentially similar optimal

policies. Specifically the concern now is to determine

+

+

where now
, -,2 2--- 2

k r nL (ob-l-)-m i cr-bkl + o-mk _ n - t.l 0, \. \+v I

n+cr" (m+k)

Stability again is assured, and the only difference worth

noting is that the transitional path may nov'l be monotonic

if n/m is sufficiently small.

I
2

ct

bg
+

(m

n

crII_Lf
t

g
k

v

m

).

(

lÞ
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Secondly, the foregoing analysis assuntes that the

Cocoa Council knows the equilibrium price exactJ_y (of

course this price may be negotiably arrived at through

remunerative pricing). rn practice, the council's informa-
tion may be imperfect and one way of incorporating this is
to assume that the parameters are stochastic. Alternatively,
even within a deterministic framework, the council's bel-ief
concernj-ng the true equilibrium may be incorrect. rf the

council- continually seeks to drive the market to some

disequilibrium price level- then its actions will impose

social costs. Needl-ess to say this would. represent giross

ineptitude on the part of the cocoa councir and woul-d be

unlikely to occur. More reasonably the council- wourd be

likery to fearn over time that its initiar information was

incorrect, thereby causing it to revise its estimate of
true equilibrium. rn this case the errors committed during

the rearning process would invol-ve social costs and wourd

have to be taken into account in assessing the desirabirity
of the Councilts intervention. presumably if they were

sufficientry high, the council's control would cease to be

justified.



CHAPTER B

SUMI{ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Cocoa is produced in developing countries onl1z.

rt iras no immediate close substitutes in the short-run and

it faces an inel-astic demand. This con',modity is, prima

facie, suitable for the introduction of a market organiza-

tion scheme to increase export earnings through action on

price mechanisms.

The effects of the institution of díscriminatory

monopolistic pricing by the Cocoa producers Alliance in

1964 were detrimental. Such an agreement would have

resulted i-n marginal, although possibl_y important, addi-

tions to the leading cocoa producing countries' command.

over external resources if mechanisms were also considered

to take care of stock accumulation or surplus disposal

problems, and if cocoa farmers were effectively isolated

from the world market to check the substantiar increases

of long-run supplies. llowever Chapter 6 and Appendixes

B, C, D and E show that with a careful understanding

of and application of economic principles, significant,

though by no neans fully proportional, increases in

earnings could be real-ized from increases in price.

2r4
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It had become increasingfy realized and recognized,

however, that price had two important functions to perform

in a commodity market. The more traditional, "classic"

view of price is in its al-locative rofe: regulating

supply and demand, i.e., ensuring a balanced al-location of

resources, both on the supply and the demand side, to clear

the market.l More recently, partly in view of the plight

of the developing countries, increased emphasis has been

given to the income role of price, i.e., as one of the

principal determinants of the l-evel of income or export

earnings received. Market organization would represent an

attempt to act, through this second role of price¡ oD the

l-evel of earnings. In doing so, however, it may more or

less seriously disturb the first, aJ-locative rol-e, and a

successful organization of markets must therefore be so

conceived that substantial disequilibrium between supply

and demand, i.e., in the allocation of resources, does not
2resul-t.

l_ _*Of course this is not to cl-aim that the allocative
function of price is by any means always performed satis-
factorily, especially in primary commodity markets.

2th. question is of course begged whether there may
not be better ways of assisting the cocoa producing countries than
acting through the income role of price and tieing the
cocoa price very closely to a concept of the purchasing
power of essential imports: for example, by straight
conpensatory transfers based in some way on changes in the
rel-ationships between exports and imports I
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On the producer side, what is required in the con-

text of the cocoa market to avoid such disequilibrium is

that the cocoa farmer be absolutery isolated from the rises

in the world import.price which will be the characteristic

feature of any organisation of the market. A tendency for

the increase in price or export earnings to be reflected

in irigher prices to farmers, and therefore, in the longer-

run, increased plantings and production, would be detri-

mental to the success of any market organization unless

other rigorous control mechanisms were in force. Fortun-

ately, the Mtarketing Boards and other institutional means

by which cocoa is procured and exported make such isol-ation

a practical possibility.

A more difficult aspect of the market organization

would be the need. for cocoa producing countries to d.emon-

strate, before the inception of any scheme of market

organization, that they are able to regulate production

effectively, i.e., that, independently of the inevitable

fluctuations caused by annual- climatic conditions, they

are able to keep production in line with export possibili-

ties plus any disposal outl-ets (destruction, diversion to

new uses or new markets, etc.) which might be clearly

available and assured. This condition is probably still

a practical possibitity, though the economic, social and

politicaf difficulti-es of regulating a peasant-grown
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tropical tree-crop are well known; the technical- and

statistical- difficulties in differentiating between fl-uc-

tuations and basic trends on a commod.ity market in any

given year are very substantial-; and the ability of the

international- community, or the producers alone, to

organize effective disposal outlets for cocoa surpluses has

yet to be demonstrated. Production regulation of a restric-

tive character in some form or another wilt be a basic

requirement for virtually all types of cocoa market organi-

zation; yet it must be recognized that to control produc-

tion is a difficult and complex undertaking. In the long-

run, it means shifting land and farmers out of cocoa

production. Thus, however export receipts from cocoa are

increased, mechanisms should be found for ensuring ttrat

producing countries will create alternative employment for

resources now in cocoa ¡ ê.g. , through a development plan

and possibly financed by some part of the accrued addition

in export receipts. Since economic development through

diversification is probably the only long-run method of

controlling supplies, producing countries must have a

strong interest in the use of funds in this way.

An initial step towards demonstrating the ability

of exporting countries to regulate production might v¡el1

be the all-ocation of greatly increased means by the inter-

national community to investigate thoroughly the reactions
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of cocoa farmers to changes in market conditions, and to

gather much improved statistics on cocoa tree numbers,

ages, productivity, etc.

Characteristically, cocoa (both price and quanti-

ties) is subject to large yearly fluctuations. Accordingly

any actual market organization woul-d in alI probability,

have to be introduced in an unstable situation. The

means to be used for organizing the market, and the price

level to be arrived ât, might well however differ con-

siderably according to whether the market was in a falling

or rising phase. l.lonetheless with linear demand and supply

functions and a supply Ia9, chapter 7 analyses a simple

operational policy determining how the Cocoa Council (or

the Cocoa Producers AlIiance) could attempt to bring the

market into equilibrium at minimum cost. ff the market
j-s deterministic, the optimal policy requires the Cocoa

Council to trade a quantity which is proportional- to the

deviation of the preceeding period's price from equili-

brium. Such a policy wilt ensure that the market will

always be stable r so that the Cocoa Council can convert

an unstable market into a stable one. With conventional

demand and suppty curves and a criterion based on con-

sumers' and producers' surpJ-us the transitional path will

oscillate temporarily until equilibrium is reached.
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This policy is preferabre to the arternative where

the cocoa council offers to buy or sell whatever quantities

are necessary to support the true equilibrium.

A related problem concerns any eventual links with
a price index of essential imports. Aside from problems of
negotiation and definition, it is possibte for supply and

demand in the cocoa market to be in balance, with price

at a "remunerative" l_evel_, when a movement in prices of
essentiar imports (for reasons quite unconnected with
cocoa) require an upward movement in the cocoa price,

leading to a new imbalance, and adjustments to offset the

new de-stabilization.

Final-ly, still ot't the producer side, the success

of an organization of the market for cocoa might al-so be

heavily dependent on the capacity of producing countries

to hord stocks, either in their own countries or abroad.

such stockholding capacity should probably be regarded as

a basic requirement. rts function woul-o be to iron out

much at least of the inevitabl-e yearly fluctuations in
production. It could al-so offset the possible tendency

of manufacturers, in the face of a permanentry high price-

level-, to allow the stockhol_ding role in the rnarket, at
present performed by them, to devolve on others to a much

greater extent than is currently the case.

So far as the manufacturing secLor is concerned., a
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large proportion of the price of the final cocoa product

is taken by processing and. distribution costs. The variety

of possíbte reactions on the part of manufacturers to given

changes in price, thus making this segment of the market the

most important and the most difficult to analyze. The role
prayed by the manufacturer is crucial, but the information

on his precise reactions to given price changes , et,c. , is

very sparse. The price elasticity of demand for cocoa

appears to be fairly low. However, it is not so low that
al-l upward movements in world cocoa prices would be absorbed

by the manufacturer.s , or t in a broader sense, the consuming

countri-es, and neither the price nor the cocoa content of

the final products woul-d remain unaltered. In fact, it

seems likely that, faced with a rise in the world. price of

cocoa, i. e. , a relative cheapening of aII other ingredients

and costs entering the price of the final_ product, manu-

facturers would at least decrease the volume of cocoa

utilized in a wide range of their final prooucts. past

policy in most consuming countries has been for no changes

in retaíl prices to be immediately made,. however, if the

new and higher price level- was seen to be permanent, as

would in fact be the objective of any organization of the

market, it seerns unlikeJ-y that a rise in retail prices to

consumers would or could be long delayed. fn view of the

sparsity of detailed information, it might well be necessary
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to l-ook into the whole issue much more closely, e.g., to

analyse the exact way in v¡hich rnanufacturers adjust the

pattern of their inputs and production in the face of

price changes, and to attempt to compute precise elastici-

ties of demanC for actual- use and for stock operations.

This l-atter distinction could become important if a once-

and-for-all increase in price was foll-owed by much greater

stability than before. For the time being, however, it

must be concluded that there appear to be no immediately

avail-abl-e practJ-cal- means of inf luencing manuf acturers'

policies with regard to their cocoa util-ization or retail-

pricing policies. If this is accepted, then the manu-

facturersr , role must be largely taken as given, and other

measures suggested ersewhere for action on other elements

in the market evolved.

The cocoa consumer does not react strongly to

changes in retail prices. Such reaction, plus decreases

in manufacturers' utilization of cocoa, are estimated (see

chapter 6) to be of such magnitude that some faIl-off in

the "normal" rate of consumption increase appears very

likety to occur. ConsequentJ-y, even if cocoa farmers are

totally isolated from world price changes, the possibili-

ties of a growing disequilibrium between production and

consumption developing from the demand side are large, and,

insofar as new disposal- outrets outside the existing world
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market are not avaj-lable, the need for different efficient

means of regulating production can again be seen to be

bas ic .

The dífficulties of analyzinE manufacturers'

reactions are compounded by the fact'that what is known

is based entirely on past experience in a "free" and

fl-uctuating market. How manufacturers wiIl in fact react

to a managed market with the world price supported. at a

permanently higher level is unknown. Much would depend

undoubtedly on the precise market circumstances at the

inception of any "remunerative" price scheme, and the

extent of the actual rise in price which was negotiated.

Any doubts about the eventual success of the scheme could

wel-l lead to a temporary refusal to purchase by the manu-

facturers, lasting at least as long as their stocks

permitted. Longer-term reactions would, however, probabty

take the form, ât least inter al-ia, of a lower util_ization

of cocoa per unit of final- output, a higher price to con-

sumers (depending on the extent of the remuneratj_ve price

rise), and a much more intensive search for and devefop-

ment of substitutes than occurred in the previous brief

disequilibrium periods of very high prices. Moreover, what

is known of consumer price elasticities of demand is

largely based on observations of relatively smal_I short-

term movements in price. These negative elasticities of
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response are certainly 1ikely to be larger over the long-

terrn than the short, greater at higher price levels than

at lower, and greater for bigger prÍce changes than con-

sumers have been accustomed to in the past.

The optimal stabilization policies which would

necessitate an institution such as the Cocoa Council would

involve costs. There are administrative and legislative

costs incurred with setting up the appropriate machinery,

there may also be various opportunity costs incurred,

hence in deciding its policies the Council must weigh

these costs against the costs involved j-n market disequili-

brium. The higher the costs the less the Council- should

intervene.

With uncertainties on both the manufacturing and

consumer sides, but the likelihood that the rate of

increase in consumption is at the l-east like1y to be

slowed below that of production by the introduction of a

remunerative price scheme, two basic desiderata for the

successful functioning of an organization of the market

for cocoa can be stated. Firstly, means of regulating

supply coming on to the market over the long-term to keep

it in line with the lower if not negative rate of growth

of export outlets (excluding development of new markets,

new uses, eLc,) are absolutely essential, and should be

demonstrably available before the scheme is set in
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operation, if it is not to be destined to almost certain

failure from the start. Insofar as the option of such

means wiIl require the co-operation and financial- assist-

ance of consuming countries, the need for an international

approach to the problem is essential. However, insofar as

the regulation of supplies can be effected through action

by the producing countries themselves, this necessary

condition for a remunerative price scheme coul_d be imple-

mented without recourse to international action on the part

of consumers. Of course since it could be demonstrated

that the financial benefits of such action by producers

alone would far outweigh the costs, in view of the

elasticities of response involved, it could be argued that

such regulation, if possible, is in fact a simpler and

more direct way of acting on cocoa prices than through a

complex international scheme requiring long multil-ateral_

negotiation and compromise before final agreement.

Secondly, the fluctuations inherent in cocoa pro-

duction for climatic reasons alone make it essential for

a series of flexible and assured short-term weapons to be

at hand to prevent temporary surpluses or deficits menacing

the whole scheme. Among such means, development of new

uses or new markets, stockpiling, destruction, etc. have

been l-isted but for efficient optimal stability the Cocoa

Council intervention scheme would be the recom¡r,end.ed course



of action.

Except for hypothetical_ illustrations, this study

has avoided any examination of what actual price or actual

means miglit be optimal in an organization of the market for

cocoa. For these there can be no a priori rules; there are

problems of the base-period to be chosen, and of differing

redistributive effects; in the l-ast analysis, if an organi-

zation of the cocoa market is to become a reality, the

price and method of implementation witt be established

unooubtedty by negotiation.
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APPENDIX A

THE ESTIMATE OF IREAL PURCHASING POWERI OF COCOA

The tabl-e below represents two basic attempts to

compute the real purchasing power of cocoa exports based

on data for a group of countries (Ghana, Nigeria, Brazil,

Cameroon ancl Ecuador) representing some 75 per cent of

world cocoa exports in LTTO-7T. Data for total imports are

taken for the present purpose to define 'essential imports'.

Unit values of imports of the five countries are weighted

(a) by each country's total cocoa exports, and (b) by each

countryrs total imports. Two unit value j-ndices of imports

(1968 = I00) were derived as follows:

196 4

1965

L966

L967

1968

l-969

1970

L97 T

L91 2

L97 3

(a)

I03.9
r00.4
102.l
IO2.B
100.0

99.2
L02.7
I03.2
102.1
r02.6

(b)

I13. B

105.7
r06.5
106.4
r00.0
95.0
oo q

L02 .6
107.6
r09.2

Source: (a) Data for computation from FAO:
Commodity Year Book (lg0Z/12 issues); (b) IMF: Annual
nepoEE -Ftg lVlt-f ssues) ; (a) cill and Duf fus, qg_.!-q
Ilgøyl2 issues). At-l r9l3 figures are estimateE-From
Irteril-l- , Lynch, Pierce Fenner and others , Cocoa Statistics -

Al-1 values derived b1z following computational- method of
UNCTAD Publication "Cocoa", General TD/B/AC 2./3, New
York: UNCTACT, 1966.
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If unit values of world coÇoa exports are now deflated
by the above two import unit value series, a measure of the

real purchasing power of cocoa exports (in t96B prices is
obtained. Viz. :

1964

1965

L966

1967

1968

]'969
L97 0

L91 T

L97 2

I97 3

Unit values of
cocoa exports

$ per ton

L,070
BIB

5Bt
563

845

739

594

474

453

486

ReaI purchasing power
of cocoa exports (in
1968 prices)

$ per ton
(a)

1,030
Bls
569

s4B

845

745
5tB
459

444

474

(b)

940

774

546

529

845
1-7 A

s97

462

42l.

445

Average L964-1973 662 651 634

Average L964-1968

Average 1969-1973

775

549

76r

540

727

541

These figures show that d.eflation by an index of

imports has little effect on the current value figures. For

example , for L964-7 3 as a whole, the average difference

between the current and the 'real' series lies between

$2e million and $11 million according to which deflator is
used, a deviation of only some 4.2 per cent and L.7 per cent

respectively from the current value average. On the basis
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of these figures, it might be concluded that adjustment for

change in import prices would hisLorically, have contributed.

only little to the solution of the export earnings problems

of the cocoa countries. Their problem remains that of a

stable 'remunerative' price for cocoa per se.



Remunerative Price
Rise (in Z)

abilities to be
@arol

QUANTTTTES TO
UNDER VARIOUS

(i) Year I
(ii¡ Years 2-5

Quantities to be---IsõTãEeã-l 
o o o tons )

APPEl\]D]X

BE ]SOLATED
REI\IUNERÄTTVE

Year I
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

Cumulative Total
(

llD

FRO¡( THE }IARKETA/
PRICE ASSUMPTTONS

As % of worl-d export
@ar

-/cI/ ^--'Or not
h/*'On the

reaction and six
shown (those of
the equilibrium
to be isolated.

10

1.
t.

4 2.8
0 2.2

20 25

]B
13
l3
L4
L4

72

in fact produced.

assumptions of Table 6.2. For Year I, six months of short-term
months of long-run reaction are assumed. The percentage values

Table 6.2 minus 2.52) are applied to the data for world exports on
assumption shown in column 7, Appendix C, to obtain the quãntities

6.
(

36
26
27
2B
LO

L45

37
56

30

o

BI
1a

74
76
7B

3Br

50

9.4
o1

75

101
91
93
95
9B

418

15.6
13.6

l0

100

I20 200
l.09 I79
IL2 183
115 lBB
L17 L92

573 942

23.2 30.7
20.L 26.4

28 36

297 39 3
264 347
27I 3s5
271 364
284 37 4

44

1393

77 l-23

1833

l-76

N)

'Þ(,



VíORLD EXPORT EARNINGS UNDER
AND ASSUIUING THE NECESSARY

Remurrerative price
rise (in % )

Assumed price ($/ton)
world expg1lEy

(million tons )

Year 0
Year I
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

Annual- Average
(Years 1-5 )

As Z of Year 0--rc-õr:-rI-
Export Earnings

($ million)
Year 0
Year I
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

Annual Average
@
As % of Equilibrium

APPEND]X C

VAR]OUS RE}.{UNERATIVE
QUANTITIES ISOLATED

0 5 10

510 535.5 561

L.25
I.28
1.31
1. 35
1. 3B
L.42
1.35

108

L.26 r.25
1 . 30 I.29
1.33 r.32
L.37 1.35
1.40 1. 39

1.33 L.32

r07 105

20 25

6L2 637.5

PRICE ASSU}IPTIONS
FROM THE MARKET

=/-/Exports in the equilibrium case (Col. 1) less quantities to be isolated
(see Appendix B).

Case (Col . 1)

r.20 1.18 1.16
I.24 I.22 1.20
I.27 L.25 L.23
t. 30 L.29 r.27
I.34 1.31 1.30
L.21 L.25 I.23

L02 100 99

30

663

631 .5
653 .46
67 0 .92
687.38
104 .84
722 .30

687

100

50 75

763 892.5

676 698
696 722
714 7 40
73r 758
750 7tB

l14 739

1.08 0.98 0.89
1.13 1.0s 0.97
1.16 1.08 0.99
1.19 1. 10 r.02
r.22 1.13 1.04
1.16 1.07 0.98

100

r020

734 752 770
759 779 798
778 799 BlB
798 Bl9 839
B]B 837 86 I
7tB 791 817

104 108 113 116

93 85

827 B7B 906
868 936 985
890 959 1011
9I2 984 1036
9 36 10 09 L062

BB7 953 1000

7B

119 L29 139 L46

t\)
rÞ
È



APPENDIX D

DTSTRIBUTIO\] OF EXPORT EARNINGS BY COUNTRIES
OF WORLD EXPORT VOLUME (S YEARS) ENN

NO EARNINGS FROM THE QUANTITIES TO

1. Remunerative Price
-Rïse_]Tñ-z)--

2. Average Annual
Earnings (Years 1-5 ) 6Bj

Ghana 282
Nigeria I24
Ivory Coast 62

Brazil 48

Cameroon 48

Ecuador 2I
Dominican Rep. 14

Togo 7

Costa Rica 1

Others 1 4

')

10

7L4

293

l-29

64

50

50

2I
I4

7

7

79

Annual- Gain in
@Equrll-brl_um Case

ffi

ON BASIS OF SHARESA/
ASSUMING

BE ISOLATED

20

739

303

r33
67

52

JL

¿z

15

7

1

B1

25

778

319

140

70

54

54

23

16

R

B

B6

30

797

327

143

t¿

56

56

24

16
oo

B7

50

BL7

335

L47

74

57

s7

25

I6
Õ

Õ

90

75

BB7

364

160

BO

62

62

27

1B

9

9

96

27

953

391

172

B6

67

61

29

19

10

l0
L02

100

52

100

410

180

90

70

70

30

20

10

10

1r0

9L 110 130 200 266 313
N)
rÞ(¡



APPENDIX D (continued)

Ghana

Nigeria
fvory Coast
Braz i I
Cameroon

Ecuador
Dominican Rep.

Togo

Costa Rica
Others

t/Gh.nu 
4Ls"

Nigeria 18%
Ivory Coast 9Z

l1
5

2

2

2

2I
9

5

4

4

1

1

37

L6

6

6

2

2

I
1

72

45

19

l0
oU

Õ

3

2

I
I

13

Braz il 7 eo

Cameroon 1Z
Equador 3U

53

23

I2
9

9

4

2

1

I
16

B2

36

1B

T4

L4

6

/'l

)

2

22

I09
4B

24

I9
19

Õ

5

3

3

2B

Dominj-can Rep. 22
Togo IZ
Costa Rica L%

L2B

56

¿a

22

22

9

6

3

3

36

Others llU

NJ
,Þ
o\



Exporting Countries

APPEND]X E

BASrC QUOTAS L964/6s rO I97I/72

Production
(in thousands

of tons)
Basic Quotas

(Percentages )

Ghana

Nigeria

Tvory Coast

Braz i l-

Cameroon

Dominican Republic

Equatorial Guinea

Togo

Mexico

Note:

580.9

307 . B

224.0

200 .6

126 .0

47 .0

38 .7

28.0

27 .0

36.7

19.5

L4.2

12.7

8.0

3.0

2.4

1.8

L.7

TOTAL 1580.0 100.0

Cal-culated for the first quota year on the basis
of the highest annual production figure during
the past years beginning with and including the
L964/65 crop year.

Data used for computation is frorn Gill and Duffus
Ltd., Cocoa Market Reports (various issues, L964/65
to I97L/72, London) .
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APPENDIX F

ALTERNAT]VE PROOF OF WELFARE LOSS FORMULA

The following alternative proof is given Lo show

that the area of triangle KlfC is equal to *tO-"lL p3
¿ ¿ -t

a

At equil-ibrium A

Pt=

9t=

AREA KMC = (vt-v, )

=B+bq

BA

+aq

=I ^Lc1 IJ

A + aq.-t
Þ-t - A

'"J("=n
, *=gL

B-A
- -l-q u 

[""*o-ir"-u] 
dx

P-At

= [r (a-b) + (A-B)] u* = (a-b)

[=]'+ (A-B) ,=,] t.#,1#,

tffir tffir + 1a-e) ,=ù

v2
î-' (e-e) x

B-À
ã:E-

P. -At

It*
I- t'-o I

L--l-
f (a-b)- L-z-

D -^ ^, L ,Z(- _ -)d.

2+ e-e t-=rl
,ntuo,2* e-e,:#, I
+ (a-n¡ ,+_",]- I'('-ol tu-ol ' * (o-" t"-otl - [.-n: 

[-_ ,,"+¡- - --- a-b-J - l--7-

248
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But
Þ-^P:a---+Pt a-þ t

+ (A-B) ("Hr. tr]

= [,-o lto-or ' * 2 (1-B) (B-A)J] [. * rE-A Pr z= 
f-b 

*-r*r7-*J-L-- (ã=Ë * ã=) 
"

+ (A-ts) (H. þ,1

=[**+4 L+[,F#1, 
,.2rffi,

n. * {i . I ro-"r ru-or . jêlt" Iã--?j 'L a:8, '-{'tJ

- 
f 

t'2 - zo" * o3 1-?4n - zo2 - z¡2 r* ,^{ þ*+t
+ (B-,ì)=. r*r ? €+É. (A-B)+l

=l



(B-A) 2

ZTã:E
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(B-A)2
-:---i:--d.-L)

2Pr, (a-b) Pt
a --Z--7-

a

f
L

D
-l

a
[- ("-ol 2

- 
Lzlã=Er

2-t
(a-b) Pt 

I-Í-"J

+î#l t

(B-A) 2

2la-El-

+ (B-A)

1e-e)

P-1+A-B 'laJ

2
,a-b. Pt\-z) -z *

a

(B-A)2 -l
a-b J

ntt
a

(A-B)

)(B-A) -
a (a-b)

(B-A)2 - "-o 1 
ni ìzla-El- - -z- \? J

t

^1^d._JJ

2

2
l),t
2a

=

I
z

t
1 (a-b) t*r nl

a

2pr(b-a) I-2
a



APPENDIX G

THE CASE OF FINITE UPPER LTMIT T

In order to demonstrate the existence of the feed.-

back solution it is necessary to consider the case of the

finite upper limit

Consider a one-stage process coÍtmencing at T-l

^ã.t-T:-1 T

m_'ir!^)-ì
cost.=min I \t*pÍ+nrl) +c\.I .., . q u L J 

(1)
I_I

' , cosr, = min þ,*to'n;-, 
+ zaztrvr-rfr-r + o2tl-rl

- ^.2 ì* "tr_rJ (3)

min 
l*øza2vl-, 

+ zo2bpr-rrr-r + o2t1-r) + nfl-il

2-2= mrn (mPt_l * rtt_l_)

Given the system lrt_l- = cr,bpT_2 + oft_l_

Find fr_t in terms of pr_Z

ð(Cost.') ) )=) 0 : -ãT; ,: = 2mo'bpr_, + 2 (ma' + n) ff _t
.L--L

25L
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f
2,mû þpr_Z

T-1 2mcx, + n

?.)J, ¿-

and, r cost, = m(obpr-2 - ^" "rnT-'r'' + n(mo :pT-2)2
mC{,+nmC{,+n

",-,[ 
-(#)'."'*þ' 'J

,2 2 , \.=4;.-.--o- 
{ ,nr,ro, * ,,*2o4 |

(mcr'+ n)' (. )

2 .2 2cr-tnnb-prl'-, t^ a -\ o2b2*r, qn', + n) ^2 , ¡ \
1I-r r Itl = ---------------T- P-_" . \ï,/

(ma'+ n)" (mo,-+ n)' L L

Thus fr-t is proportional to n1-, and

Cost- is pror¡ortional to "?-- - -l- r- -r yT_2

Now assume

ft-r = ßPr-z

2costr : Yp_ 1r r-¿

.2 2 ,þ P'n-r f*ärt-

rhen cost, = min t*pl-r + ,-,rfr-r) = min(* 
[c,on r-z+ oen,¡-f 

2

+ nß'n]-.,\ s unknown. (s)
' "/

ctn
2

mctfr
2*

m0,

)_

+

2 * nt*.'l'J
\

)
3.

-mcr .bÞ
n



ttr"

= nÌin I- *o
(wrtß)L

f*",

'ol-rø + ß)2 * ,rß2 ,'r-r)

)
ffiIn P.n_t

õL

Þ

(n+ ß)2 *r.ß2

<- can call this

process.

zma2(n + ß) + 2nß

¿, z^= mc-b + mo,-g + nß

)2= mo,-b + ß(mcl- + n)

ßf for a one stage

(6)

one-stage process starting

process starting at t = T-1,

l
^dU--- dtj

2.
â* mc þp - ---7.

mcr+n

Then y = n,o2 (b + ß*)2 + ,,ß*2

i{ow generalize

Instead of considering a

at t = T-1, consider an .Q,-stage

T-g T-.q,+ t T-3 T-2 T-1 T - final time

minimum cost is here CostU.

Now derive a recursion formula relating Cost to Costn_,

and sum a relation between ß and ß¿_f.

T-1 1
costo = min I- t*p3 + r'rll

L__å^LL L-r_-x,
(7)



= mln
over

= nrn
over

"t3,jt *nl-u *
tr- uL

-2ûf-o
!- le

T-l-
min I t*pÍ +

m o i1 L
J. - X,-rI
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(B)

assume certain forms

that fl-9" = ßPt-¿-t

recognize as Costn .

_2Dt- r
.t_ - l-

i. e. , that Cos- -2" g- Y l.Pt- ø-t

(obpr-ø-t + oß¿pr- 9.-12 + nß'nn'r-n-,

f *n3 n+
tt-ù !- L

f*
tt- nL

unl*.

+ ."=.u_rJ

Now

and

Cost -
v.

, , Costn
x.

+ Co=t,q,_t

Can express Costn_l ir above in terms of

equal- to v -r-r Pr-ø

express in terms of P- ñ 1

= mrn
over

= ml_n
over

l
Pr-.0-t

'r1-r-1 (b+su¡2 + "e?pl-ø-r

+ \n . (obP-
l-L r-l-l

+ aß¿Pr_g_t)

. "u?J

,J

2Pr-¿-t= *ä; 
[ '- 

. Yr-t)o2 (n+ßn)



2s5

Set d---=u
clþ g

for min: 0 = (m + yn .)o2(¡ +
L_I

ßL = (m + y s-r)oza + f ,* * \r-.)u2 +t L y,-r'

(m + y6_., )o'b
Õ _ ¡"_I

a
,L(m + Y, . )0' + n

L_I

ß n)'

"]

+ nßu

ßL

Put into Cost g, Lo

2uost¿ = Y¿Pr-.q,-t =

obtain

2Pr-¿-t

recursions for v:

(. )
J (* + yn_., )0-
(tuL

),J
)

n

9

2.
L)

(m+yÍ.-r)o2n + nb-

J

(m+yn-t ) s 2

(m+vu-r)o2 + n
* ,-, / 

(**Y¿-r)o'¡

\(**., ^ -)o2+ n.a,-l

r.e., \ 9"= n (m + f y-l) o2n2
n (m + yø_r)2n+

22(m + v^ ")o-* n' v,- r'
(m + yn_r)no2b2

\/=Ãr
Y" (m + Y^ .)o2+ 

",'v--L

Start with 9" - I

Then find ßL, yl

Find al-l- yi from y

g then specified..

Now take limit as

Then yn

Yø-r A o

recursion. Each

g_-> co

Ay
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define kAm+y

. 2.2(m + y) ncl, iJ, : -------------5--
(m+y)cy,'+n

)^.^.
y (m + y)a" + ++-.i- : (m + y)r,ozb(m+Y )

.2.
then ß - (agrees with equation 9

kcr- + n in Chapter 7) . (10)

use this definition of k in y-equatíon:

. 2.2_ (m + y) nG þ
(m + y)o-+ n

to obtain
,__.2,2 (ttri-s agrees with

k - m = equatión l0 in .(If)
ks-* n Chapter 7)

i.e.rGiven kAnr+y

,2 n 2-2Y(G + **l = ncr þ-

,2 n 2-2Y(G * L ) = nû, þ

2.2n0, þ
t2n

^, rur-
K

- ¿_ ./,Kncx b
Y_-------.¿KO¿+n
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but k=Am+y

Y=k-m

ì- - kno2b2K _ m : Q.E.D.
kcx2+ n


